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BY SuRGEON-MAJoR
K. R. KmTIKAR,I.M.s., F,L.s.
PART VII.
(With Plate I.)
( Continued fi•om page 230.)

STRYOHNOS NUX-VOMIOA.--{Linn,)
(Natural Ordel'-LOGANIAOEJE.)
MARATHI-~

i ifiTisITT,

A tree over 40 feet in height, with a straight thick trunk.
RooT.-Thick and with a yellowish epidermis; very bitter.
S'rEM.-Often 12 feet in circumference.
BRANOHEs,-Dense, irregular, covered with a smooth ash-coloured
bark. Young shoots shining and deep green, often tinged with red ;
bark notlose, bitter, glabrous.
PETIOLE.-}-½ inch long ; deeply grooved.
STIPULEs.-None, says Roxburgh in his "Ooromandel Plants."
Between the opposite leaves there is a raised line, whicb is perhaps a
rudimentary interpetiolar stipule.
LEAVEs.-Glabrous on both sides, shining, opposite, entire, coriaceous, often decussate in an oblique manner, arii;ing from stout nodes ;
ovate or rotundate, sometimes elliptically oblong ; 3-5 nerved ;
shortly acuminate or almost apicnlate. 1½inches ><6 inches ; usually
3-6 inches long. Base obtuse, somewhat unequal.
PEDUNOLE.-½-2 inches.
l
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FLOWERS.-Many, small, greenish-white, appearing with young
leaves on short slender pedicels ; collected on small terminal pubescent
corymbose cymes 1-2 inches in diameter, at the end of the branchlets or on short axillary shoots ; pentamerous ; bisexual.
CALYX.-5-parted ; persistent ; ¼or

1the size of the corolla.

COROLLA.-Valvate, hypogynous ; regular, tubular or funnel-shaped,
with a 5-lobed reflexed short limb. Tube ¼to ½inch long, glabrous
at the throat, lobes valvate, about¼ inch long ; glabrous; a few conical
hairs lower down the tube.
STAMENS.-5, epipetalous in the throat of the corolla tube, alternating
with the corolla segments.
Fn,AMENTS.-Scarcely any, or exceedingly short ; inserted over the
bottom of the division of the corolla.

•

ANTHERS.-Oblong, glabrous, half within the tube, half out.
STYLE.-Ofthe length of .the corolla tube; glabrous; :filiform.
STIGMA.-Small or short ; undivided, capitate ; sometimes indistinctly 2-lobed.
OvARY.-Free; 2-celled.
PLACENTAS.-Fleshy; adnate to both sides of the dissepiment.
FRUIT.-A berry, globose, smooth, indehiscent, with a fragile shelllike rind, orange-sized and orange-coloured when mature ; filled with a
soft white jelly-like pulp, which is intensely bitter.
SEEDS,-immersed in the pulp,-2-5
in number ; ½inch in diameter,
circular, discoid, shining, light grey, silky ; not reniform as Brandis
says, but having one surface convex, and the opposite correspondingly
concave, with a small foveola in the centre of each side.
ALBUMEN,-white, horny or cartilaginous as Gaertener calls it.
EMBRYO.-Very small, compared with the size of the seed ; straight,
eccentric ; milk-white.
CoTYLEDONS.-Cordate,acuminate, tri-nerved, very thin.
RADICLE,-Clavate, very small, placed near the hilum.
Rm,tARKS.
The wood is very hard and close-grained, white or grey, with
numerous medullary rays. One cubic foot weighs 52 pounds. It is
used for many purposes, such as ploughs, cart-wheels, cots, and fancy
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ca.binet work. The tree appears to be a native of Ceylon. My description is mainly drawn from the specimens obtained from the two
handsome trees growing at Bassein in the Salsette Island in a garden
near the ruins of the old Portuguese Fort.

•

Every part of the plant is exceedingly bitter, particularly the root.
The pulp of the fruit, says Roxburgh, '' seemsperfectly innocent, as it is
eaten greedily by many sorts of birds." Colonel Drury quotes this observation in his "Useful Plants of India." The root has the reputation
of curing intermittent fevers. Rhee<lesays that when boiled and drunk,
it is purgative. The bark is used as ::m antidote for snake-bite.
Brandis says that the pulp in the fruit is orange-coloured. It is not so;
it is white. It is difficult to understand how such a careful observer
as Brandis says so. It is evidently a misprint or slip of the pen,
The seeds contain 0·28 to 0·50 per cent. of an alkaloid called Stryclinia, mixed with another alkaloid Brucia, closely related to it .
IgasU?·ic acid, similar to malic acid, is associated with these alkaloids,
It is these alkaloids which render the plant poisonous.
The late Professor Sir Robert Christison says that the bark might be
advantageously substituted for the seed in the preparation of strychnia.
The tree flowers in the cold season. Kurz in his "Forest Flora of
British Burma," (vol. II. pp. 166-167), says it flowers in April
and May, It may be so in Burma. The trees in Bassein flower in
January. The fruit is ready in the early part of the cold season.
Kurz says that the tree sheds leaves in the hot season. It is not
known to do so in Salsette.
Brandis s~ys the seeds are flat. If it be so, it is quite exceptional,
The general form of the seed is correctly described by Gaertener when
he calls it convexo-concave.
Roxburgh observes in his " CoromanclelPlants "that the shell covering the fruit is somewhat hard. It is not so when mature and dry. It
has the appearance of being so when the fruit is but half developed and
the pulp has not yet become jelly-like, but is dense and comparatively
drier. When, however, the fruit matures and the pulp is well formed
and becomes almost isolated from the shell, the thinness is apparent.
It is still more so when the fruit becomes dry ; the seed and the pulp
then lie loose in the cavity, and the shell easily cracks with a resinous
fracture when pressed between the fingers.
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Hooker adds a very imporant note in the description of this plant
( Vide '' Flora of British India," Vol. IV, p. 90), which is as follows :" Bentham also reduces to the present species Stryclinos ligustrina

(Blume, Rumphius I, 68, t. 25 ), which does· not differ by any
tangible character, but has smaller somewhat different-looking leaves."
POISONOUS

PROPERTIES.

Nux-Vomica is so well-known for its poisonous properties that it is
hardly necessary to do more in these pages than state them briefly.
Strychnia, the chief active principle of this plant, is one of the most
powerful poisons acting on the nervous and muscular systems. It
causes tetanus-that is to say, tonic contractions of all voluntary
muscles. These contractions are generally sudden and last from a few
seconds to many minutes. They follow each other in rapid succession.
In severe forms there is hardly any intermission. The whole body in
such cases becomes " rigid, immoveable, and hard as a board "
(Schmiedeberg).
The convulsions excited by this alkaloid origimte in the spinal cord
probably by acting directly upon the motor-cells. The reflex irritability of the spinal cord, of the medulla oblongata, and of the brain
is excessively iucreasei:l. This causes tetanus. When the brain and
medulla oblongata are in this state, the spasms get excited by the
slightest, often imperceptible, stimuli, which may meet the eye, the ear,
and particularly the organs of touch, so that they apparently come on
without a cause (Schmiedeberg).
Strychnia has been found in blood. It has a marked effect on
circulation. The blood pressure rises ; there is arterial tension
during the appearance of the convulsions ; the frequency of
the pulse becomes simultaneously slowed. This Mayer believes to
be due to vaso-motor spasm from increased irritability of the origins
of the vascular nerves and the cardiac inhibitory fibres of tlie vagus.
It must be remembered that the mind is perfectly clear in strychniapoisoning. Strychnia is a cumulative poison. It also diminishes the
process of oxidation in blood-that is to say, the amount of oxygen absorbed and of carbonic aciclgiven out by blood are diminished (Harley).
Brucia is another alk:i.loid found in Nux-Vomica, but in smaller
quantity than strychnia. It possesses properties similar to strychnia 1
but as a poison brucio, is less active than strychnia.

•
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THE COMMON MARINE SHELLS OF THE BOMBAY
SHORE.

BY A.

ABERCROMBIE,

PART IL
( Continued from page 222.)

THE BIV .ALVES.
These shells have received a great variety of scientific names based
upon the peculiarities of animal formation which the various authorities
have considered best adapted for their own mode of classification, but
all are agreed that it is difficult to divide them into well-defined subclasses.
The authority which we are following places at least three-fourths
of the Bombay Bivalves, which he calls

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA,
under the head of Veneracea, but we shall endeavour to subdivide them
according to some other writers on more or less marked uifferences in
the shells themselves.
The bivalves have the power of attracting currents of water into
their shells, which they filter of all nutrimental or shell-producing
matter it may contain, and then pass out again.
Some of them accomplish this simply by slightly opening the valves
of their shells ; others are proviued with siphons or fleshy tubes (either
one with two divisions or two separate ones) which they can protrude
in varying lengths from the mouths of their shells.
The opening and shutting of the shells is performed by certain
muscles, and the number and arrangement of these muscles, as shown by
the scars left on the interior, is our first help to the classification we
adopt. Next, the presence or abs~nce of the aforesaid siphons is also
denoted by scars on the valves, but it is not always easy to detect these
:,cars, especially if specimens are old and worn ; further we have the
interlocking teeth of the hinge of the shell, which are very variable and
are a distinct feature in some families; and, lastly, the ligament holding
the two valves together is sometimes external, sometimes internal.
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The bivalves have very limited powers of locomotion, The oyster
family, when first they come into existence, can swim about, but they
soon attach themselves to rocks or stones, and then become permanently
fixed. Other families, notably the mussels, spin what is called a byssus,
a horny or fibrous material which passes through an aperture in the
valves of the shell, and enables them to attach themselves more or less
firmly to rocks or stones, but by far the greatest proportion are simple
burrowers in sand, mud, or even stone,
This burrowing in sand or mud is effected by means of a fleshy lobe
or foot (it is often the shape of a foot), and the process may easily be
watched if a live shell be placed in a tank or basin upon some sand.
When a sufficient time has elapsed to calm the fears and suspicions of
the animal, it will protrude its foot from between the valves of the shell,
thrust it down into the sand, and then with a jerky motion the shell is
drawn vertically downwards a little; and the process is repeated till it
has disappeared. The whole proceeding occupies only a very few
minutes, but some are much more rapid in their actions than others.
The depth the animal will burrow seems to depend upon the length
of its siphons ; these, when..it is down, are protruded until their fringed
mouths lie exactly on the surface of the sand, and in this position they
are quite invisible until the currents of water they attract and repel
point to their presence.
The only instance of activity I have seen amongst the bivalves was
some young specimens of the family Meroe,which, after driving their
foot into the sand, jerked it out, causing their shells to shoot a distance
of a few inches through the water.
We now come to our classification :
Drv1s10N!.-Shells with two muscular impressions or scars on the
inside of the valves at opposite sides and nearly equal in size.
DIVISIONIL-Shells
with two unequal impressions ; but this
division will not be further considered in this paper, as the only
representatives of it are some specimens belonging to the wellknown mussel family, and they are very uncommon.
DrvrsIONUL-Shells with one impression, or two or three close
together and centrally placed.
Before going further, it is necessary to note that the umbo is the
name given to the beak or commencement of growth of the shell, and
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the ventral border is the edge of the shell opposite the umbo and which
constitutes the length of the shell. The breadth is, of course, a measurement from the umbo to the ventral border in a straight line, and this
measurement also determines whether a valve is equilateral or not, i.e.,
whether the umbo is centrally placed with regard to the shape of the
valve. When dimensions are given, they are of what I believe to be
full-sized specimens.
Unfortunately nearly all the common bivalves belon_gto Division I,
but two large subdivisions are fairly easily determined-the Integripallia and the Sinupallia. Still regarding the inside of the shell, there
will be found running parallel to the ventral border a line or scar
formed by the muscular attachment of what is termed the mantle
of the animal to the shell. In casea where this line (the pallial line)
simply follows the outline of the shell between the two muscular scarsj
it indicates that the animal has no siphons and belongs to the class
lnteg1·ipallia. Where this line is inflected and forms a sinus or bay,
the animal has siphons-the Sinupallia.
DIVISION

l.

INTEGRIP ALLIA.-LIGAMENT
EXTERNAL.
ARCACEA.
There are many species of this family, and it is easily recognised
by the long straight row of similar and comb-like teeth of the hinge.
Shells generally white and covered more or less with a rough
or bristly epidermis, also radiately ribbed from the umbo.
Arca incequivalvis(Brug.) is a large thick swollen shell with about
34 broad smooth ribs. Umboes curled over the broad ligamental area.
Length 2½-3", breadth 2-2½'', depth of double shell 2".
Arca bistrigata (Dunker) lives attached to rocks or stones by a
horny byssus coming out of the centre of the ventral border, and can
only be removed by the use of a considerable amount of force. It is
generally a rottgh dirty-looking shell often covered with limy matter
and a bristly epidermis. The shell is oblong, and the hinge line is very
long and straight.
Ribs numerous, slightly noduled and in pairs at the sides.
Size 2-2½" X l¼".
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Arca g1'anosa (Lam.)-Shell nearly equilateral and strongly ribbed
with about 20 noduled ribs.
Epidermis brown, thin, and scaly. Shell pure white.
Size 1½"x l¼".
Arca japonica (Reeve).-Shell oblong, very inequilateral, shining
white, with 32 to 33 broad flat ribs.
Size lj" X 1".
Arca tenebrica (Reeve) is a small oval flattish shell with the hinge
line slightly curved. The ribs are close set and very numerous.
Size ½"X ¾",but I have one specimen !" X ½''.
Arca lactea (Linn.) is the smallest of the family and very common
amongst shell shingle. White or yellow tinged, hump-backed and
somewhat squarely shaped, with the umbo curling over the ligamental
area. Radiate ribs numerous and somewhat beaded.
Size ¾"x ¼''·
LUCINACEA.

We have two specimens of this family which are so widely different
in every respect that it is hard to believe they are correctly classified.
Ca1·dita antiquata (Lam.) is one of our commonest shells. Very
massive,white beneath, with a yellow-brown epidermis, and with irregular burnt blotches or streaks scattered over the radiate ribs. Ribs
broad, and about 23 in number. Hinge remarkable for long ridge,
which fits into a corresponding groove.
Size 2¼'' X 2".
Diplodonta indica (Desh.) is a very delicate white globular little
shell, smooth and shining, or very finely concentrically striated,
About the size of a small marble.*
CYPRIN ACEA.
Ca1·dium asiaticum (Brug.)=coronaturn (Speng.)-This is our representative of the cockle family, and the double shell viewed sideways gives a perfect outline of a heart. The ventral b01·<leris semicircular. Shell light yellow and deeply ridged, with 33 to 34 radiate
ribs, which are notched or lamellated towards the ventral border.
Hinge, central teeth small, but two sharp pointed prominent ones on
either side, widely separated from the others.
• N.B.-Dr.

Fischer puts this ~hell under the Unguliniil(lJ.)
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SIN upALLIA.-LIGAMENTEXTERNAL
,
VENERAOEA.
Cypricardiabellicata(Reeve).-This is a smallish, dull, chalk-white
shell, shaped something like a bean, very inequilateral ; in fact the
umbo is quite at one side. It is smooth, but irregularly roughly
ridged or striated with the lines of growth. Hinge teeth one small
one on each valve. Sinus slight.
Size 1¼''X -£".

We now come to seven shells which are much mixed up in subclasses, but which I shall endeavour to take together under some leading features.
They are all polished shining shells, thickish, with ¼"sharp closely
set prominent teeth in the hinge, and are generally smooth and
coloured•
.Jferetria:morpldna (Lam.) is about the largest, very shining, thick
and smooth, and of all colours, from pale buff to deep rich brown. Shell
somewhat triangularly cut and ventral border rounded. Umboes
nearly straight, making valve not far off being equilateral. Sinus very
slight.
Size 2½"X 2".
The shells figured in Reeve as Cytliereacastanea,C. petechialis,and
C. impudicaappear also to be this species.
Cliionepinguis (Rind's) is also very shining and smooth, but the shell
is much thinner and more swollen, especially towards the umboes,
Colour generally light or dark slate with concentric bands or wavy lines.
Shape ovalish, umboes curling away from the ligament side of the
shell, which side is produced or elongated. Sinus broad, deep, and
oval.
Size 2" X 1½".
Cliione radiata (Chem.)- ,Similar in shape to the last, but more
oval. flatter, not so shining, and with irregular concentric striations.
Umboes straightish and not very prominent, i.e., they do not much
distort the general oval shape of the valve. Sinus deep and oval.
In colouring, this shell, as is the case with many of the bivalves,
defies description. Young specimens have a reddish tinge which
turns to brown or grey when older, and many are_marble(or clouded
2

•
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with angular dark grey colourings on a light ground, also frequently
radiately dark banded. The variations in colour and shape no doubt
account for its having received three names and being figured
in Reeve's Conchologia as Tapes marmorata and T. orientalis. The
name of C. radiata is that applied to the adult specimens in the
British Museum.
Size 1!1' X 1¼".
Tapes te3Jtri3J
(.Chem).--One of our commonest shells, elongated, oval,
very smooth and shining (old shells sometimes irregularly, concentrically striated), and with very pronounced blackish zigzag or netshaped markings on a yellowish ground. Sinus rather small, not
pointed.
Size li' ' X i",
Meroe solandri (Gray) and M. ffffossa(Hanley).-These are two oval,
flattish, thick, very shining shells remarkable for a deep linear cut
or depression in the shell behind the umboes and in which the
ligament lies. Beaded on the inner edge of ventral b01der.
M. solandri is quite smooth and of a uniform cream to buff. Young
specimens are often prettily flame :marked with yellow to brownish
colourings.

Sinus broad, not very deep.
Size 1¾"X lt".
M. effossaiE1concentrically lined or grooved, most clearly so towards
the linear cut spoken of. Nearly covered with flame or sharp
pointed wavy bands of yellow or light brown, often tinged with
purple.
Sinusas last.
Size 1½"X lf".
Pullastra malabarica (Chem.).-This shell differs from the others
in being strongly concentrically ridged or furrowed ; umboes a good
deal curled ; ventral border rounded, and large specimens look about
as broad as they are long.
Colour yellowish with fine grey frecklings and frequently four
dark radiate bands of colour.
Sinus deep and broad, extending to middle of shell.
Size 2½11 X 2¼'',
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Venus imbricata (Sow.) is a very small shell found in great
quantity amongst shingle. White, sometimes yellow or purple-tinged
towards the umbo. Radiately ribbed, Ribs about 18-19 and noduled,
Length i" and nearly the same breadth,
Circe divaricata (Ohem.).-Shell oblong, oval, flattish, thick, radiately
ridged, ridges diverging from umbo and centre line of shell, also
partially conceutrically ridged, giving a beaded appearance in places.
Colour fulvous-white, mostly streaked or blotched with red brown.
Sinus inflection hardly noticeable.
Size 1½"
X If".
Dosinia or Artemis.-There • are four species of this genus, all
more or less circular in shape and closely concentrically striated.
The umboes are pointed and curled, and st::mdout of the circular contour
more or less. Immediately nuder the umboes is a small heart-shaped
impress10nindented in the shell. Sinus la.rge and pointed, extending
to middle of valve.
D. prostrata (Linn.) is a large flat fawn-coloured, shining shell.
Striations at sides run mto converging ridges.
Diameter about 2".
D. pubescens (Phil.),-White, sometimes faintly pink tinged ; finely
silkily striated. Most frequently found about the size of a 4-anna
piece, but gTowsto l½" diameter.
D. rustica (Romer) is a rough chalky-looking shell about the
size of a rupee. Striations fine and b0cu111ingl'i<lgeJat the sides.
D. gibba (Adams) is about the same size as the last., but the umbo
is much produced, destroying the circular form. The shell, too, is
thinner and more swollen towards the umbo. The heart-shaped
impression is comparatively large and faint ; pure white and finely
evenly striated,
Donax or W edge-shells.-W e have three membel'Sof this genus.
Ligament short, and side of shell on which it lies (the posterior side)
truncated. Sinus deep. Shell inequilateral.
D. scortum (Linn.).-Easily known by the polished purple interior
and the sharply truncated side ending in a point at the ventral border,
Outwardly the shell is brownish-grey concentrically striated, forming
ridges towards anterior side. Shell also radiately striated, especially
on anterior side.
Size 211 x lf'.
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D. abb1•eviatus(Lam.) is a small, thick, very inequilateral shell

finely concentrically striated, varying in colour from pure white to
purple-brown, When coloured there is genemlly a light ray from umbo
to ventral border. Hinge-teeth, one prominent in one valve fitting between two smaller ones in the other,
Size I"X¾",
D. incarnatus (Chem.)=D. dysoni (Desh).-A pretty little whitish
shell often delicately tinged with yellow, pink or purple. Smooth and
shining, truncated end concentrically furrowed. Apex pointed and
straight, giving the shell an angular shape.
Size ½''
X ¾",but found much larger than this at Ratnagiri.
Psammotroa atrata (Desh.)-This shell, being the only true purple
bivalve I have found, will not need muoh description. It is thin,
oblong, somewhat transparent, generally partially covered with a
greenish epidermis, and with 2 light rays running from umbo to
ventral border in a slanting direction.
Length 1f' X ¾",
The Tellinas form a very numerous family generally taken by itself
and even much subdivided.
The Bombay specimens are thin flattish inequilateral shells generally
white, and the posterior side (i.e., the side with the ligament) is
truncated or more frequently plicated.
Hinge-teeth insignificant, sometimes obsolete.
Sinus in all cases very large.
The following are all white.
T. sinuata (Spengler).-Large,
very flat, oval, very silky, and
.finely concentrically striated ,; posterior side produced and slightly
flexuous.
Size 2¾"X 1i''.
T. capsoides (Lam.),-Also :flat, chalky-white, slightly rough, and
clearly concentrically striated ; posterior side short, plicated, and truncated; anterior rotmded and faintly radiately striated,
Size 1¾"X If'.
T. edentula (Spen,). -Large, thin ; umbu pointed, rather swollen and
angular; inequilateral I posteriorly stroDgly flexuous, anteriorly produce<land oval; smooth, shining, and striated with lines of growth.
Size 2i" X li" •
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T. ala (Hanley).-The chief feature is the pointed and plicated
posterior end. Anterior end rounded ; umbo pointed, but not much produced; silkily minutely concentrically striated; sometimes rusty-tinged
by the epidermis.
Size l¼"X !",
T. truncata (Tonas) is a very thin, pure white, perfectly smooth,
oval shell, very inequifateral; umbo pointed and angular. Posterior side
slightly flexuous.
Size ltt" X l".
T. emarginata (Sow.).-An al.long, very highly polished, smooth
shell with concentric agate-like veins frequently pinkish towards the
umbo, or pink-rayed; posterior side sharply fl.exuous,forming sometimes
a sort of dip in the shell.
Size 1½"
X £".
EXTERNAL LIGAMENT SLIGHT OR WANTING.
Semele cordifo1·mis (Sow.) is the name of a whity-pink, somewhat circular and thickish shell often pink-rayed and banded, especially towards the umbo. Both radiately and concentrically striated,
the former being particularly permanent towards the ventral border.
Sinus deep and broad.
Central teeth obsolete, a long internal ligament taking their place.
Lateral teeth two. About the size of a rupee.
The lfactras are chiefly known by t.he pecularity of the hinge--teeth.
In the centte is a more or less hollowed-out triangular or spoonshaped projection or pit which holds the internal ligament. Beside
this are sharp interlocking teeth, beyond which the hinge area is
more or less grooved laterally.
M. luzonica (Desh.) only occurs here as a small nearly equila•
teral and triangular shell, very shining, and finely concentrically
striated. Colour variable, but generally a grey purple towards the
umbo.
Size about i" X !" or smaller.
Cmcella transversalis (Desh).-An oblong equilateral shell generally covered, all but the umbo, with a, yellow-brown epidermis, beneath
whicJhit is quite white.
Size I½"><
½''.
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Of the genus Standella there seem to be two species-S. capillacea
(Desh.) and S. pellucida (Chem.), but the hinge-teeth and ligamentpit are so exactly alike in both cases that I am in some doubt,
from a recent examination of a number of specimens, as to
whether we have or have not two species. If we have, S. capillaceais
much the larger, rough, oval, and inequilateral, white or more often
tinged with rusty-yellow, rough, and irregularly concentrically
striated with lines of growth and fine wrinkled striations in a radiate
direction, especially towards the ventral border,
Size 3½"X 2½",
S. pellucida is much smaller, and the oval shape is more pointed.
Shell shining white and silkily, very finely, concentrically striated.
Radiate wrinklings not present.
Size 2¼"X 1½''.
MYACEA.
The Bombay specimens of this family are so widely different in
form that they must be taken separately.
Thracia salsettensis has been described and :figured by Mr.
Melvill, and a copy of his diagram and pamphlet has been reproduced
in this journal.
Anatina labiata (Reeve) is an extremely fragile oblong some,.
what s-wollen,pearly-looking shell ; semi-transparent; interior vitreous,
and with a single spoon-shapedprojection to hold the internal ligament.
The shorter side of the shell is rostrated or slightly thrown back,
causing it to gape.
Solen truncat,:,s (Sow.)-(The razor shell)-is very common; the
double shell forms a long cylinder open at both ends, often covered
with a greenish epidermis. Shell tinged with rusty-pink often transversely banded with this colour.
Length 311to 7".
PHOLADACEA.
One species, Pliolas bal,eri (Desh.), is certainly common, and I
believe these shells have been called angels' wings, the imaginary
drawings of which they faintly resemble. A very elongated, pure
white, thin and brittle shell concentrically and radiately roughly ridged,
the ridges forming sharp points at the junction. At the umbo the shell
is curled over on itself, a very marked feature, Interior porcellanous.
Length about 3"X 1".
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DIVISION III.
This comprises all the oysters, and I give the following extract from
the paper already mentioned:Ostrea crenulifera (Sow,) plicata (Chem).
Ostrea bicolor (Hanley).
We give these names as most closely corresponding to the Bombay
specimens that have come under our notice, but this genus is so widely
distributed in all seas and the similarity of shell sculpture is Boclose,
whilst the shape is so varied, that it is impossible to speak with absolute certainty.
0. lacerata (Hanlev).-Found on stones at low tide, densely clustered
and arranged vertically.
Of the genus Anomia we have two species.
A. aclu:eus( Gray).-A translucent, silky, copper-tinged (yellow to
red) shell with often a roughly wrinkled exterior and a very polished
metallic interior, The lower valve is flat and has a large circular or
oval hole extending to the middle of the valve through which the
byssus passes. The animal lives attached to rocks or stones, and, like
the oysters, adapts itself in the shape of its shell to its surroundings.
Muscular impressions central and BOclose together as often to make
one scar.
Hinge-teeth absent.
Size about l½'')('lf'.
Placuna placenta (Linn.).-Circular, very flat and thin discs, often
as large as a saucer. Texture like mica or talc, smooth towards the
umbo, otherwise finely wrinkled with minute thread-like shining lines.
Young shells faintly pink-tinged ; old ones often blackened with mud,
otherwise they are white. In the interior at the umbo there are two
diverging ridges.
The Pectens.-These well known scallop (expanded fan-shaped) shells
are only represented here by one or at most two species. Umboes
pointed and angular, and with wings or ears on either side ; ventral
border semi-circular.
P. singaporinus (Sow.) has about 21 ribs, is whitish and generally
densely covered with transverse bandings or blotchings of dark brown
or rusty-red.
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COLLECTING WAYS AND COLLECTING DAYS.
BY MAJOR

C. T.

BINGHAM, F.z.s.,

Forest Department, Burma,

(Read before tlze Bombay Natural Hist01'Y Society, 13th Nov., 1893.)
Collecting on tlie Kawkareik and Myawaddy Road.

I know of no forests in all this forest-bearing country of Tenasserim
so interesting as those lying in the East Salween sub-division of
the Salween-Ataran Forest Division.
Apart from the fact that from a forest point of view the East
Salween contains perhaps the most valuable forests in the province, the
whole country, from the configuration of the land and from the character of the vegetation covering it, forms the very happiest of hunting
grounds for a natural history collector. From north-west to southeast right along the wbole length of the sub-division runs the range
of the Dawnat mountains, covored for the greater part by dense
evergreen forests, and possessing peaks running to 4,000 and 5,000
feet,
One of these, Mulayit, has been made famous by the collections
made thereon by Mr. Limborg, the late Mr. W. Davison, and Signor
Fea. The Dawnat range forms the water-shed between the Thaungyin
river on the east and the Hlaingbwe and Haungdraw rivers on the
west. For the most part it is covered by unbroken forests, and its
wilder portions are only known to the wandering Karens ; no white
man has penetrated to their depths. Here and there rough pathways,
leading over high and rugged passes, cross the range, and being often
the only breaks for miles in the dense forests are, at most times,
thronged with birds and insects. In all Tenasserim I do not know any
collecting ground so good as the road leading from Kawkareik, a large
village in the Haungdraw valley across the Taung,iah pass (1,500 ft.)
to Myawaddy, a village on the Siamese frontier in the Thaungyin
valley. For some reason or another, possibly attracted by the dense
evergreen vegetation, many Malayan species, both of birds and insects,
originally recorJed from the Malay Archipelago, Malacca, or from the
extreme south of Tenasserim, creep up along the Dawnat range
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and have been procured by H., myself, or others on the Taungjah
pass.
Witness to this fact among birds, the black-and-red broad-bill
( Cymborhynchus mae1•01·hynchu~),the tufted tree-swift (Macropteryx
comatus), the greater red-billed malkoha (Rhamphococcyx erythrognathus), and many others: among butterflies I have taken the
eminently Malayan forms of Papilio butlei·i and Sithon nedymond,
not to speak of scores of others : and in the Hymenoptera it is
sufficient to mention as common Sphe.v tyrannica, Smith, originally
recorded by Wallace from the Celebes ; Ctenoplectra chalybia, also
from Malacca and the Oelebes, Megacliile at1·ata, from the Philippine
Islands, etc.
Years ago I was stationed at Kawkareik and knew the Taungjah pass
and road well. My best collections of birds and insects were made
along it and in the Thaungyin and Haungdraw valleys. Of late years
however, only when professional work has taken me there, have I
been able to revisit my old hunting grounds and collect during such
leisure as the ever-increasing duties that press on one now-a-days have
allowed me. Here is an account of one trip made along this road.
Leaving Maulmain by launch one day early in February, H, and I
got up to Kyundo, .a little village on the bank of the Haungdraw
river, on the same day, early enough to proceed on to Kawkareik,
which is :fifteenmiles further in towards the foot of the hills. Leaving
our servants to load and bring on our baggage on carts, we started on
foot with a light empty cart and a fast pair of bullocks following close
behind in case we founi the sun hot and decided to ride. We both
carried nets, and H., who had lately taken again to bird-collecting,
had a man behind carrying a gun.
The road for some miles from Kyundo is uninteresting, passing
between low-lying marshy ground and paddy fields over which it is
built with high embanked sides, pierced by bridges so as to allow of
outlets for the water in the floods of the monsoon. At about the fifth
mile, however, the road gets up among low forest-clad laterite hills,
. and here our collecting began, the first prize being a fine adult
Poliornis teesa, an exceedingly rare bird in Tenusserim. H. spied it a
little distance off the road, seated high upon a dead tree (Dipteroca1-pu1
a
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tuberculatus), and after a careful stalk managed to bring it down.

While H. went off after the hawk, I wandered in among the bushes
and undergrowth, keeping a sharp look-out for any good but,ter:fly
or Hymenopte1·a. Butterflies were plentiful enough, but all of
common species. Flitting up suddenly and after a short jerky flight,
dropping close to the roots of some thick bush and becoming perfectly
invisible until put up again, were dozens of .Melanitis ismene, M. aswa,
and 1lf. zitenius ; I caught specimens of all three in a couple of minutes.
Here were two or three Mycalesis mineus going with steadier flight and
settling higher up on the leaves of the bushes, while Terias, Ypthima,
and the delicate weak-flighted Leptosia xiphia were all to the fore,
Suddenly I saw a flash of blue, and a little bright Arhopala went
with a thump on to the underside of' a leaf' of a Y endike bush
(Dalbe1·gia cult1·ata). A careful sweep of the net, and it is caught and
proves to be Acesina aben··ans, de Niceville, an A1·l10palapure and simple,
but with rather unusual markings on the underside of the wings. The
bushes grew thick, and tramping about among them I disturb insects of
all kinds, among them a rather lively solitary wasp (Eumenes arcuata),
which gives me a good deal of trouble to get into the cyanide bottle,
By the time H. ·has recovered his bird and returned to the road, I have
at least a dozen butterflies in papers and three or four Hymenoptera
in the killing-bottle ; and so it goes on, H. helping me with my
insect-collecting, while keeping a look-out for birds for himself, until
we get within a mile or so of Kawkareik; then we get into the cart
and rattle in in time for a bath, and get dinner later on when our
servants and baggage turn up.
We stopped a day at Kawkareik, and the next morning started for the
Thaungyin valley. Carts had here to be abandoned and elephants taken
on. The next day what with getting our baggage straight and loading
the elephants, we did not get off till after 8 o'clock. The march was going
to be a short one, only to a camp at the foot of the hills, some five or six
miles off; so our late start did not matter, Passing through the village,
which is long and straggling, we did not get into any collecting ground
until we had got clear of the Shan hamlet of Tadanku, which joins on to
the east end of Kawkareik village. The morning was bright and the
sun already beginning to feel hot, so that we were glad to get past all
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cultivation and clearings into the cool evergreen forest. The road or
pathway, for it is really only a bullock-track, follows the bed of the
Kawkareik chaung, a regular little mountain torrent, shallow but swift,
which or its feeders are crossed by the road some twenty-five to
thirty times within a distance of four miles. A considerable trade
in live cattle brought from Siam has been carried on for years,
and this pathway, rough and rugged as it is, is well marked,
and forms a broad winding break in the forest. The hills rise
on either side of the road steep and densely crowded with vegetation, evergreen bushes with sharp recurved thorns, creepers of all
sizes and lengths, huge clumps of bamboo and giant forest trees, Thin•
gan (Hopea odorata),Kaungmoo (Pa1•asho1·eastellata), Pyinma (Lage1•strcemiaflos-'regince
), and numbers ofothers are all jumbled together in
one matted mass through which it is impossible to penetrate any distance without free use of axe and dah. All wooded scenery has a
sameness that becomes, after a time, rather monotonous. But on this
road the abrupt turns and the distant views obtained of bare hill and
rocks between the lower wooded vistas are most striking. You ascend a height and look over a waving sea of green broken by the
winding road crossed here and there by the stream. The contrast of
the vivid green of the trees, with the brown-black and gleaming white
boulders in the torrent's bed, and afar off a bare mountain side of rock
and grass is remarkable. The whole lit up by the morning sun forms
a rich mass of colour which has often held me breathless and silent.
At the first crossing we stopped and let the elephants with our
baggage get ahead, telling our servants to pitch our camp at Taungcheyin (lit, '' the foot of the hill") and get our breakfast ready against
our arrival. In the mean time we looked about, The near bank of
the stream showed a wide expanse of damp sand, and on this, as the
sun got higher and warmed it, came butterflies, bees, wasps, and
Dipt era in scores, sucking up the moisture. On one or two spots,
where some wayfarers- Burman, Shan, or Karen-had sat down
and eaten their meal of rice and na-pi (f'ermenteJ fish-paste), a
whole crowd of waving wings made a bright patch of colour on
the yellow sand. It is very difficult to say w4ether butterflies
are attracted more by smell or by sight. In the course of my
collecting I have found an over-ripe jack fruit or papaya split
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open and laid out on bare rocks or sand-a fair bait for the Papilionidre
and LycamidC1J,
among butterflies and for all the solitary fossorial
wasps, and the Apidce among the Hymenoptera. But then to bait
of this kind insects may be attracted as much by signt as by scent,
while there is not the ghost of a doubt that for all Lipidoptera,
H,ymenoptera,Diptera, &c., there is nothing to beat liquid ammonia*
spilt over patches of sand where the sun is shining hot ; and to this
there can be no question that the insects are attracted purely by
scent. For certain foul feeders, the genus Charaxes among butterflies pre-eminently, a sure £nd is the droppings, so common on: jungle
roa<ls,of tiger, wild cat or dog. Again Euthalia and skippers and
many large fossorial HymerJ,optem,Pompilidw, SphegidC1J,
&c., are often
found in numbers sucking the juice of jungle fruits shed and lying on
the ground in rotting masses. On the sand for some time our nets went
swooping out busily, and then H. suddenly said, '' By Jove, what's
that," and looking up, I saw three green birds flying on to a high tree
on the other side of the stream. For a moment I thought they were
parrots, but a second good look showed the beautiful cherry-pink puffedout feathers of the throat, and I recognized them as Nyctiornis amicta,
the "red-bearded bee-eater" to use Oates' name. This is a much
rarer species than the '' blue-bearded bee-eater" (Nyctiornis athertoni)
and found only in the heaviest forests ; whereas the latter species is not
unfrequently seen near clearings, and I have even shot one on a solitary tree in the middle of a paddy field. The call of Nyctiornis
amicta is quite different from that of its congener, much coarser and
rougher. The bird breeds on these hills, and on two occasionsI found
nest holes on this very road. Unfortunately the first time I was too
early ; the birds had just begun digging, and on the second occasion
I found the young already hatched out and feathered. They flew out
as I dug down into the nest. Both N. atliertoni and N. amicta,
notwithstanding their popular name of bee-eaters, live quite as much on
beetles as on bees. From the nest mentioned above I took out quite
a hatful of the legs, heads, and wing-cases of beetles. The nest, like
that of all bee-eaters, is simply a large bulbous chamber at the end of
* For the precise manner in which this ammonia is poured on the ground see
Hogarth's plate of the" Enraged Musician."
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a seven or eight foot tunnel dug obliquely into the bank of a

stream, the side of a road or other cutting. I have no doubt that
the eggs of N. amicta, like those of N. athertoni, are globular and
glossy white.
H. and I stalked the birds very carefully, but succeeded in only getting
one. After putting this up we slowly wandered on, adding rapidly
to our collections. The profusion of bird and insect life was simply
marvellous. Among birds, bulbuls of many kinds were cunspicuous,
Chloropsis, Iole, Pycnonotus, C1·iniger, twittering, flitting and :fighting
among the tree-tops. The beautiful male of the fairy-blue-bird (Irena
puella) with its glistening cobalt-blue wings was uttering its sharp
'' be quick," " be quick", while from the lower bushes by the road-side
came the plaintive monotonous call of Turdinus abbotti, and further in
from the depths the hoarse "Hoot," "Hoot" of a Pomatorliinus.
Every now and then too a trogon (Harpactes 01·eskios) with its brilliant colouring, or a -party of that rare hornbill (Anorrliinus tickelli) following each other at intervals in single file and uttering their curious
cackling shout:, wonld cross the road. Above all sounds, however,
from the hill sides rose the melancholy howlings of the black
gibbon (Hylobates lar). Butterflies abounded at every crossing of
the stream. Among them Eupl03a3 with their blue-shot wings, mimicking Papilios, difficult to distinguish from Enpl03a and Danais,
delicate whites Hitpldna, Terias, Hebomoia, strong-winged Cliara.xes,
brilliant A1·lwpalas, and jerky-flighted brown skippers all swarmed together on the bare hot sands. Mixed up among the butterflies were
swarms of hymenopterous insects ; of Megacliile (leaf-cutter bees)
alone I caught eleven species, of Eumen es (solitary wasps) four species,
and numerous species of A.ntlwplwra, Nomia, Cemtina, Halictus, and
Trigona. I collected too various Coleoptera and Diptera, which were
almost, if not quite, as abundantly represented as the other orders
of insects with which I am better acquainted. The jungle on either
side of the road is, as I have already state<l, covered with dense evergreen vegetation, and hunting about among the undergrowth, I was
overjoyed to chance on the whisker plant ( Tacca lamis) growing in
great numbers. I had always considered this plant as somewhat rare,
but here it was to be found literally in hundreds. It is a most curious
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vegetable, as the old botanists would have said, with a leaf not unlike
that of the wild cardamom, and a most peculiar, almost weird-looking
flower, deep purplish-black in colour, with filaments fully three inches
long, formed into two great bunches which hang down on either side of
the corolla.
It wai one o'clock before we got into camp, which was pitched in a
lovely spot right at the foot of the ascent of the pass over the mountains. The tents were placed under the shade of what in India would
have been called a tope, of magnificent Pyinma trees (La9e1·stnemia
.ftos-reginw).

After changing our wet clothes and swallowing a hasty breakfast,
I sat down to skin the birds I had collected, and to look over, arrange,
and put away my insects. H. said he would just have a look round
before he commenced skinning the specimens he had got and wandered off with a gun. Presently I heard a shot and then another, and
then a long pause followed by frantic shouts for his net. One of H.'s
servants ran off with the net, and in about half an hour H. returned
triumphant. He had secured a lovely specimen of that most beautiful
of birds, Calyptomena vi1•idis, and another equally beautiful specimen of
Rliamplwcoccyx erytln·ognatltus, besides one broken and one perfect
specimen of that rare butterfly, Thaumantis pseudalfris.
This ended our collecting for that day, and it was nearly dark before
we had finished preparing and putting away all the objects we had
collected.
Next morning we started somewhat earlier than we had done
the previous day and climbed on for an hour without stopping to
collect much, as we wanted to get well ahead of the elephants.
By the time we had got the worst of the ascent over, the sun came
over the hill-top and butterflies and birds became more lively.
The road wound for the most part along the ridge of a long spur,
and the hill-side was in many places fearfully steep, but all covered
with dense ever-green jungle. In one place where the road, owing to
the broadening of the spur, opened out somewhat, H. and I sat down
on a fallen log and took a rest. A dead and half-rotten tree was in
front of us a little off the road, and our attention was attracted
to this by seeing what we both took for a woodpecker hammering
away, but rather gently and with little noise, at the top. Every now
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and then the up-and-down motion of the head would stop and the bird
would shift its position a little. Thus moving round the trunk, it
at last came full into sight. To our astonishment we saw then it was a
barbet and, as we thought, the common Cyanops asiatica. To make
certain, however, H. brought it down with a reduced charge of No. 10
shot, and our delight may be imagined when it proved to be, not
C. asiatica, hut the much rarer C. icognita of Hume. Subsequently
I found this bird not uncommon on this Taungjah pass. Its note is
altogether indistinguishable from that of its near allies, Cyanops
asiatica and C, davisoni, if indeed these two latter are not one and
the same bird. The curious woodpecker-like action in hammering
at the bark of a tree I have not observed in any other species of
barbet.
Having strung up C. icognita on the bird-stick, we proceeded on olll'
way, collecting as we went. At one very steep spot on the hill-side I got
into a :flock of that curious shrike-thrush, Gampsorhynchus to1·quatus;
they were :flitting about on all sides uttering their curious grating note
and threading their way with incredible rapidity through the stems of
a thick clump of bamboos. The ground down which I had to climb
was like the side of a house, and after innumerable shots I only managed
to secure one specimen, but that was a beauty, scarcely damaged at all
by the shot. Collecting on steep hill-sides, whether the qm.my is birds
or insects, is very trying 'work for the temper. I know nothing so good
or so bad, as the case may be viewed, for bringing out an eloquent, if
not elegant, flow of language. After I had recovered my bird and got
up to the road again, H. said I had uttered frightful anathemas.
However, the year before, on this very spot, he acknowledged he had
been quite as bad. He was going to the Thaungyin in May and was
collecting butterflies and other insects for me. Now this road in the
end of April and the beginning of May that year simply swarmed with
numbers of that magnificent morphine butterfly, Stictophthalma louisa.
He had caught some half dozen, but just at this spot, where I had now
got G, torquatus, there were some twenty or thirty Stictophthalmas
:floatingabout up and down the hill, and B. found himself as busy as
he could possibly be for a few minutes trundling up and down the steep
hill-side and making himself very hot and wet. He had just struck at
a Stictophthalma that had disappeared with a whop into the centre of a
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thick and alas ! thorny bush, when buz-z-z there came flying down the
road at an astonishing pace a huge sand-wasp which H. recognized as a
prize, having seen one in my collection. It was Scalia pracer, which by
the way is rare in Tenasserim. He struck at it wildly and got it in,
but the end of the net was hitched up in the thorny bush and the
efforts of the Scalia to escape were terrific. McH., another forest
officer who happened to be with H. at the time, told me afterwards
that the sight of H. struggling with that ferocious Scalia in the
hitched-up net and endeavouring to get the beast into a two-inch
cyanide killing-bottle, while he tried at the same time to keep his
own footing on the fea1fully steep slope, was a thing he would never
forget. McH. declares so remarkable was the language used that on
the road at that spot for hours afterwards the air had a most
sulphurous and brimstonic smell about it. However the Scalia was
secured, which was the chief thing after all, and by H.'s kindness now
adorns my cabinet. Gampsarhynchus tarquatus was discovered by
Davison in Northern Tenasserim, and I subsequently procured it on
this very road. It extends down southwards to as far at any rate
as Ye, where I came across it in the dense ever-green forests on the
Minla stream.
So far as I have had opportunities of observing the bird, it occurs
only in the heavy ever-green hill forests, never descending to the
plains. It is always in flocks, and works noisily through the jungle
exactly like ga1·rula:c.
By the time we got to Taungjah (lit. valley) itself, where the road
descends from one ridge and ascends another, the sun was well up,
and in the open valley here birds and insects were all abroad in
numbers. We shot several specimens of a beautiful broad-bill (Psarisamus dalhausfre), which was going about in small flocks of six or
seven. It is one of the stupidest of birds. A flock will allow its
individual members to be shot down one after another without moving
from the tree they are perched on. We got here also specimens
of the coral-billed hill bulbul ( Hypsipetes cancala1·),
and two or three
of that plain plumaged minivet, Pericracatuscantonensis. The species of
butterflies and other insects were much the same as those procured
yesterday, but I got a fine Papilia and two or three Arlwpalus that I
had not met with below. On the ascent of the opposite ridge to
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Taungjah also I found parading about among the dead leaves on the
ground, and managed to catch with some difficulty, two magnificent
specimens of Salins intennedius, Smith, one of the fossorial hymenoptera of the family of the Pompilid(l!. On the top of tho ridge
we came across a lovely snake of a bright green colour coiled
round, or rather on, the root of a tree, about a foot off the ground.
On these steep hill-sides the washing away of the soil under the
drenching rains often leaves the roots of trees entirely bare, giving
a rather curious appearance to the trees, which seem to be raised
above the ground on their roots. H. pushed the snake off gingerly
with a stick and, holding its vicious-looking flat head down, seized it
with finger and thumb behind the jaws. .As he held it up, the
brute opened its mouth angrily and showed its two recurved fangs
clearly, which, as in all the viper family, were rather long. Suddenly
it gave a twist and a wriggle and, distinctly protruding its fangs,
it managed to shake a minute drop of clear poison on to H.'s thumb.
I never saw H. in such a hurry to drop anything : he flung the
snake from him, wiped his thumb on his coat and then with his handkerchief, and sucked at it violently for at least a minute. However
there was no abrasion of the skin and no harm done. I don't think
the snake itself was a very poisonous one ; it was one of the many
forms of Trimeressu1·us gramineits, Shaw. This particular individual
bad the tail cinnamon-red.
Further along, the road narrowed somewhat, and at one bend H.,
who was ahead, suddenly stopped and beckoned to me. I hurried up,
and he pointed out a magnificent butterfly seated with closed wings
on the under-side of a bamboo by the edge of the road. lts wings on
the underside were grayish brown marked on the hind wing with
faint ocelli. As I approached cautiously, it half opened and closed its
wings once or twice and then, spreading them suddenly to their full
extent, it soared and went down the hill-side with a dash that seemed
to annihilate space.. A broad blue bar on the upper side of its wings
flashed in the sun, and l recognized it as .Amathusia portheus, one of the
most beautiful of the Morpliin(l!found in Tenasserim. It was hopeless
following the creature, so we went on, and by 2 p.m. reached the
village of Thinganyinaung in the valley of the Thaungyin, where we
were to camp that night. That evening we had enough to do to
4
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get all the specimens we had procured on the march prepared and
put away, and then a bird or two had to be left over to be skinned
the next day.
The third day's march brought us to Myawaddy on the bank of the
Thaungyin river. The country between our camp at Thinganyinaung
at the east foot of the Dawnat range and Myawaddy was quite
different in character from anything we had passed over yet. The road
wound over a seri!:)sof low hillocks with gravelly sanely soil, parched
and dry and covered with what the Burmans call "Indaing" jungle,
in which the chief trees are In (Dipterocarpus tiibe1•culatus), Engyin
(Pentacme siamensis), Theya (Slwrea obtusa), Yindike (Dalbergia
cultrata ), Kone pyinma (Lage1·strcemia macroca17Ja
), Bamhue ( Cm·eya
arborea), and Khabaung (Stryclinos nwr:-vomica), with here and there a
clump of Myinwa (Dendrocalamus strictus), and a sparse undergrowth
of coarse thekke grass.
Just after striking and leaving camp, passing over some paddy fields,
we manage to secure a magnificent specimen of Rutherford's crested
serpent-eagle (Spilornis 1·utherfordi), and further on, on the bank of a
tiny stream, the last water we should meet till we got close to Myawacldy,
I had a busy five minutes with my net procuring specimens of
Euripus halitherses with its queer indented wings and prominent yellow
eyes ; of Apatura parysatis, a little velvetty-black butterfly allied to the
European purple emperor ; of Cvanfris, Castalins, and Rapala ; and a
great prize, Thadu1ca multicandata, a remarkable form among the
Lycamidce, possessing three tails on the hind wing, and having the underside of the wings curiously mottled. Among the bees and wasps I took
a fine specimen of Vespa magni/foa, a species which is not often found at
such a low elevation, and a few lYiegachile momia and xylocapa.
While I was at work with my net, H. went on, and I heard him fire
twice ; when I came up I found him placing a pair of that beautiful
little falconet (Poliohierax insignis) on the bird-stick. Soon after this
we got into a flock of the white-cheeked jay ( Garruliis lencotis), and on
a dead yindike tree .(Dalbergia cultmta) I shot a specimen of that
lovely wood-pecker ( Gecinus erythropygius). The call of this last bird
is a strange one for a wood-pecker, a sort of garrulous " quitch-quatch,
quitch-quatch," quite unlike the shrill ringing cry of the other Gecini.
Poliohicrax insignis, Garrulus lencotis, and Gecinus erythropygius are
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all rare birds, being very locally distributed and occurring only in
" lndaing," the kind of forest we were passing through.
The progress of our march to-day was much less interrupted by stoppages to collect. The dry hot jungle we were passing through yielded
few things beyond what are mentioned above, and these, though all good
and rare, were limited in numbers. It was still early in the forenoon
when we got ·into the belt of teak and bamboo close to Myawaddy, and
here we found wood-peckers plentiful; several species were associated
together, and in company with numbers of Garrulax belangeri;G. moniliger, and G. pectoralis, and a few green jays ( Cissasinensis)were working in regular mobs through the forest. Of wood-peckers,beside <iecinus
erytliropygius whioh we had already obtained, we got the large Tltriponax feddeni, a handsome black and white species, with, in the male, a
bright scarlet crest ; Blyth's three-toed green wood-pecker ( Gecinulus
vi1·idis), Chrysophlegmaflavinucha, and C. chlorolophus,Chrysocolaptes
strictus and Tiga javanensis with their shining golden backs, the quaint,
familiarly-tame and compact-built Hernice1·cuscanente, and the pretty
little rufous piculet (Basia ochracea). It was a perfect paradise of woodpeckers, and I am sure we could have, if we had liked, got over a hundred specimens in the two days we stopped at Myawaddy afterwards,
Myawaddy must once have been a considerable town. The remains of
huge earthwork fortifications lying half a mile or more on the west
and south attest to its former extent and importance. At present
it contains about a couple of hundred houses-most of them mere huts,
the usual three or four pagodas, kyaungs (monasteries), woots (imagehouses), and zayats (rest-houses),
In one of these last we put up 1 and as it was getting on in the afternoon (our collecting just outside Myawaddy having delayed. us considerably), we changed our clothes, scrambled through breakfast, and set
to work to prepare and put away our collections.
This ended our three days' collecting for the time on the
Kawkareik and Myawaddy road.
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ON NEW AND LITTLE-KNOWN HYMENOPTERA
INDIA, BURMA, AND CEYLON.
BY MAJOR

FROM

C. T. BINGHAM,
F.z.s. (Forest Department, Burma).

The fossorial Ilymenoptera belonging to the family of the Pompilidm,
Leach, are some of the most difficult of insects to classify and group
into well-defined genera. One of the latest arrangements of them is
that by Herr Kohl of Vienna as laid down in his paper " Die Guttungen der Pompiliden" in Vedt. der 1~.k. Zool. Bot. Ges. Wien, 1884.
Herr Kohl divides the Pompilidm into 15 genera. Species belonging
to the following occur in the Indian region ; Macrome1·is, Pel.,
Pseudagenia, Kohl, Ceropales,Latr., Salius, Fabr., sec. Kohl, and Pompilus, Fabr., sec. Kohl.
Salius is further subdivided into 4, and Pompilus into 18 groups,
or subgenera, Under the Saliits groups are included in part species
belonging to the genera Salius, Fabr.; Priocnemis, Schioedte ; Bemipepsis, Dahlbom ; Homonotus, Dahlbom ; Entypus, Dahlbom; Pallosoma,
Pel.; and Mygnimia, Smith. And under the Pompilus groups, in part,
species belonging to Pompilus, Fabr.; Aporus, Spin.; Episyron,
Schioedte ; Anoplius, Pel.; Evagetlies, Pel.; Saliits, Dahlbom ;
Homonotus, Dahlbom ; and Ferreola, Smith.
I give a translation of Kohl's description of the five genera mentioned above.
"I. GEN. MAOROMERIS (Tab. II, Fig. 1).
"MAoROMERIS, Pel. Guer. Mag. Zoo!., pl. 29, 1831.
''TYPE: Macromeris splendida, Pel.; Ibid, pl. 29, 1831.
A wide space between the lower rim of the orbits and the base of
the mandibles. The mesosternum in front of the coxre of the intermediate legs, cone•shaped. Wings large, overlapping the abdomen.
The radial* cell of the front wing rounded at the apex ; three cubital
cells, the 2nd cubital cell trapezium~shaped, a little smaller than the
" Throughout this paper I have adopted, with one exception, the English equivalents of tlie
Latin terms used by Dahlbom (Hym. EtIT.,I, plate) for the wing nervures and cells, The one
exception is that for Dahlbom's "1st and 2nd Venu!a-transverso discoidal" I have used tho
terms "1st and 2nd recurrent nervureM" as mo1-efamiliar to English and American Rymenop •
terists.
I give (Pl. II, Figs. 2 & 3) a diagram of the front and bind wing (1/yt'itenoptera)with the
names of the cells and nervures according to Dahlbom,
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1st or the 3rd ; tlie third cubit.al cell also trapezium-shaped,. widening
out a little towards the margin of the wing beyond the radial celJ.
The first recurrent nervure terminates in the 2nd cubital cell before its
apex ; the 2nd recurrent nervure in the middle of the 3rd cubit.al cell.
The transverse-medial nervure is interstitial or strikes on the externo•
medial nervure before the apex of the 1st submedial (interno-medial,
Smith) cell. 'The 1st discoidal cell, as in the genera Pepsis, Notocyphu&
and portions of Saliu s with a hyaline spot formed in the inner angle
through the upper concave discoidal line. The cubit.al nervure of the .
hind wing coalesceswith the transverse anal nervure (interstitial).
Legs, very long. Tibire having neither spines nor hairs. Tibial
spur, short. The metatarsus of the posterior legs arched. Claws with
one stout tooth in the middle on their inferior edges. The 3rd
ventral segment without a transverse impressed line. In the male the
middle segment is short, shorter than the rest of the abdomen. Coxalj ,
trochanters and femora, especially of the anterior legs, thick, Femora
on the underside having a sharp denticulated edge,
"III.
GEN. PSEUDAGENIA, nov. gen.
AGENIA, Dhlb. (Non Schioedte), Hym. Eur., I, p. 454, 1845.
Pompilus, pt., Smith, Cat. Hym., P. III, p. 118, 1855. Anoplius,
pt., Pel. Hym., III, p. 440, 1845. Spliex, Evania, Ceropales, pt.,
Fabr., Pilpomus, Costa, Fauna del Regno di Napoli, 1859, p. 3. Pompilide a.
TYPE: Agenia carbonaria, Soop. (pun ctum, Schioedte, Fabr,).
The characters of the maxillre resemble those of the genus Pogonius 1
Dhlb. The lower rim of the orbits reaches up to the base of the
mandibles. The antennre are at times, as in the genus Ceropales,
inserted at a distance from the clypeus, at times close to it. Mesonotum, transverse, short. Front wing with three cubital cells ; the 3rd
cubit.al cell, trapezium-shaped or trapezoidal, much larger than the
2nd. The radial cell, long, lanceolate. The 1st discoidal cell termi-,:
nating in or a little after the middle of the 2nd cubit.al cell, the 2nd
discoidal cell in the middle of the 3rd cubit.al cell. The transverse
medial nervure unites with the 1st transverse"-submedial nervure, or
strikes on to the externo-medial nervure before the apex of the 1st
submedial cell. The cubit.alnervure of the hind wing is discharged at
orafter the apex of the anal cell, Antennre and legs, long and slender. ·
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The armature of the latter, in general, very weak or wanting. The
tibire of the posterior legs never serrated, bearing, at the most, short,
isolated spines. The tibial spur of the posterior legs not extending
beyond the middle of the metatarsus. Claws having a tooth in the
middle on their inferior edges. The species belonging to this genus
have a tendency to a lengthening of the 2nd segment of the abdomen,
The nrd ventral segment bears a transverse impressed line, as in
Priocnemis, Pepsi s, Agenia, &c. The middle segment convex, never
6marginate or bearing an impression, In the male, the clypeus is
evenly truncated, rounded, or neatly incised. In the female, the clypeus seldom has its anterior ma1:gin transversely truncated, more often
the centre is produced sharply.
XII. GEN. CEROP ALES (Tab. II, Fig. 12).
0EROP.A.LES,
Latr., Pree. caract. Gen., M~., 1796, p. 123, 25, Gen,
Ceropa"lesi pt., Fabr, Syst, Pi ez., p. 185, 31, Gen., 1804. Ceropales,
pt., Latr1, Hist, Nat. Crust., et MS., t. XIII, p. 283, 1805. Evania,
pt., Fabi•.
Ichneumon, pt., Oliv.; Pompilus, pt., Illig.
TYPE: Ceropales maculata , Fabr., Syst. Piez., p. 185, Nr. 1, 1804.
Labrum produced below the clypeus. The eyes reaching up to or
approaching the base of the mandibles. The antennre in the female
only arched, their point of insertion lying, as a rule, at a moderate
distance from the clypeus. The posterior margin of the pronotum,
arched. The front wing with one lanceolate radial cell and three
cubital cells ; the 2nd cubital cell receives the 1st recurrent nervure
after the middle, the 2nd before or in the middle.* The transverse
medial nervure is interstitial. The cubital nervure of the hind wing
arises at some distance after the apex of the anal cell. Legs armed
only with minute spines, or altogether spineless.
The tarsal brush is absent from the anterior legs. Claws with one
bent tooth in the middle or at the apex on their inferior edges. The
middle segment is well proportioned, short and broad, never emarginated. The 3rd ventral segment is ~it hout a transverse impressed line.
The sting-sheath in the female is produced.

* There is some error here in the text . The following is, I believe, what was intended-" the 2nd cubital cell receives the 1st recurrent nervur e afte r th e middle; the Brd
cubital cell, the 2nd recurrent nervure, before or in the middle," This is borne out by the
diagram of the win£ of ceropales in the plate attached to Herr Kohl 's pa.per.
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IV. GEN. SALIUS (Tab. II, Fig. 9).
SALrns,pt., Fabr., Syst. Piez., p. 124, Nr. 16, 1804,, P'l'iocnemis,
pt., Schioedte, Mon. Pomp. Kri:iyev, Tidsskr., I, 1837. Bemipepsis f' ·
pt., Dhlb., Hym. Eur., I, p. 462, 25, Gen. et Tab. Syn. Gen. Pomp.,
1845. l-Iomonotus, pt., Dhlb., ibid, p. 441 (non p. 351 ), 18, Gen.,
1845. Entypus, pt., Dhlb., ibid, p. 442, 19, Gen., 1845. Pallosoma,
pt., Pel., Hist. Nat., MS., III, p. 492, 4, Gen., 1875. Jl1ygnimia, pt.,
Smith, Oat. Hym. Br. M., Pt. III, p. 181, 12, Gen., 1855.
TYPES: S. bicolor and S. punctatus, Fabr. (Syst. Peiz., p. 124, Nr,
1, and p. 125, Nr. 3).
Eyes reaching up to the base of the maxillro. Pronotum of very
varying form and length, its posterior margin evenly transverse or
arched or angular ; in many of the males it is of unusual length
(Balius, Fabr., 1804; Homonotus, Dhlb., 1845 ; Entypus, Dhlb., 1845).
On the metathorax, on close examination, are visible two processes ;
they are placed at some distance from · the base of the wing.
They are often rubbed off, for one notices the pretty little pointed
hollows in which they arise. Front wing with one lengthened
radial cell, very frequently lanceolate in form, seldom having the
apex rounded. Three cubital cells. The 2nd cubital cell receives
the 1st recurrent nervure before its apex, the 3rd cubital cell, the
2nd recurrent nervure nearly in the middle. The 3rd cubital cell
is trapezium-shaped or trapezoidal and somewhat larger than
the 2nd. The transverse medial nervure ( of the front wing) arises
before the apex of the 1st submedial cell. The eubital nervure
of the bind wing at its origin is received seldom in mostly after
the apex of the anal cell, nearer the apical margin of the wings.
Legs long, especially the tibiro and tarsi. Claws either bearing one
obtuse bent appendix as in the genus Notocyplzus, in two portions
( Cyphononyrc, Dhlb.), or armed with one, two, or more teeth (Hemipepsis, Dhlb.). The tibiro of the posterior legs angular, with in the
female toothed and serrated spines. Middle segment of diverse
lengths never posteriorly emarginated, in the males, with a lengthened
thorax, it is likewise lengthened ; in several species of the divisions
Bemipepsis and Cyphononyx, as in the species of Pepsis, there is an
obtuse tubercle close to the stigmata. The 3rd ventral segment has,
on or before the middle, a transverse impressed line. ·
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The genus Salius will here, as is indicated by the sketch of the
synonym given above, be taken in a wider sense than even Dahlbom's genus Priocnemis. I hold that the variation in the form of the
claws on which was founded, for example, Dahlbom's genera Cyplwnonyx
and Hemipepsis can only be considered useful for the establishment
of groups of species all under one natural genus. Under Salius then
the following groups can be made :lsT GROUP(Subgen. Cyplwnonyx).
Claws furnished with one obtuse arched appendix on their inferior
edges, the length of which makes them appear to be double. The
middle segment with an obtuse tubercle always placed before the
stigmata. fo the inner angle of the 1st discoidal cell a wing spot is
indicated, but never clearly engraved ( Cyplwnonyx,Dhlb.)
2ND GROUP(Subgen. Priocnemz's
).
Claws with one tooth 01_1
their inferior edges. No wing-spot in the
inner angle of the 1st discoidal cell or at most only an indication of
such (Priocnemis,pt. Schioedte, Dhlb,, Schenck, Taschenb; Priocnemis1
Thoms,).
3RD GROUP(Subg en. Hemipepsis).
Claws with two teeth on their inferior edge:,, The basal tooth is in
many species, especially in the males, rudimentary and undetermined
(in this approaching the genus Priocnemis). The inner angle of the
1st discoidal cell as in Pepsis, Macromeris,and Notocyphusengraved
with very dark wing-spot formed through the upper concave discoidal line. Middle segment mostly with an obtuse tubercle placed close
before the stigmata as in the species of Pepsis (Hemipepsis,Dhlb,;
•Pallosoma,Pel.; Mygnimia, Smith).

a

4TH GROUP.
Claws with many teeth ; on the inferior edges of the claws close to
the strong curved apex spring a number of closely arranged cilia
which have their apices going backwards to the claw ends, For the
rest the characters as in Hemipepsis. (Type : Hemipepsis heros,Gue..
rin, Voy. Abyss., Lefeb., VI, ·p. 35, 4, T. 7, Fig. 9, 9.)
XIII. GEN. POMPILUS (Tab. II, Fig. 6).

Pompilus, pt., Fabr., Ent. ,Syst. Suppl., p. 246, 1798. Spr.ex, pt.,
Linn., Syst., Nat., I, 941, l 76q. Aporus, pt., Spin., MS., Sig., II, p. 34,
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1806. Episyron, pt., Schioedte, Monog. Pomp, Kri:iyer, Tidsskr. I,
p. 331, 1837. Anoplius, pt., Pel. Hist. Nat., MS. Hym., III, p. 440,
1845. Evagethes,pt., Pel., Ibid, p. 390, 1845. Salius, pt., Dhlb.,
Hym. Eur., I, p. 34, 18, Gen., 1845. Homonotus,pt., Dhlb., Hym.
Eur., I, p. 35 (non p. 441), 1845. Ferreola, pt., Smith, Cat. Hym,,
P. III, p. 167, 1885.
TYPES: Pompilus viaticus, ursus, Fabr., coccineus,Fabr., etc,
The eyes reach, as a rule, up to the base of the mandibles; only in
very few cases are the cheeks developed. Forms of the clypeus, of
the prothorax, and of the middle segment of extraordinary diversity.
The front wing with one radial cell, which often approaches a triangular form, rarely is it lanceolate. Three cubital cells ; the 1st
exceeding in size the following ones ; the 2nd is a little larger than the
3rd or equal in size to it ; the 3rd quadrangular, or triangular, some•
times also triangular and petiolated. The 1st recurrent . nervure
discharges itself in the middle of the 2nd cubital cell or nearer the 2nd
transverse cubital nervure ; the 2nd recurrent nervure in the middle
of the 3rd cubital cell, or not far therefrom, The transverse medial
nervure (of the front wing), with a few unimportant exceptions,
springs somewhere before the apex of the 1st submedial cell, interstitial. The cubital nervure (of the hind wing), in by far the greater
number of cases,springs at or after the apex of the anal cell (Homonotus,
Dhlb,, p. 35), sometimes also before it (as in the species of Ferreola).
Legs spined. The tarsi of the anterior legs are in the female often
furnished with pectinated spines. The tibire of the posterior legs
are cylindrical, not, as in the female of Salius, angular, the spines
on them scattered, not serrated. The claws are toothed in the
middle of their inner angles, or like as in Salius, Subgen. Cyplwnonyrt,
and Notocypliusin two parts by reason of an obtuse appendix. The
claw-brush is either present or wanting. Middle segment posteriorly
rounded, 0r vertically truncated, or impressed, or more frequently
emarginated ; its sculpturing is very diverse, The 3rd ventral segment
with few exceptions (as in species of Homonotus and F erreola) not
bearing a transverse impressed mark.
Pompilus will be treated of here in the comprehensive sense in
which the genus is usually taken. I am constrained to do this by the
fact, that characters which have been pointed out as separating certain
6
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genera from Pompilus, have not only in the genus Pompilus, as I
hold it, but throughout the Pompilidcegenerally, proved, at the best,
mutable. Under these mutable characters may be reckoned the form
of the prothorax and middle segment, of the relative positions of the
transverse medial nervure, and the 1st submedial cell in the fore wing,
and of the cuhital nervure and anal cell in the hind wing, and the
general armature of the legs and claws. Also the Pompilidce with
two cubital cells, which have hitherto been known as species of the
genus Aporus, can, according to my ideas, be classed under the genus
Pompz'lus, in spite of a peculiar modification of the wing nervures,
which, after all, is unessential. The following is my division of the
species into natural groups :1sT GROUP (Pompilus, Thoms.).
The transverse medial nervure of the fore wing and the cubital
nervure of the hind wing interstitial. Inferior edge of the claws
toothed (one-toothed). Claw-brush generally developed. The tarsi
of the anterior legs (in the female) with or without pectinated spines.
Pesterior margin of the pronotum angular,
2ND GROUP (Aporus, pt., Tab. II, Fig. 7).
By the loss of the 2nd transverse cubital nervure, diverging from
the forms of the 1st group. In other respects resembling them.
3RD GROUP.

The transverse medial nervure of the front wing and the cubital nervure of the hind wing interstitial. Inferior edges of the claws toothed.
Claw-brush wanting. The tarsal-brush (in the female), large. Posterior
margin of the pronotum arched. Antenme short and remarkably thick.
4TH GROUP.

The transverse medial nervure of the front wing springs in or before
the apex of the 1st submedial cell, the cubital nervure of the hind wing
after the apex of the anal cell. Claw toothed ; claw-brush wanting.
Tarsal-brush (in the female), large. Posterior margin of the pronotum,
generally arched, very seldom angular. .Antennre short and extraordinarily thick.
5TH GROUP (.Aporus,pt.).
By the loss of the 2nd transverse cubital nervure diverging from the
forms of the 4th group. In other respects resembling them.
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6TH GROUP.

The transverse medial nervure of the front wing interstitial. The
oubital nervure of the hind wing arising after the apex of the anal
cell. Claws toothed and possessinga claw-brush. The tarsal-brush (in
the female) developed. Also the labrum (in the female) of many of the
species is exerseted.
7TH GROUP,
The transverse medial nervure of the front wing interstitial. The
cubital nervure of the hind wing arising after the apex of the anal cell.
Claws toothed and possessing a claw-brush. Tarsal-brush (in the
female) wanting. The labrum (in the female) never much exerseted.
8TH GROUP (.Aporus, pt.)
By the loss of the 2nd transverse cubital nervure diverging from
the forms of the 7th group. In other respects resembling them.
9TH GROUP.

The transverse medial nervure of the front wing and the cubital
nervnre of the hind wing are interstitial. Claws furnished with a
curved obtuse appendix on their inferior edges, bifid. Claw-brush
present or wanting. Tarsal-brush (in the female) well developed.
10TH GROUP

(.Aporus, pt., Tab. II, Fig. 8.)

Fore wing with only two cubital cells. The transverse medial nervure
of the front wing interstitial. Oubital nervure of the hind wing
arising after the apex of the anal ce1.l. Claws bifid. Claw-brush
wanting. Tarsal-brush developed. Antennre often incrassate. Posterior
margin of the pronotum angular. (This group, from the position of
the recurrent nervures and from the closing inwards of the 2nd
recurrent nervure, approaches the forms of Pompilus in which the 2nd
and 3rd transverse cubital nervures have by degrees become united to
form one single nervure. The facts can, I think, be accounted for as
follows. The cubital nervures originally began to come in contact on
approaching the radial cell, as, for example, in the individuals of
P. nigerrimus, and later little by little they anastomozedagainst the
cubital nervure in the direction of the radial nervure, until the enclosed
triangular 3rd cubital cell disappeared completely.) The pedigree of
this and of the following group mar possibly be contained in the l~t4
group.
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11TH GROUP ( Aporus, pt.)

Ch11,racters
as in the 10th group ; only in the front wing by absorption
of the 2nd transverse cubital nervure one cubital cell is lost, and the
pos~rior margin of the pronotum is arched.
12TH GROUP (Episyron, Schioedte).
The transverse medial nervure ( of the front wing) interstitial.
The cubital nervure of the hind wing arising before the apex of the
anal cell. Claws in both sexes (in the male distinctly apparent) bifid,
without claw-brush. Tarsal-bru sh developed. Antennre in most of the
species thick (P. rujipes, Linn., albonotatusv. d; L.)
13TH GROUP

(Pomp. 6-maculatus,Spin; venustus, Wesm; fraterculus,Costa).
The transverse medial nervure of the front wing and the cubital
nervure of the hind wing interstitial. The 3rd cubital cell appendiculated. Claws toothed ; the claw joints furnished with a claw-brush.
Tarsal-brush (in the female) developed, The middle segment prolonged
posteriorly into a conical tubercle on either side.
14TH

GROUP

(Aporus, pt.).

Differs from the Pompilits forms of the 13th group in that the

2ndand 3rd transverse cubital nervures anastomoze.
15TH GROUP

(Homonotus, Dhlb., p. 35 ; Salius sanguinolentus, Dhlb., p. 34).
The transverse medial nervure of the front wing interstitial. The
cubital nervure of the hind wing arising after the apex of the anal cell,
Head posteriorly more or less excavated. Prothorax and middle
segment lengthened; the latter, as in the 13th and 14th groups, emar•
g~nated, and produced on both sides into cone-shaped projections.
Claws with an obtuse appendix on their inner angles. Claw-brush
wanting. Tarsi of the anterior legs without ciliated spines. 3rdventral
_segment with or without a transverse impression.

(Ferreola,pt., Smith).
Thetransverse medial nervure of the front wing and the cubital
nervure of the hind wing interstitial. Claws toothed, seldom bifid ;
claw-brush developed or wanting. Tarsi of the anterior legs not
fU11Usheqwith ~~d spines. Middle segment posteriorly vertically
16TH

GROUP
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truncated, impressed, or emarginate, and the sides frequently provided
with an obtuse tooth or hook, 3rd ventral segment not bearing any
transverse impression. Abdomen towards the apex not compressed
laterally.
17TH GROUP(Ferr eola, pt., Smith).
The transverse medial nervure of the front wing interstitial. Cubital
nervure of the hind wing arising on the medial nervure before the
apex of the anal cell. Claws in two portions (bifid). Claw-brush
developed ; tarsi of the anterior legs with or without ciliated spines.
The eyes frequently not reaching th e base of the mandibles. 3rd
ventral segment not bearing any tran sverse impression. The abdomen
compressed laterally. Middle segment as in the foregoing group.
18TH GROUP(P edinaspz's, Kohl.).
The transverse medial nervure ( of the front wing) interstitial, or
arising well before the apex of the anal cell. Cubital nervure of the
hind wing frequently interstitial, in a few cases arising a little after the
apex of the anal cell. Claws toothed, very seldom bifid. The joints of
the tarsi of the anterior legs thick and without ciliated spines, 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th short. Head flat, clypeus generally vertically flat, seldom
forming a projecting plane. Pronotum of di verse forms not unfrequently of remarkable length (P. cubensis, Cr,), very commonly vertically truncated in front. Middle segment rounded posteriorly, sometimes sloping at a sharp angle, or flatly impressed or even emarginate.
The abdomen, at least towards its apex, visibly compressed laterally
(Type : Pompilus opercutatus, Klug.).

The following is a list qf some of the Pompilidro, in my collection,
which I have been unable to identify or compare with already described
species, and I have come to the conclusion that they are as yet
undescribed,
1. MACROMERIS VIOLACEA, Pel.
MACROMERIS
VrnLACEA,
Pel., Hist. Nat. MS., Hym., III, p. 464.
HABITAT:India, Burma, Tenasserim, and the Malay Archipelago,
The characters of th e genus defined by Kohl are well marked in this
species, more especially the unarmed tibioo bearing neither spines nor
hairs, the cone-shaped posterior portion of the mesosternum, the
thickened coxoo,trochanters, and femora, as also the sharp denticulated
inferior edge of the last.
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This lovely species is fairly common in Tenasserim, and is one of the
few Pompilidro I have noticed as occasionally coming into buildings
and houses in the jungle. In a "zayat" (re st-house) near the large
village of Kawkareick in the Haungdraw valley, I found its nest in the
latter end of May, and watched a female carrying a huge hairy spider
to it. The nest was in a crevice between one of the wooden posts and
the side walling of the rest-house. I was only passing by, and was
unfortunately pressed for time, and so I am unable to record whether
the insect subsequent,ly closed up the hole with earth.
2. PSEUDAGENIA
lEGINA, Smith.
PsEUDAGENIA
.EGUIA,Smith, Proc. Linn.' Soc., II, 94, 9.
HABITAT: Borneo (Sarawak), Tenasserim (Yunzalin valley, At.a.ran
valley) .
.I found this pretty and well-marked little species frequenting the
bushes and moving over the stones in a quick excited way in the dry
beds of streams in the hot weather,
The clypeus is oval, broader than long, and in the female produced
sharply to a point ; in the male it is transversely truncated anteriorly.
The face in front, the coxooof all the legs, and the abdomen are in
fresh specimens covered by a glistening sericeous pile in fine contrast
to the dull red of the thorax.
3. PSEUDAGENIA
ALARIS, Saussure.
AGENIAALARIS,Sauss., Hym. d. Novara Reise, 52.
HABITAT: Ceylon, Tenasserim (Thaun gyin valley).
Rare. I have only come across it on one occasion, when I caught some
five or six specimens in a deserted garden close to a village in the
Thaungyin valley. They were :flying about and alighting every now
and then on the broad leaves of a species of cucumber.
4. PSEUDAGENIA BIPENNIS, Saussure.
AGENIABIPENNIS,Sauss., Bym. d. Novara Reise, 52.
HABITAT: Ceylon, Tenasserim (Ataran valley).
Rare, I have one specimen, a male, which :Bewinto my tent while
in camp one day in the Ataran valley.
5. PSEUDAGENIA TINCTA, Smith. Pl. II, Fig. (nest).
PoMPILUSTINOTUS,
Smith, Cat. Hym., MS., B. M., III, p. 145, 132.
HABITAT:India, Burma, Tenasserim.
This is the commonest of the genus Pseudagenia, and is generally distributed. I have specimens from all parts of Tenasserim, also from th~
Pegu Yoma and from near Rangoon.
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Mr, Cameron (Hym. Orient., p. 441) says he has failed to notice in
his specimens any green tinge about the head and thorax. In all the
specimens I have taken the fine silky pile on the head and thorax is
quite markedly of a beautiful greenish silvery hue.
I have more than once found the nest of thi s species. One nest I
found in July was made in the hollow end of a bamboo projecting from
the thatch of a ruined zayat or rest-house in the Domdami valley. A
reference to t.he figure (Pl. II, Fig. 1) will show that the nest consists
of a series of oval, thin, convex shells of clay, not unlike those made by
the different species of Eumenes, only shallower, not so high. These
shells were filled with spiders (Epeira). It was a remarkable fact that
at least a dozen of the Pseudagenia were flying to and from the nest.
In about a quarter of an hour I had caught nine of them. To a
certain extent therefore this species, unlike any other member of
the family Pompilidw known to me, nests in societies. A still
more remarkable fact was that among my captures I found not
only females, but males (known at a glance by the much shorter
abdomen and heavier and longer thorax in proportion). Half
ari hour's careful watching of the individuals left uncaught, however,
showed me that it was only the females that were busy making
the cells and colle<itiug th e spider s to provision them with. The males
simply flew around settling occasionally on the thatch of the zayat close
by. I took the nest cutting off the end of the bamboo. In November
four of the cells hatched out, one insect each, all females. The rest of
the cells have remained intaot, not even yielding any parasite, such as
Stelis, which attaches itself to the genus Megachile, or Cltrysis, which I
have seen attending Rhynchium and Eumenes. From the circumstance
that I have found Pseudageniatincta making its nests in February and
March and again in July, l presume it is double-brooded.
6. PSEUDAGENIA BLANDA, Guerin.
POMPILUS BLANDUS, Guer., Voy. Ooq., Zool., II, pt. 2, p. 260.
HABITAT : India, Malacca, Borneo to Flores, Burm a, Tenasserim.
This species is almost equally common as the last. It comes inta
houses and nests in the chinks and crevices in the wood walls, storing
its nests invariably with the smaller Lycosa or jumpin g spiders, I saw
a fetnale one morning in the verandah of my house in Moulmein in hot
combat witha spider rather larger than what this Pseudagenia·generally
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attacks. The two creatures rolled and struggled one over the other for a
good five minutes, the spider dodging and biting and th~ Pseudagenia
trying vigorously to sting, and so render its opponent insensible. At
length the wasp managed to succeed, the spider lay helpless and
quivering. Then Mrs. Ps eudagenfo (for it was a female) paraded
round in a sort of triumph, flirting her head and antennre, and finally
picking up the spider between her fore and intermediate legs flew off
to a crevice at the corner of the ceiling. This species, I believe, has
also two broods during the year. I have found nests in January and
again in June.

7. PSEUDAGENIA HYPSIPYLA, n. sp.
HABITAT: Tenasserim.
FEMALE: Length 16 m.m. ; expanse 28 m.m.
MALE: Unknown.
DESCRIPTION
: ~ • Head black, covered with a fine, but not dense,
grey pile ; mandibles black, their tips castaneous ; clypeus transversely
oval, convex, its anterior margin rounded ; antennre black, a small
blunt tubercle above their base of insertion; eyes distinctly converging
above, a shallow sulcation from the anterior ocellus to the base of the
antennre ; back of the head slightly emarginate. Thorax black, covered
with a thin silvery pile most dense on the sides of the metathorax ;
prothorax anteriorly arched, posteriorly sub-angular ; mesothorax short,
its posterior margin transverse, scutellum and proscutellum raised;
gibbous ; metathorax very slightly sloping, its sides rounded and
bulging, the dorsal surface rugose with fine transverse striations, and
· bearing an indistinct longitudinally impressed central line not reaching
its apex ; wings yellowish hyaline, ~ dark fuscoful fascia covering the
base of the radial cell, and passing through the 2nd and 3rd cubital
cells to the 3rd discoidal cell, nervures and tegulre dark brown, the
transverse medial nervure of the front wing arises almost 2 m.m. before
the apex of the 1st submedial oei1,and the cubital nervure of the hind
wing the same distance after the apex of the anal cell ; legs black,
covered with cinereous pil!;l,the femora of the posterior legs bright red,
their apex black, tibire and tarsi of the intermediate and posterior legs
with minute spines, claws toothed on their inferior edges. Abdomen
black with a thin sericeous grey pile, which has a tendency to .
form submarginal bands on the segments, like in Tachytes and
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Larrada, posterior margins of the segments narrowly testaceous, the
1st segment petiolated, the 2nd lengthened, the unal segment with a
few fuscous hairs ut the apex, the whole abdomen perceptibly vertically compressed.
This species I believe has been hitherto undescribed. In general
appearance it resembles P. tincta, from which, however, it can
be distinguished at a glance by the considerably larger and more
level metathorax , and from its having a fascia across the wings. It jg
not P. bipennis, Saussure , which is a much smaller insect and has" ore
clypei marginibus genis ano pedebusque I, :2 antice luleis." Ps cudagenia liypsipyla is rare, and I have hitherto only found it in thick
bamboo jungles. Like the rest of the species of the family it seems
a restless creature of quick flight, often wa1king rapidly among fallen
leaves and hunting them over and under diligently.
8. CEROPALES ORNATA, Smith.
CEROPALES
0RNATA,Smith, Cat. flym., MS., B. M., III, p. 179.
HABITAT: India , Burma, Tenasserim.
It is rather remarkable that this is the only species of Ceropales I
have come across in Burma. It is generally distributed but rare.
9. SALIUS FLAVUS, Fabriceus.
SPHEXFLAVA,Fabr., Ent. Syst., II, p, 217, 80. Drury, III. Exot.,
MS., III, t. 42, f. 4, ~ •
FoMPILUSFLAVus,Fabr., Syst. Piez., p. 197, 51. Pel. Hist. Nat.,
Hym., III., p. 430, 21.
HEMIPEPSISFLAVA,Dhlb., Hym. Eur., I, p. 123 and p. 462.
HABITAT: India, Burma, Tenasserim.
1 alh somewhat puzzled as to what the true Sp hex fiava of Fabriccus
is. The insect I identify as it, agrees best with Dahlbom 's description
of Hemipepsis fiava. It is one of the commonest of the Pompilidce,
and, very much affects the grassy sides of roads, hunting about among the
tufts of grass and herbage. In May I found one digging vigorously
into the bank of the drain along the side of the high road between
Moulmein and .Amherst. It had not dug far, and being disturbed by
my approach flaw away, and did not return again, though I waited and
watched for nearly an hour.
10. SALIUS SEVERUS , Drury.
SPHEX SEVERUS,
Drury, Ill. Exot. Hi st., III, t. 42, f. 4.
HABITAT: India (Drury, Smith), Burma, Tenasserim,
6
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I have compared specimens of a very large species, which is found
not unfrequently in thick bamboo jungle on the Pegu Yoma and
throughout Tenasserim, with Drury's figure, and they are identical.
I once got stung by one of these insects on my thumb, and my who~e
hand and my arm to the elbow were quite numb for a couple of hours.
11. SALIUS INTERMEDIUS, Smith.
MYGNIMIA
INTERMEDIA,
Smith, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hi st., Ser. IV,
Vol. XII (1873), p. 257.
HABITAT:N. India, Ceylon (Smith), Tenasserim.
A species which agrees well with Smith 's description of this insect
is not uncommon in .April and May and again from September to
November on the Dawnat range in Tenasserim at from 1,000 feet to
5,000 feet elevation.
12. SALIUS AUDAX, Smith.
MYGNIMIA
AUDAX
, Sm., Cat. Hym., MS., B. Mus., Pt. III, p.182, 4.
Bingh., Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. V, p. 239.
HABITAT: Sylhet (Smith), Kumaon (Bingh am), Tenasserim.
I have once met with this handsome species in Tenasserim on the
Taungjah pass (1,000 feet) on the Kawkareik and Myawaddy road
crossing the Dawnat range.
13. SALIUS HERCULES, Cameron.
SALIUSHERCULES,
Cam. Bym. Orient. Mem. and Proc. Manchester
Lit. and Phil. Soc. 4th Ser., Vol. IV, Pt. III, p. 447,
HABITAT:Naga Hills ( Cameron), Thaungyin Valley, 'fenasserim,
Pegu Yoma.
This species must be rare. I have only twice come across it, both
times in dense forest on low hilly country.
14. SALIUS ELIZABETBlE, n. sp., PI. I; fig. 9,
HABITAT
: Hills of Tenasserim.
FEMALE: Length 43 to 46 m,m., expanse 83 m. m.
MALE: Length 38 m.m., expanse 80 m. m.
DESCR
IPTION: 9 . Head clothed witb dark golden pubescence ;
mandibles ferruginous-red, their tips black : labrum slightly produced ;
clypeus convex, twice as broad as high, its superior margin bisinuate,
the anterior transversely truncate ; antennre convolute, ferruginousred, a shallow sulcation around the base at their insertion, this sulcatkm
coloured brown and covered with scattered punctures ; eyes ardhed
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distinctly approaching at the vertex, front slightly concave and
having a short deep impressed line leading from the anterior
ocellus to the base of the antennre, the space between the two
posterior ocelli equal to , the space between either and the nearest
orbit, but greater than that between them and the anterior ocellus ;
head posteriorly slightly hollowed out. Thorax ferruginous-red, the
pubescence on the pro- and mesothorax, the tegulre, the scutellum,
proscutellum, coxre, trochanters, and the outside of the tibire and tarsi
rich glistening golden-ferruginous, the mesothorax and femora reddish witho1itpubescence ; the pronotum square in front, the shoulders
projecting, its posterior margin arched; the mesonotum slightly convex,
bearing a longitudinally impressed line on either side ; the metanotnm
transversely striated, rounded, •gently sloping to the apex, its sides
bulging, the side tubercles and stigmata well marked and prominent ;
the wings deep reddish-yellow, paling towards the margins, which are
broadly but very lightly infusc:ated, the nei'vures ferruginous ; the
transverse medial nervure of the front wing and the cubital uervure of
the hind wing both arise respectively well before the apex of the 1st
sub-medial cell in tne one case and the apex of the anal cell in
the other case, the 1st recurrent nervure unites with the 2nd transverse cubital nervnre (interstitial), the latter being angled just
above the apex of the ind cubital cell ; the 2nd recurrent · nervure is
reoeived in the 3rd cubital cell at a point about ½rd the length of the
base from its inner angle ; a clear hyaline spot at the inner angle of
the 1st discoidal cell ; legs long, the tibire and tarsi of the intermediate
1:mdposterior legs strongly spined, the former grooved with a serrated
angular edge, the claws toothed, abdomen. black obscurely puniose,
the 3rd segment having a transverse impressed mark, the anal segment studded with a few fuscous hairs.
The t resemblesth~ !;:>,but is slighter and smaller ; the antennre are
arched slightly, not convolute, and subfusiform; the legs are less spinons,
1:mdthe abdomen somewhat compressed vertically.
This insect, though closely resembling S. aureosericea,Guerin, cannot
be that species, of which Guerin says : " L'abdomen est d'un noir
obscur aveo les deux derniers segments garnis d'un duvet dare."
It is not uncommon here in the dense forests on the higher ranges
at from 1,000 to 4,000 ft. elevation. In May I chanced on dne, a '?, ·

•
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carrying a huge grasshopper clasped tightly between its forelegs. It
passed me flying fairly fast and pitched on the trunk of a large tree,
up the bole of which it proceeded to laboriously climb with its burden.
Two or three times, owing to the tree having a smooth bark, it slipped
back, but finaJly, having got up about 25 ft., it disappeared into ~ hole
(apparently the deserted nest-hole of a wood-pecker). I am sorry the
tree was much too large to fell easily, or I should like to have got the
nest.
The figure in the plate, though perfectly correct in drawing, being
that of a 9, ought to show the antennre convolute, not arched. The
hyaline spot in the inner angle of the 1st discoidal cell has also been
omitted.
15. SALIUS INDIOUS, Cameron, PI. I, fig. 10.
SALIUSINDICUs,Cam. Hym. Orient. Mem. and Proc. Manchester
Lit. and Phil. Soc., 4th series, Vol. IV, pt. III, p. 448.
HABITAT:Tavoy (Cameron), Tenasserim generally.
This very beautiful species is common throughout the hill jungles
in Tenasserim from May to October. At first sight it somewhat
resemhles, and might be mistaken for, S. lada, Smith, but apart from
the fact that in S. lceta the whole head and the thorax anteriorly are
reddish-yellow, while in S. indicus only the antennre are yellow, the rest
of the head and the thorax being entirely black, the two insects differ
in structure, S. indicus being stouter bmlt and larger than one (for there
are two, vide infra) variety of S. lceta,and longer and less compact than
the other variety.
I have hunted high and low, and have watched a 9 of this species
for hours, without having y,et chanced on its nest or seen what it
provisions it with.
16. SALIUS LlETA, Smith.
MvGNIMIA
LETA,Sm., Ann. and Mag. Nat, Hist., Ser, IV, Vol, XII,
p. 257 (1873).
HABI'l'AT: Burma (Smith), Tenasserim.
H is remarkable that there seem to be two varieties of this species
absolutely indistinguishable except in size, and in the arrangement of
the nervures of the hind wing. The large variety is perhaps the more
common and measures ~ Cjl 22 to 24 m.m., J J 1'1to 21 m,m. in
leQgth. It is a much stou,ter, more robust insect than the other, The
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cubital nervure of the hind wing arises 2 m.m. before the apex of
the anal cell. The smaller variety is a slight elegant little insect
measuring ~ ~ 16 to 18 m.m., t t 14 to 17 m.m. (in this agre~ing
with S. lceta(vera) as described by Smith). The cubital nervure ofthe
hind wing springs exactly at the apex of the anal cell. I do not think
the two forms can be separated.
17. SALIUS SJEVISSIMA, Smith.
MYGNIMIA
SlEVISSIMA,
Sm., Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. IV,
Vol. XII, p. 256 (1873).
HABITAT: India, Bombay Presidency (Smith), Tenasserim.
A species which for the present I identify as this occurs somewhat
unfrequently in May and June along the roads and in the open patches ·
of jungles on the Dawnat range. The Tenasserim insect differs from
the description and from a Bangalore specimen of this species in my
collection in having the coxre and trochanters yellow ant11riorly,
instead of all black.
18. SAUUS CONVEXUS, Bingham.
PRIOCNEMISC0NVExus, Bingh., Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., V,
p. 237.
HABITAT: Ceylon, Tenasserim.
This species ,belongs to Kohl's BemipfJpsis,not Priocnemis group.
I described this species from Ceylon in 1890. Since I have found it
occur commonly in the more open and dry jungles in Tenasserim.
(Salius-Priocnemis group.)
19. SALIUS MADRASPATANUS, Smith.
PoMPILUSMADRASPATANus,
Sm., Cat. Bym. M. S. B. M., Pt. III,
p. 144, 130.
HABITAT:Madras, Nicobar Islands (Smith), Burma, Tenasserim.
This species is remarkably like Macromeris violacca; it is common,
and I have found its nest in September, mere burrows in the wall of
deserted dry well, which it had stored with small crickets.
20. SALIUS PEREGRINUS, Smith.
PRIOCNEMIS
PEREGRINUS,
Sm., Tran. Ent. Soc., 1875, Part I, p. 37.
HABITAT: India ( Barrackpur ), Sumatra, China (Hongkong), teste
(Smith), Burma, Tenasserim.
This is one ofthe very,commonest of the Pompilidcein Tenasserim, and,.
unlike S. madraapatanus,makes its . nests in holes in trees, occasionally
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in a bamboo, storing them with those soft-bodied spiders that live in the
rolled up margins of leaves. It is double-brooded ; I have found nests
in June and again in November.
21. SALIUS VERTIOALIS, Smith, Pl. I, fig. 5.
PRIOCNEMIS
VERTICALIS,
Sm., Proc. Linn. Soc., II, 94, 6• .
HABITAT: Borneo, Malacca (Smith), Tenasserim.
This well-marked species is rare ; I have only twice met with
it. In September on a jungle road I found a ~ carrying cockroaches to a hole in a tree. Subsequently in May I procured a t on
the flowers of Acaaia pennata. The t has not previously been
described.
Length, t, 15 m.m., expanse 37 m.m.
DESCRIPTION
: t, ·Head black, mandibles yellow, their tips black
clypeus and sides of the face as far as the vertex broadly yellow, the
back of the head, the vertex, and front, as far as the antennre, black,
with scattered black hairs, and in certain lights a thin golden pubescence, a streak behind the eyes yellow, the latter arcuate, closer above
than below ; clypeus convex, transversely oval, its anterior margin
truncated ; antennre sub-fusiform, black, the scape with a spot of
yellow below'. Thorax · and abdomen black, the prothorax with a
broad band and the mesothorax with a square spot along their posterior
margins, and the scuteHum and the proscutellum with a central spot
chrome-yellow; the metathorax convex sloping abruptly towards the
apex, which latter is almost vertically truncated; the scutellum and
post-scutellum gibbous cone-shaped, the dorsal surface of the meta~
thorax finely rugose, clothed with scanty fuscous pubescence, the false
stigmata and tubercles on the sides well-marked and prominent ; wings
golden yellow of a deeper tint than in the ~ ,, their tips and outer
margins broadly but lightly infuscated, the tegulro and nervures dark
ferruginous-brown : in the fore wing the transverse medial nervure
springs well before the apex of the 1st submedial cell, the 1st recurrent
nervure is received in the 2nd cubital cell close to its apex, the 2nd
recurrent nervure in the 3rd cubital cell well before its middle : in the
hind wing the cubital nervure is interstitial. Legs long, slightly
spinose, the coxre trochunters and femom black, the remainder of the
legs chrome-yellow, the claws black, abdomen somewhat vertically
compressed, the 2nd segment remarkably long.
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The nest mentioned above, when I caught the S?, was unfinished,
but some seven or eight unfortunate cockroaches were stuffed tightly
in, and were all semi-unconscious but still living.
The markings on the head and ~horax and the colour of the legs of
the S?depicted in the plate are shown of a reddish-yellow instead of
a clear chrome-yellow.
22. POMPILUS BRAOATUS, Bingham.
PoMPILUSBRACATUS,
Bingh., Jour. Born. Nat. Hist. Soc., V, 236.
HABITAT
: Burma, Tenasserim.
Since describing this species in 1890, I have found it common in
the more open forest along the foot of the Dawnat range in Tenasserim.
In coloration it curiously resembles Salius (Priocnemis) peregrinus,
Smith.
23. POMPILUS ANALIS, Fabricius.
SPHEXANALIS,Fabr. Ent. Syst. II, 209, 42.
HABITAT:India generall y, Burma, Tenasserim, Malacca, &c.
This widely distribut ed species is one of those which often come into
houses hunting for the smaller Ly cosa or wolf-spiders, with which it
stores its nests.
24. POMPILUS UNIFASCIATUS, Smith.
PoMPILUSUNIFASCIATus,Sm. Oat. Hym;, MS., B. M., Pt. III, p.
145, 133.
HABI'I'AT: East _India, Sumatra, North China (Smith), Burmaj
'.renasserim.
This common species is rather '\Tariablein colouring. The form got
in Pegu has the head and thorax reddish-yellow ; the Tenasserim form
has the same parts more or less variegat ed with black. One specimen
I procured on the Dawnat range is a most lovely insect, having the
yellow and black on the pro- and mesothorax sharply defined; and the
meta.thorax on its dorsal surface covered with rather long glistening
golden pubescense.
25. POMPlL US HONESTUS, Smith.
PoMPILUSH0NESTUS,Sm., Oat. Hym. Ins. B. M., Pt. III, p. ~144;
129.
HABITAT:India, Burma, Tenasserim.
This species is rare ; I have myself only procured two specimens.
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26. POMPILUS CAMERONII, n. sp., Pl. I, fig. 6.
FERREOLAFENESTRATA,
Bingh. (non Smith), Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist.
Soc., Vol. V, 239, 10. Cameron, Hym. Orient. Mem. and Proc. Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc., Ser. IV, Vol. IV, Pt. III; p. 460.
HABITAT:Burma, Tenasserim.
In 1890 I identified this species with Smith's insect. Mr. Cameron
(Ioc. cit.) from the description recognized it as new. I have since procured specimens of the true P. fenestr ata, both from India and Burma,
and find on comparison that the red mesothorax in P. cameronii is a
constant and well marked difference.
I have ventured to name
the species after Mr. Uameron.
27. POML'ILUS ILUS, Bingham, Pl. I, fig. 7.
FERREOLAFASCIATA,
Bingh., Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. V,
p. 241,12.
HABITA'r: Burma, Tenasserim.
1 have ventured to re-name this species as I find the name fasciata
pre-occupied (Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M., Pt. III, p. 169, 8).
This species seems always to occur in dense forests by streams ~
ln May I procured both c!t and 9 9 by the bank of a mountain
torrent on the Dawnat range at about 1,500 feet elevation.
The t resembles the 9 but is smaller (16 m.m., 9 23. m.m.); the
deep blue-bl ack of the abdomen is duller, being only just visible in
certain lights, the wings are infuscated further towards the base, and
are longer in proportion than those of the 9 .
The above 27 species are all the Pompilidre from Tenasserim in mycollection which I have been able to identify. I possess examples of
at least twice that number of species which I have not yet been able
to compare with descriptions and work out.
Family SHEGIDLE, Leach.
28. SPHEX REGALIS, Smith, Pl. I, fig. 11.
CHLORIONREGALIS,
Sm., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. IV, Vol. XI!,

p. 291 (1873).
HABITAT: Afghanistan and Sind (Smith).
A beautiful specimen of this species was kindly sent to me by Mr.
Cumming of the . Telegraph Department from Karachi.
It is a
lovely insect, and I regret the plate does not give much idea of the gorgeous purple tints of the wings, metathorax and abdomen, the rich
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colouring of which is in fine contrast with the dull brick red of the
head and ant~rior parts of the thorax.
29. SP HEX FULVO-HIRTA, Bingham. Pl. I, fig. 8,
SPHEX FULV0•HIRTA,
Bingh, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc,, Vol. V,
p. 24-2, 14.
HABITAT: Ueylon.
I take this opportunity to figure the above species described by me
(loc. cit.) in 1890.
30. SPHEX MAIA, n. sp.
HABITAT: Tenasserim.
FEMALE: Length 16 m.m., expanse 26. m.m.
MALE : Length 16 m.m :, expanse 29 m,m.
DESCRIPTION.
Belongs to Cameron's section IV. "Tarsalclaws with
two teeth (Sph ere, sensu str.)."
He ad black, opaque, finely punctured, covered with soft scattered
grey hairs, the clypeus and cheeks with silvery pubescence ; the
clypeus sub-triangular, slightly convex, its anterior margin transverse ;
mandible s black ; antennre arched, th e scape short, th e 2nd and 3rd
joints sub-equal ; the ocelli very small and incon spicuous, placed in a
curve on the vertex.
Thorax black, finely punctured, covered with
thin grey pubescence, that on the proscutellum short, dense,
and silvery ; the mesothorax indented anteriorly in the centre ;
the metathorax evenly rounded, the scutellum and proscutellum
not raised and the latter not ind ented in the middle as
in so many species. The wings hyaline, the anterior wings with a
fuscous cloud beyond the radial and 3rd cubital cells not coming
lower than level with the base of the latt er, th e nervures ferruginous,
the tegulre black and shining. Legs black, the apex of the tibire of
th e posterior legs clothed with rich golden pubescence on the inner
side. Abdomen black, very finely punctured, the -2nd segment dark
blood red, the rest narrowly margined with testaceous brown.
The t resembles the Cj:), but bas lar ger wings and a more lengthened
petiole.
This well marked little species is very common at the beginning
of the rains on the flowers of Acacia p ennata,
Family BEMBECIDLE, Westwood.
This family, so far as I know, is represented by several species in
Burma and Tenasserim. Of these three have not as yet been described.
7
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31. BEMBEX TREP AND A., Dahlbom.
BEMBHX TREPANDA,
Dahlb., Hym. Eur., I, p. 181.
HABITAT:India (Dah lb.), Burma, Tenasserim.
Fairly common in the plains during the hot weather. Like others
of the family it is very often found frequenting flowers.
32. BEMBEX FOSSONUS, Smith.
BEMBEXFossoNus,Sm ., Jour. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XLVII (1878),
Pt. II, p.168, 7. Bingh., Jour. Bomb. Nat . Hist. Soc., Vol. V, p. 24.3,
HABITAT: Burma, Tenasserim.
This species as mentioned by me (loc. cit.) is also common.
33. BEMBEX WESTONII, n. sp. Pl. I, fig. 1.
HABITAT: Salween Valley, Tenasserim.
FEMALE: Length 22 m.m,, expanse 39 m.m.
MALE: Unknown.
DESCRIPTION
: ~ - Head black, mandibles yellow, their tips black,
labrum clypeus, and front as high nearly as the vertex of the
head, the cheeks and the · scape of_ the antenn re in front pale
wax yellow ; two large spots at the base of the clypeus,
a spot above them between the insertion of the antennre, a
spot at the apex of the scape and the :flagellum of the antennre
black, the top of the head and occiput clothed with fuscous
hairs, which are rather dense and long behind, the clypeus
convex semicircular above, its anterior margin almost transverse.
Thorax black, minutely and densely punctured, pubescent posteriorly_;
the prothorax with a broad yellow posterior margin ; the mesothorax slightly convex ; the metathorax short, square, and posteriorly vertic:,lly
truncated ; the sides of the thorax varie-:gated with dark brick red, the pectus black ; the wings hyaline and
iridescent, tegulre and nervures dark brown ; legs yellow, the under
side of the coxre, trochanters, femora, tibire and tarsi of the anterior
legs and the same parts except the tarsi of the interm ediate and
posterior legs streaked with black, the anterior tarsi armed on the
outside with ciliated spines, the claws yellow, their tips black.
Abdomen black, finely punctured, pubescent, in certain lights it is seen
to be covered with very short rather sparse stiff black recumbent hairs ;
the 1st and 2nd segments bear a large yellow irregular macula on
either side, the following segment.I!
except the anal, with biarcuatecentral
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yellow bands ; the band on the 3rd · segment is interrupted in the
centre on the dorsaJ surface, and the anal segment is black with a few
stiff black hairs studding the apex ; the macula on the anterior segments and the bands on the others are indistinctly stained with red
anteriorly.
This species was first procured and given to me by Mr. A. Weston,
Deputy Conservator of Forests, who informed me that he had found
its nest also. A,; the nesting habits of all the BernbecidaJseem alike,
and I myself found the species next described nesting, I have given all
the information I am possesse<iof below.
This species seems excessively rare ; beyond the specimen kindly
given me by Mr. Weston and one in his collection I have seen no
others.
34. BEMBEX HESIONE, n. sp.
HABITAT: Maulmain, Thaungyin Valley, Tenasserim.
FEMALE: Length 24 m,m., expanse 3 7 m.m.
MALE: Unknown.
DESCRIPTION
: ~. Head black, labrum yellow, mandibles yellow,
their tips black, the . clypeus, the cheeks behind the eyes, the lower half
of the front, a heart-shaped spot on the forehead, and a line, not
reaching the vertex, on the inside of the orbits, yellow ; two irregular
spots at the base of the clypeus, a spot above them on the short carina
between the antennro, and the flagellum black; the scape in front and
at the base above yellow; the ocelli almost aborted, placed on a sort of
raised platform between two shallow sulcations which run down on
either side of the front almost to the base of the antennro ; the vertex
and back of the head fringed with soft dark brown and the cheeka and
chin below with silky white hairs. Thorax black, finely punctured,
indistin ctly pubescent, the posterior face of the metathorax, which is
vertically truncated, covered with a short scanty white down, prothorax yellow, th e centre anteriorly and two spots on the shoulders black;
the posterior marg in of the mesothorax tran sverse ; the scutellum
and postscutellum have curved submarginal yellow bands, and tho
metathorax a yellow streak ext'ending from the anterior angles,
which widens out inwardly and nearly meets in the middle,
where it is divided by a fine impressed line, Posterior shoulders
of the metathorax produced and sharply angular, yellow, which
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colour extends on to the posterior face of the metathorax ; the sides of
the thorax variegated black and yellow, the pectus obscurely brownish
with lateral black macula, the brownish portion transvers~ly striated,
The wings hyaline and iridescent, the tegulre and nervures dark brown.
The legs yellow,streaked with black on the coxre,trochanters, femora and
tibire above and below, tarsi and claws yellow, the former with ciliated
ferruginous spines, the latter with their tips black. Abdomen black
with a purple gloss, minutely and finely pitted, and seen in certain
lights to be covered by short rather sparse recumbent black hairs ;
the 1st segment with an elongated triangular macula on either side,
the 2nd to the 5th segments with biarcuate submarginal bands of the
same colour, the bands on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th segments
have in the middle on either side an obJong black macula,
the anal segment and the whole ventral surface of the abdomen black.
All the segments, both above and below, are narrowly e<lgedpiceous.
The first time I came across this species was in September on a road
near Maulmain. She, for it turned out to be a <;>, was flying with a
large blue-bottle fly tightly clasped between her forelegs. Watching
her carefully I saw her enter a burrow iri the side of the ditch by the
road. Examining it I found the soil was sandy and the .burrow not
deep, so in order to get a view of the interior of the n~st I began
gently to. enlarge the entrance. As I removed the soil the Bembe:cflew
out and, after buzzing around for a few seconds, went off, The nest
hole was sunk obliquely into the ground, and was about 11 inches long
by about ½inch in diameter, slightly larger or bulbous at the end, A
heap of dead blue-bottle flies in various stages of decay lay piled on
the floor of the nest, and one yellowish fleshy grub about frd of an
inch long struggled in ;md out among them batt.ening on the half
putrid mass.
The smell was most offensive. While I was examining the nest
the <;>returned with another blue-bottle, She came straight for
what had been the entrance, but puzzled apparently by the
change in its size, kept hovering about buzzing loudly. Finally she
alighted, walked to the end of the n~st and deposited the fresh fly and,
after parading around for a few seconds, flew off. I then caught her
as I noticed she was different from the ordinary Bembe:c fossorius
which is the common species here, Mr. Weston had told me that the
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Bembex, whose nest he had found, was, at the time he chanced· on it,
feeding its grub in the same way as I now observed this Bembex

doing, but as the proceeding was so opposed to all the previously
observed habits of the Fossores l felt inclined to think he bad been
mistaken. Here, however, was strong confirmation of the fact. And
a wonderful fact it is that . the Bembecid ce of all the fossorial
Hym enoptera should be the sole insects which, like the social bees, continually tend and feed th eir grubs after th ey are hatched. I do not
know whether the B embecidce in other countries have the same habit.
Judging from the following statements by Kirby and Packard, I
should say not invariably. '' These insects form their burrows in the
sand, scratching a hole with their fore-feet like a dog, as observed bY.
Sir S. S. Saunders, in the Ionian islands, and lay up a store of Diptera
or Hymenopt era which they sometimes capture on the wing and·
sometimes fairly stalk down ; then they deposit their eggs and close
up the !tole." (Kirby, Text-book of Entomology, p. 123.)
'' The female Bembex burrows in sand to a considerable depth
burying various species of Diptera (Syrpliidce, Mu scidce, &c.) and
depositing her eggs at the same time in company with them, upon
which ihe larvre when hatched subsist. When a sufficient store has
been collected the parent closes the mouth of the cell with earth."
(P ackard : Guide to the study of Insects, p. 164.) On the other
hand confirmation of the facts noticed by Mr. Weston and myself is
given by Professor Duncan in " Transformations of Insects," p. 239,
from which I extract the following :" The examples we have offered showing the habits of the fossorial
Hymenoptera have a certain sameness, for in every instance the female
builds the nest, fills each cell with victims for the future larva, lays an
egg close by them and shuts up the habitation, and then dies without
ever seeing its progeny."
"But M. Fabre, of Avignon, has described the habits of Bembex
vidua, which are certainly most remarkable and suggestive, and
probably very rare, in the history of the Bymenoptera. In this
species the female does not close up the cell, but penetrates into it
every day, carrying a fresh victim for the larv:a ; and it always chooses
a fly. Here is a case of a female insect caring for its larva which
it sees, and which it notices to eat and care for food, so that
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the daily visit becomes a pleasure and a duty according to the
usual laws of maternity.
Of course the larvre of this species
run great risk s, for th eir cell remains unclo sed, and carnivorous insects
may ent er in and destroy them. Moreover the mother may be taken
and kill ed her self, and then as no food would be .forthcoming they
would die from starvation. Ther e is no doubt that the habits of this
species cast a light upon those of the insects which only provide one
store of provisions and then close their nests ; for it is not difficult to
imagine that if the egg of a former Rembex vidua, the predecessor of
all these, should not happen to have hatched at the second visit of
the mothor, she would have closed the hole and left it uncured for, not
aeeing the use of trcubling herself to no purpose."
35. BE1\1Bll!XOVANS, n. sp.
HABITAT : Tenasserim.
FEMALE:
Length 22 m.m., expanse 34 m.m.
MALE : Length 21 m.m., expanse 36 m.m.
DESCRIPTION : <j)• Head black, back of the head, vertex, upper portion of the face, cheeks and chin pubescent; labrum, mandibles, clypeus,
a triangular mark above the clypeus, and the scape 9f the antennre
chrome-yellow ; the t,ips of the mandibles, a spot on the scape, and the
flagellum of the antennre above black, the under side of the flagellum
and a broad streak behind th e eyes not reaching the vertex fulvous, the
clypeus convex, broader than long, the anterior border deeply emarginate in the centre, the sides vertical, a vertical shor t though well
marked raised carina between the base of the antennre. Thorax black,
finely pitt ed but shinin g, slightly pubescent, the pubescence on
the metat.horax long and soft ; the prothorax, the scutellum and post
scutellum posteriorly margined with chrome-yellow, the metathorax
posteriorly truncat ed, th e sides produced into obtuse tubercles, th ese
latter with a band above them running from the anterior angles of the
metathorax and nearly meetin g in the centre chrome-yellow ; sides
of the thorax yellow, pectu s black : wings hyaline, tegulre yellow,
nervnres ferrnginous-brown; legs and feet yellow, the coxre, troch::mters
and femora outwardly, and all the tibiai on the und erside, streaked with
black, apical joint of the tarsi and claws ferruginous-brown,
Abdomen
black, with, in certain lights, 'Obscure purple reflections, finely but
sparsely pitted and covered with minute recumbent black hairs; tl10 1st
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to the 5th segments with submarginal bands of a gfancous-yellow,
these bands anteriorly bisinuate, and on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd segments
interrupted in the middle, the anal segment black with an obscure
yeiluw sub-terminal and ferruginous terminal spot, below the
abdomen is smooth and shining, with the posterior margins of the
segments narrowly piceous.
This t resembles the ~ exactly, only on the und er side of the 1st
abdominal segment there is an obtuse tubercle. _
This pretty and well marked species is not uncommon along the
jungle paths in April and May. In the beginning of June I found
them swarming on the side of a road over a low hill in the vicinity of
Maulmain, and digging into a soft sandy bank just as I had seen
Bembex fossorius doing in Pegu.
Tribe DILOPTERA, Latr.
Family VESPID../.E, Steph.
36. ISORNOGASTER
RUFO-MAOULATA, n. sp.
HABITAT: Tenasserim (Salween Valley, Tavoy).
FEMALE: Length 22 m.m., expanse 32 m.m.
MALE: Unknown.
D ESCRIPTION
: ~. Head black, coarsely pitted, the sides of the face
as high as the base of the antenm e and the sides of the clypeus blood
red, the mandibles black, clypeus pear-shap ed, its centre sharply produced and bearing a short verticle raised carina; a spot in the emargination of the eyes yellow. Thorax rather pear-shaped, not so globular
as in some of the species, the pro- and mesothorax rugose, the scutellum, post scutellum, and metathorax smooth and shining, a line on the
posterior margin of the prothorax interrupted in the middle, a spot
under the base of the wings, with a crescentic mark below that, a spot
at the angles of the scutellum, a line on the post scutellum, and two
spots one above the other on th o· postt:Jrior angles of the metathorax
blood re<l ; the scuiellum gibbous cone-sh::i.ped, the metathorax
sloping steeply but regularly to the apex : wings brownish hyaline
with bronze iride scent reflections in certain lights, the nervures and
tegulre dark brown ; legs black, th':' tegulre and tar si of the anterior
legs in front, <1nda spot on the tibire of the intermediate and of the
coxre of the posterior legs blood red, the tibire of the posterior legs
also olothed on the inside with a dense soft golden pubescence ; the
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tibial spur on the intermediate and posterior legs double, the claws
toothed. Abdomen black, the petiole smooth and shining, having a
fulvous-red streak below and two yellow spots at the apex above,
the rest of the abdomen finely pitted, the 1st segment with two spots
at the base followed by two larger submarginal spots, and the 2nd
segment with a sub-basal band interrupted in the middle bright chromeyellow, the remainder of the segments above unmarked; on the ventral
surface the 1st segment has two oblong basal spots, and the 2nd segment two small round submarginal spots chrome-yellow.
This species belongs to the section of the genus which live in pairs,
building a large globular nest such as figured in my former paper in
this Journal.
Like all the species of the section it is rare, The type specimen
was kindly given me by Mr. Weston, Deputy Conservator of Forests,
and was taken high up on the Salween river. Subsequently I procured two others on the flowers of a wild species of Lantana in the Tavoy
district.
37. JSOHNOGASTER HAUXWELLII, n. sp., Pl. I, fig. 4.
HABITAT:Tenasserim (Ataran and Ye Valleys)•
.FEMALE: .Length 21 m.m., expanse 31 m.m.
MALE: Length 18 m.m., expanse 33 m.m.
DESCRIPTION
: 9. Head black, densely punctured, mandibles black,
clypeus and front as high as the base of the antennro yellow
with a streak of black, not reaching the apex of the clypeus, down the
centre; antennm black, clypeus triangular, its anterior margin in the
middle sharply produced. Thorax black, globular, somewhat laterally
compressed, the pro- and mesothorax coarsely punctured, the scutellum,
post scutellum and metathorax smooth and shining, a line on the
posterior margin of the prothorax not meeting in the centre, a spot
under the base of the wings, a crescentic spot below that, a spot at
the anterior angles of the scutellum, a line on the post scutellum and
an irregular mark shaped somewhat like a chess pawn on the posterior
angles of the metathorax chrome-yellow ; the wings hyaline iridescent,
the tegulre aud nervures brown ; the legs black, a streak on th e
under side of the femora, the tibire and tarsi of the anterior legs,
the. apex of the femora below and of the tibiro above of the intermediate legs, two streaks on the coxre posteriorly and the apex of
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the femora below on the posterior legs, yellow ; claws black toothed,
the tibial • spur of the- intermediate legs double_. A,bdomen black
pruniose, two spots at the apex of the petiole, a spot on either side
at the base of the 2nd segment, a larger spot following it, a band
interrupted in the middle at the base of the 3r~ segment, and two
sub-marginal spots below on the ventral side of the 2nd and 3rd seg:ments yellow, the underside of the petiole has a ferruginous stain, and
the posterior margins of the 3rd to the apical segment are narrowly
testaceous.
The J' closely resembles the !;> but has the wings darker, of a
brownish bronzy tint, the thorax is more compressed and the antennoo
not so thick.
This species I found not uncommon in February and March frequenting the dry beds of streams and clearings made in the forest for
cultivation. l have named it after Mr. T. A. Hauxwell, Deputy
Conservator of Forests, who has been good enough to collect for me
at various times, and to whom my collection is indebted for many
beautiful specimens of rare and new species of Hymenoptera.
This species also belongs to the division which construct a globular
nest, and live in pairs.
Family EUMENID.AE, Westwood.
38. RHYNCHIUM CUPREIPENNIS, n. sp., Pl. I, fig. 3.
HABITAT: South Tenasserim.
FEMALE: Length 14 m.m., expanse 34 m.m.
MALE: Unknown.
DESCRIPTION
: !;>. Head black, very coarsely and densely punctured ;
mandibles long, pointed, dark castaneous-brown, their inner margins
deeply striated ; clypeus long, pear-shaped, yellow, with a large black
diamond-shaped spot in the centre, the anterior margin of the clypeus
ending in two sharp short teeth; antennre dark orange-fulvous, a cordate
spot on the front, a spot in the emargination of the eyes, and a broad
streak behind them and not meeting on the back of the head, yellow ;
thorax black, very coarsely punctured, the punctures running into
longitudinal strire above ; the post scutellum gibbous ; the metathorax
very short, emarginate posteriorly, the sides prod1;1cedand sharply
angular, a marked and slightly raised carina runs vertically down the
posterior face of the metathorax ; wings cupreous-brown with rich
8
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iridescent tints in certain lights ; the nervures and tegulre black ; legs
black, the apex of the femora, the tibire and tarsi above of the anterior
legs, and the apex of the femora and last joint of the tarsi of the
intermediate and posterior legs orange-fulvous ; claws black toothed
below, the inside of the tibire and tarsi of the posterior legs clothed
with a rich golden pubescence ; abdomen black, with obscure blue
tints in certain lights, coarsely pitted, the posterior margins of all
the segments smooth and shining, the 1st segment truncated anteriorly, the 2nd segment remarkably long and broad, nearly twice as
long as the rest of the abdomen.
I procured this insect in the Tavoy forests in October on the
flowers of a species of vet,ch growing near a village. It seems
rare as I have not since come across it in any of the forests in South
Tenasserim,
Family APID/E,
39. XYLOOAPA RUFESOENS,

Anet.

Smith.

Pl. I, fig. 2.

XYLOCAPARUFESClrns,Sm., Trans. Ent. Soc., 1874, Pt. II, p.
271, 48.
HABITAT: India, Java (Smith), Burma, Tenasserim.
This hand some species occurs all over lower Burma and Tenasserim
up to 4,000 feet elevation, It is remarka ble as being purely crepuscular
in habits. I have never seen one out in the day time. Like the rest
of the genus it affects flowers, and at Pegu in May and at Amherst
in December I have caught numbers coming to th e flowers of
the Quz"squaliscreeper in the brief dark twilight of these regions.
It not uncommonly flies during th e night on moonlight
nights, making a loud humming. I have found the nest which
is similar to that made by other species of the genus, and consists of
a series of round cells hollowed out in the end of a decaying log, The
eggs seem to be laid at long intervals, as some of the cells of a nest I examined contained a mass of pollen with one egg deposited on it, others
larvre, and others again the bee in almost all stages of development,

40. BOM.BUS MONTIVAGUS, Smith.

PI. I, fig. 12.

BoMBUSMONTIVAGus,
Sm., Dex. News Spec. Hym. B. M., p. 131, 2.
HABI'l'A'r: Moolai (3,000-6,000 feet), (Smith); throughout Tenaaserim at elevations of over 3,000 feet.
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This, one of the brightest coloured of the humble bees, I have found
fairly common at elevations over 3,000 feet. The type specimen was
from Moolai, a well-known peak in the Dawnat range.
The females procured by me are somewhat larger than the one
described by Smith. My specimens measure length 23 ~o 28 m.m ( 10! to 13 lines), expanse 4 7 m.m.
The workers are much smaller ; length 13 m.m., expanse 29 m.m.
They closely resemble the <j), the colours being perhaps a little duller .
I have found th e nest. It was placed in a hollow under the roots
of a bamboo bush on the Taoo Plat eau (4,000 feet), and resembled
exactly th e nests of the humbl e bees that I had so often, as a boy,
taken at home in the deserted nests of field mice.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.
PL ATE

Fig
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l.

1. Bembl!X
westonii,n. sp., <j), p. 380.
2. Xyloca,pa
rufescens,Smith, 9, p. 388.
3. Rhynchiumcupreiprmnis,
n. sp., 9 , p. 387.
4. Ischnogaster
hauxwellii,n. sp., 9, p. 386.
5. Baliusvertica,lis,
Smith, 9, p. 376.
6. Pom'[ti,lus
c,amer<Y{l,
ii, Bingham, <j), p. 378.
7. Pompilusilus, Bingham , <j), p. 378.
8. Splwxfulvo-hirla
, Bingham, 9, p. 379.
9. Saliuselizabethm,
n. sp., <j), p. 372.
10. Baliusindicus,Cameron, 9, p. 374.
11. Sphirxregalis,Smith, <i', p. 378.
12. Bombusmontivagus,Smith, 9, p. 388,
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PLATE

II.

Fig. 1. Nest ;of Pseudageniatincta, Fig. 3. Hind Wing,
Smith.
a. Cost.alnervure and anterior margin.
,, 2. Diagram Hymenoptma,Front
ap, Apex of wing.
wing.
b. Post costalnervure.
a. Anterior margin.
c, Medial nervure.
b. Apical margin.
d.
Anal nervure.
Posterior
margin.
c.
e.
Radial
nervure.
a. Costalnervure.
f. Cubital nervure.
d. Post costal nervure.
e. Externo-medialnervure.
Ii• Discoidalnervure.
h. Transverseanal nervure.
f. Anal nervure,
I.
Transversecubitalnervure
Radial
nervure.
g.
1.
Region stigma.
Cubital
nervure.
b.
2.
Costa! cell.
i. Discoidalnervure.
3.
Radial
cell.
m. 1st transverse cubital
4. Medial cell.
nervure.
5. Anal cell.
cubit.al
transverse
2nd
n.
6. Cubital cell (incomplete).
nervure.
Discoidalcell(incomplete)
7.
o. 3rd transverse cubital
nervure.
p. 1st recurrent nervure.
q, 2nd recurrent nervure.
u, Transverse medial nervure;
V, 1st transverse submedial
nervure.
w. 2nd transversesubmedial
nervure.
1, Stigma.
2. Radial cell.
5, 6, 7 & 8. Cubit.alcells.
9, 10 & 11. Discoidalcells.
14. Apical cell.
15. Costalcell.
16. Medialcell.
17 & 18. ,Submedialcells.
:w, Anal cell,
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NOTES ON SAMBAR AND SAMBAR SHOOTING.
BY

J, D.

!NVERARITY.

(Read before the Bombay Natural H istory Society on 13th Nov., 1893.)

Deer-stalking in India is really not stalking at all ; there is no
spying a beast from a distance, and no long approach to the animal
for the shot. Inst ead of the open moor, there are ravines and nullahs
thickly clothed with tr ees, long grass, and underwood, in which one
seldom can see deer at a greater distance than 200 yards. Usually
the shot immediately follows the first view of the stag. In fact, sambarstalking consists of simply wa_ndering through the jungle until you
blunder on to something to shoot. Sometimes, [ believe, by having
men out on the hill-tops by daylight they are able to mark where
a sambar lies up for the day and can take you to the spot, but I have
never tried this myself. The young sportsman, when he starts to shoot,
is so eager that he walks through the jungl e at a terrific pace ; his
legs tear through the grass and bushes, the boughs of the trees scrape
along his hat and clothes, the measured tramp of his feet can be heard
afar, and his progress is attended with so mucb noise that it is a
wonder if he ever sees anything. Now if there is one thing absolutely
essential to success in shooting in an Ind ian jungl e, it is to move about
quietly; one's pace should be slow, and where, from leaves or stones,
the noise of footsteps cannot be helped, the steps should be irregular
so as to make a noise as little like the usual tread of the human biped
as possible.
More shots are obtained by carefully workipg the ground than by
racing over a large extent of country. If one has been out for several
hours without seeing anything, one µaturally gets a little slack, and
many a chance is lost by carelessness. But after all the whole charm
of sport consists in the fears and hopes born of previous failure and
success. Who would care to shoot if one did not sometimes make
a mess of it? As you stroll through the jungle ther e is plenty to occupy
your attention. In addition to sambar you may see cheetul, the fourhorned antelope, or nielgai, all of which are found in some parts of the
country on the same ground. Tracks of tiger and panther are found
in the streams and nullahs, though they themselves are seldom seen
when stalking.
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In some jungle s there are a good many burrows dug out by porcupines. They have only a single hole. I only once saw a porcupine
out in the day-time, and .that was early in the morning. You generally
make a start soon after dawn and walk about till 11 a.m. Long before
that hour the deer h:;iveall lain down, and as it is supposed that there
is not so good a chance of coming across them in the middle of the
day, you stop till about 2 p.m. My own opinion is that, in this kind of
shooting, the middle of the day is as good a time as any other, as .they
are bound to rise and bolt if you pass near where they lie ; and, as I
said before, in samber-stalking, nine times out of ten, you simply
blunder on to the deer, but as both your men and yourself require
breakfast and some rest, the middle of the day is a convenient time
for the purpose. If one's camp is near a river, one makes for the
waterside in the early morning, on the chance of finding a stag
feeding on the berries of the Ber ( Zizzyphv.sjujuba), thorny bush
that grows on the river banks, and the bright orange berry of which is .
a favourite food of beast and bird. At this early_hour a chill mist is
rising from the water, and as one appears on the top of the bank,
a loud ~.10isein the bushes makes one clutch the rifle ; but it is only a
peacock that sails with outstretched wings 1:1,cross
the river. Rising from
a low level, he has not sufficient way on to carry him across 200
yards and he touches the water, but a few strokes of the wing lifts him,
and he lands on the opposite shore and scuttles up the bank. Flocks
of screaming parroquets are feeding on the Ber berries, and, as one
proceeds, the peculiar whish of the green pigeon's flight attract one's
attention to a score of th ese beautiful birds as they fly out from a tree
in which you would never have seen them if they had sat still.
Numerous nullahs stretch away from the river to the hills, and the
best plan is to walk along the top of a nu1lah a few yards from it,
occasionally going to the edge. Deer lying in the nullah then don't
see you until they hear · you about opposite them. As you move along
a loud bark and rush below you announce sambar, and you just catch
sight for a moment of a hide, and as they cross an open patch see a hind
and calf. Even if it had been a stag the chances are you would not have
got a shot. Many chances at stags are lost by not being able in the thick
jungle to see his head until just as he disappears. If fortune is favourable, you may get an easy shot as the sambar bolta up the opposite side
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of the nullah, as he often stops just as he gets to the top for a moment,
and in any case the running shot is an easy one. This is the usual
way of settling them by disturbing them from .their seats in some
thicket in a nullah, or you may find one in his form in the long grass
under the shed of a tree on more open ground ; here again you won't
see him till he rises to fly. Sometimes you are aware of a stag standing looking at you perhaps not 50 yards off. He has either just jumped
up, or suddenly come on you as he was walking through the jungle.
As you raise your rifle he sometimes whips round and flies, but as often
as not he will stand to be shot.
Early in the morning and late in the afternoon you may come across
sambar on the move and have a kind of short stalk to get in on them.
If there are deer in the jungle, there will be many trees with the outer
bark rubbed off. Sambar are very fond of rubbing their horns against
trees long after the horns are hard and all the velvet has disappeared ;
they get the tree between the brow antler and beam and rub up and down
leaving a long blaze on the tree. They seem to prefer the smoother
light-coloured trees for the purpose, such as the " saler "; the dark red
of the inner bark shows very conspicuously where the stag has been
rubbing. At the foot of the tree will be found quite a heap of bark
in shreds. If you look at a samber's horns you will find in many cases
the beam for some inches above the brow antler polished quite smooth
from this habit. You will also not fail to observe in their forms small
heaps of fruit stones. The fruit is swallowedwhole. The sambar drops
the stones out when he chews the cud ; they are chiefly the stones of the
Ber. If you disturb a sambar from his form you will find a fresh
heap of stones quite wet, which have just before been in his interior.
,An old stag generally slips away quietly, a hind and young stag often
give a loud bark as they start off. If you see either stag or hind and its
ears are flapping, it has not seen you. As soon as they see you, their
large ears are brought forward at right angles to the head and remain
fixed so as to catch every sound. If you remain motionless they will
stare a long time. Directly you move they are away. Sambar do
not go in large herds. I think the most I have seen together are
8 or 9.
The stags, both old and young, are often found alone and also in
company of the hinds. In the hot weather the stags are generally
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alone, though I once shot one out of a herd of four in the middle of May.
I do not believe that all stags shed their horns yearly. Most, no
doubt, have shed their horns by April or May ; but I have seen them
with their horns in May and June. I once saw two stags together,
one with soft horn s, half grown, the other had his horns unshed. I
shot a stag sambar on one occasion that was in company of half a
dozen hinds of the swamp deer, and I have more than once seen one
or two stags in close proximity to bison.
Wild dogs are great enemies of sambar, I have twice seen them
in chase. The first time they pulled down a calf about 150 yards
from where I was. I heard a squealing and the loud barks of the
mother, who stood close to the scene of the trag edy. Thinking a tiger
had killed, I stalked up to the noise, and when close to, saw a yellow
mass that I took to be a tiger, and was just going to fire when to my
astonishment it split up into a dozen pieces and disappeared. I found
the calf with its entr ails torn out and eaten, part of the rump was
eaten, and the eyes picked out-all in a few seconds. I hid myself
behind a tree and in about 20 minutes the pack of dogs returned ; they
passed me within 15 yards, in single file, a dozen in number, ten
paces between each dog. I, with difficulty, refrained from firing.
I was between them and the sambar, and they made a circuit and
came up to the carcass from the opposite direction. As the leading dog
reached the body, I could not wait any more. I fired and missed it, but
luckily got one with the second barrel as they ,bolted. It was a female1
and had the exact smell of a domestic dog. The second time I was
sitting on the banks of the Taptee having breakfast, when a hind
and calf rushed down the opposite bank into the stream, which
here was shallow and running pretty strong. On reaching the
middle she stood in the water with her calf under her body, and I saw
two wild dogs in pur suit stop at the water's edge. They uttered loud
wailing howls, but the old hind and young one seemed quite comfort;..
able, the littl e one with its tail up frisking about under and around
its mother. In a ,,hort time the dogs went away, and in about ten
minutes afterwards the hind and calf went back to the same side they
had come from and walked slowly off. You would have thought they
would not have gone back to the same side as the dogs were. On
the same day a couple of hours afterwards, two dogs, which I believe
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must have been the same ones, ran a bull neilgai into the river opposite
my tent. I did not see it myself, but my butler informed me that they
tore its stomach open just as it reached the river. The neilgai swam
across, and ~ank when half way over, the dogs not following into the
water. The photograph gives a better idea of the look of a sambar
than any verbal description. They have, as will be seen, a fine coat of .
coar:;,ehair, which is specially long and thick on the neck. In the hot
,weather, however, they lose a lot of hair and have a somewhat mangy
appearance.
The horns of the sambar have normally only three points on
each horn. Sometimes they throw out an extra tine or two, usually
in the upper fork. In most heads one horn is an inch or two longer
than the other. Anything over 38 inches I consider exceptionally
good : ·the longest I have shot myself measured 44 inches on the outside curve. Ten inches round the burr is good, though there are heads
a little over 11 inches round the burr. Sometimes the inside upper tine
is the longest, sometimes the outer one, though in the majority of my
heads the greatest length is in the inner tine. Some are of equal
length. The longest brow antler I have measured was from the burr
to point ( outside measurement) 2 feet, which is a very unusual length;
the next longest was 19 inches.
The most curious instance of abnormal horns was a stag I shot
that had no brow antler at all to his left horn, but instead a third horn,
a mere knot, but growing on a separate bony pedicle of its own
three-fourths of an inch from the main horn. The length of this
left horn was some inches less than the right one, which measured
36 inches. A very singular sa.mbarhorn picked up by me is figured
at p. 223 of Vol. I of this Society's Journal.
The horns of the sambar of other parts of India are much smaller
than the horns carried by stags in the neighbourhood of the Nerbudda
-and 'faptee Rivers. Sambar are said by Jerdon to produce only one
young at a birth ; they sometimes have two, The females of this genus
have canine teeth in the upper jaw as well as the males.
9
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Part IV.

Adjonction au.v Genres 0AMPONOTUS,
Mayr., et PoLYRHAOilIS,
Shuck.
25.
~

Camponotusconfucii, nov. sp.

Major :-L : 7, 3a, 8, 5 mill. Taille robuste. Longueur d'un
scape 2, 0, d'un tibia posterieur 2, 3 mill. Tete longue de 2, 6, large
de 2, 5 mill. Mandibules assez luisantes, ponctuees, finement reticulees entre les points, courtes, epaisses, armees de 6 dents. T~te en
trapeze, faiblement echancree derriere, plus large derriere que
devant. Epistome aplati un peu subcarene derriere ; sa portion
mediane est plus etroite devant que derriere et forme devant, au milieu,
un petit lobe ·arrondi qui a tme forte impression au milieu. Aretes
frontales tres sinuenses et tres divergentes ; aire frontale tres petite,
Sutures du thorax profondes. Le thorax a exactement la forme de
celui du C.Joreli, Em.: le profil est interrompu entre le mesonotum et
le metanotum. Ce dernier a une face basale courte, assez convexe,
presque aussi large que longue (plus longue chez le C.foreli). La face
declive est abrupte et plus longue que la face basale dont elle est
s~paree par un angle arrondi OU par une c<:mrbetres rapide. Ecaille
epaisse, presque carree, convexe ·devant, avec nn bord superieur
transversal, epais. ribias subcylindriques, sans piquants a leur bord
interne. Soapes legerement deprimes'.
Tete et thorax densement reticules-ponctues et mats. .Ecaille,
abdomen et pattes finement . reticules et subopaques. Les 2/5
anterieurs de la tete ont en outre de gros points enfonces piligeres
profonds et allonges, regulierement espaces, qui donnent un aspect
raboteux aux joues et a l'epistome,
Pilosite dressee d'un janne un peu brunatre, abondante, courte et
obtuse sur le devant de la tete, assez eparse, plus longue et plus pointue
sur le reste du corps, nulle sur les tibiae et les scapes. Une pubescence
jaun~tre abondante sur tout le corps, surtout sur !'abdomen, forme
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partout, aussi sur !es pattes et les scapes, un duvet d'un gris jaudtre
semblable a celui du C. rufoglaucus, mais moins fin et moins serre.
Entierement noir. Une etroite lisiere jaunatre aux segments abdominaux. Extremite des tarses, articulations et eperons d'un brun
roussatre.
~ Minor :-L:
5 a 6 mill. Mandibules etroites, armees de 6 dents.
Epistome subcarene, convexe, sublobe, sans impression median~ devant,
en forme de trapeze, beaucoup plus large devant que derriere. Tete
beaucoup plus large derriere que devant, non echancree derriere. Les
scapes depassent l'occiput de la moitie de leur longueur (ne le depassent
pas chez la ~ major). Une profonde echancrure entre le mesonotum
et le metanotum ; ce dernier fort convexe, bien plus court que chez le
C. foreli. Ecaille tres epaisse, aussi epaisse que sa hauteur anterieure
(avant la surface superieure convexe-oblique).
Tete, thorax et pattes assez fortement reticules et subopaques.
Abdomen et ecaille plus faiblement reticules, luisants. Pas de gros
points espaces, ni de poils courts devant la tete.
Mandibules en partie d'un brun rougeatre. Pubescence plus diluee
que chez la ~ major. Du reste comme la ~ major.
Kanara (M. Wroughton).
Dans notre tableau analytique, cette espece se place au chiffre 2,
comme groupe a part, entre les groupes 3 (varians et sericeus) et 4
(camelinus, etc.). Elle se dist.ingue du groupe 3 parses mandibules de
6 articles et son metanotum arrondi, non-concave derriere, du groupe
4 par son corps trapu, ses mandibules, son epistome, etc,
21. Camponotus maculatus, r. taylori, Forel.
Var. albosparsus, nov. var. ·~ major L. 7 a 7, 5 mill. ; ~ min. 5,
5 a 6 mill. Thorax et pattes d'un brun roussatre. Abdomen noiratre
avec quatre taches d'un janne blanchatre, une sur chacun des deux
premiers segments, et avec une grande tache de meme couleur au
milieu du dessousdesmemes segments. Les taches dorsales du premier
segment confluent parfois.
Himalaya (M. Smythies). U ne variete presque semblable, mais
plus claire, avec la tete roussatre chez la ~ minor, les taches clai!es
de !'abdomen plus grandes, confluentes, a ete recoltee sur le Pio
Victoria a Hong Kong par le Dr. Ris.
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26. Camponotusbinghamii, nov. sp.

~ 'Minor:-L : 4, 7 mill. Mandibules subopaques, finement chagrinees, faiblement ponctuees, armees, de 5 dents seulement. Epistome
carene, faiblement biechancre, sans trace de lobe anterieur (bord
anterieur rectiligne ). Aretes frontales assez 'Iongues, divergentes.
Tete subrectangulaire, a peine retr ecie derriere les yeux, a cotes non
convexes, un peu comprimes. Yeux gros, situes au tiers posterie_ur.
Pronotum subdeprime, distinctement horde anterieurement et a ses
angles anterieurs, assez large. Metanotum _comme chez le C. rufoglaucus,
r. fece Em., mais la face basale n'est que tres faiblement concave.
Ecaille epaisse, assez basse, obtuse en dessus. Tibias subcylindriques,
sans piquants. Scapes greles et cylindriques.
Entierement et densement reticule-ponctue et subopaque on presque
mat, y-compris les pattes et las scapes.
Pilosite dressee, jaunatre, tres eparse, nulle sur les tibias et les scapes.
Pube scence jaunatre, assez longue et assez abondamment repandue
sur tout le corps, sur les pattes et sur las scapes,formant un leger duvet
grisatre moins dense que chez le C. rufoglaucus,mais tres semblable,
sans cependant cacher la sculpture. N oir ; pattes, funicules et
mandibules d'un brun rougeatre. Scapes d'un jaune roussatre vers la
base et bruns vers l' extremite. Segments abdominaux etroitement
hordes de jaune roussatre.
Ataran Valley, Birmanie (M. le Major Bingham) •

.

Au premier abord ou dirait un tres petit C. rufoglaucus. Mais en
realite cette espece est toute autre et se rattache au groupe C. reticulatus,
radiatus, niveosetosus,
foraminosus, etc. Dans le tableau, elle se place
sous le chiffre 7, a cote du C. reticulatus,dont elle se distingue par sa
pubescence, son pronotum horde, sa face moins convexe, etc,
5.

Camponotusauriventris (Emery).

Thaungyin Valley, Birmanie (Bingham) •
. 58. Polyrliachis wrouglitonii, nov. spec.
~ :-Long: 4, 0 a 4, 2 Mill. Larg. 1, 3 a 1, 5 Mill.
Mandibules armees de 5 dents, luisantes, en partie lisses, avec une
fine ponctuation eparse. Epistome sans carene, arme devant de
deux larges dents meaianes divergentes. Tete en .trapeze, .beaucoup
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plus large derriere que devant, a bord posterieur assez droit. Yeux
situes vers les 2/5 posterieurs des cotes de la tete. Aretes frontales tres
sinueuses, divergentes. Front peu convexe. Vertex fort convexe a
son passage a l'occiput. Deux aretes aigu~s au bord inferieur de la tete
qui est concave en des3ous,entre deux. Thorax plus court que la tete
a peine plus long que la largeur anterieure du pronotum. Suture promesonotale situee au milieu du thorax; suture meso-metanotale tres
peu distincte. Dos du thorax tres convexe. Les angles anterieurs du
pronotum forment deux epines ou dents extremement larges, courtes et
tres obtuses, dont les cotes sont la continuation directe des bords
anterieur et lateraux du pronotum. Le bord anterieur du pronotum
est concave de l'extremit e d'un epine OU pointe a celle de l'autre.
Epines metanotales aussi longues que l'e space interspinal, tres distantes
tres divergentes, un peu courbees en arriere et en dehors. L'ecaille,
est epaisse et biconvexe. Elle a deux longues epines horizontales qui
embrassent la base de !'abdomen. Entr e ces epines elle porte deux:
petites denu, obtuses, assez ecartees. Abdomen tres court, tres large
faiblement subborde devant. Soapes greles, un peu epaissis a l'extremite. Tibias attenues a leur base,
Tout le corps, les pattes et les antennes entierement et densement
reticule-ponctue, mat OU peu s'en faut. Lft tete (sauf l'epistome) et le
thorax (sauf la face declive du metanotum et une partie des cotes) sont
en outre grossierement reticules.
Une fine pubescence jaunatre, tres courte et fort diluee est eparse
sur tout le corps, les pattes et les scapes. Pilosite dressee nulle, sauf
quelques poils epars vers la bouche et pres du cloaque.
Noire, Antennes, tarses et bord des mandibules d'nn jaune
rougeatre. Tibias et cuisses d'un jaune testace assez pale.
Ranches, genoux, base des inetatarses, les deux extremites des scapes
et la base du ler article des funicules noiratres ou brunatres.
Kanara (M. Wroughton).

,

Cette espece est tres curieuse par sa forme ecourtee et par sa couleur.
Elle se place dans le tableau sous le chiffre 33, a cote des P. armata
et P. simplex, quoique tres differente de ces deux especes.
59, Polyrliacliisplii_psoni,nov. spec,
~ :-L. : 4, 8 mill. Tres voisine de la P. furcata, Sm., dont ells
differe par les caracteres suivanu, :
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Tete plus longue que large ; scapes plus greles. Epistome sans
carene ; une arete elevee en lieu et place du sillon frontal. Thorax
moins convexe ; epines du metanotum plus courtes que chez la P. furcata
typique, m~is plus longues que chez la race P. gracilior, Le noeud ou
pilier du pedicule est plus bas, beaucoup plus epais (presque aussi epais
· que large), avec une surface superieure inclinee d'avant en arriere et
terminee devant par une protuberance assez aigue. Les epines du
pilier sont presque horizontales, longues, embrassant un peu !'abdomen
(comma chez la P. gracilior), mais nullement recourbees a l'extremite.
Un lobe longitudinal sous le pedicule (une dent chez la P. furcata).
Sculpture tres grossierement reticulee, comme chez la P.furcata; mais
cette sculpture s'etend aussi sur la moitie posterieure de la tete qui est
lisse, et luisante chez la P. furcata. Devant de la tete assez lisse,
eparsement ponctue. Abdomen lisse et luisant. Pilosite et pubesce:µce
comme chez la P.furcata, mais !'abdomen est assez fortement pubescent
derriere, tandis que le thorax l'est a peine.
D'un rouge fonce. Scapes, abdomen et extremite des epines noiratres;
tibias et tarses brunatres.
Ye Valley, Burmah (Major Bingham). Se place dans le tableau a
cote de la P.furcata.
25. Polyrhachis lrevigata (Smith).
M. le major Bingham vient de decouvrir cette espece dans la Ye
Valley, en Birmanie. Elle correspond tout-a-fait a la description de
Smith. Elle est noire luisante, avec !'abdomen, les hanches, et une
grande partie des cuisses d'un brun rougeatre. L'ecaille est epaisse,
elevee, et a deux tres petites dents entre les deux epines. Corps tres
faiblement reticule avec une ponctuation eparse tres effacee. Tibias
densement reticules-ponctues et mats. Entierement glabre. Pronotum avec deux angles dentiformes. Suture pro-mesonotale distincte ;
suture mesometanotale visible. Epines metanotales longues, fortes,
assez peu divergentes.
· Voisine de le P. liippomanes. Le tableau doit etre corrige en ce sens
que le corps n'est pas absolument lisse, comma l'a pretendu Smith.
3me Genre CEcoPHYLLA (Smith).
(E, smaragdina (Fab.)
Formica macra et zonata, Guerin.
Ce genre ne renferme en Inde qu'une espece tres commune, l' (E,
smaragdina, Fab. (the red Ant) dont M. Aitken a si bien decrit Ies
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moeurs dans ce journal.
L'espece ales caracteres du ge_nre. La S?,
grande et grosse, de couleur vert clair, a 13 a 16 mill. de long.
Le <! est noir, grele, beaucoup plus petit, long de 6 a 6, 5 mill.
seulement. L'ouvriere est d'un rouge jaunatre et varie de 3, 5 a 9, 5
mill. M. Andre a decrit les plus petites ouvrieres d'une forme
africaine tres voisine sous ie nom de (E, brevinodis. Elles ont toujours
le pedicule, les pattes et les antennes beaucoup plus courtes que les
grandes ~ relativement au corps. C'est le contraire des autres
fourmis. M. Wroughton m'a envoye une fourmiliere comll}en«;ante
comprenant la mere fondatrice, 9 petites ~ de la plus petite sorte et
quelques nymphes. Le nid etait file dans !'interstice d'une f'euill6,
comme celui d'une Polyrhachis, Les nids de I' <Ecophylla, tisses
d'une trame de soie blanche qui relie les feuilles des arbres, sont tres
considerables et bien connus dans les tropiques. L' <Ecophylla
smaragdina est repandue dans toute l'Inde, de !'Himalaya a Ceylan
et de Bombay a Calcutta. Je l'ai meme rec;ue de Dehra Dun, Nordouest de !'Himalaya, a 2300' d' elevation, par M. Wood-Mason.
4me Genre MnMECOCYSTUS

(Wesmael).

I. M. viaticus, Fab., r. setipes, n. st.

La seule espece de ce genre connue jusqu'ici en Inde est une simple
race du M. viaticus, Fab., de la faune mediterraneenne. Elle vit surtout dans les terrains secs, dans les steppes, court sur ses longues jambes
en relevant l' abdomen et fait la chasse aux insectes. Elle a la tete et le
thorax d'un rouge tres sombre, !'abdomen noir luisant et varie
de 7 a 13 millimetres de longueur, Les caracteres sont du reste ceux
du genre, J'ai re-;u cette es,pece de Nusseerabad dans la Rajpootana
(M. Glardon), de Rai Bareli (M. Simpson) et de. Pachmarhi, a 3558
pieds de haut.eur, pres de Jubulpore, dans l' Inde centrale (M. Schurr),
C'est un des representants typiques de la faune palearctique de
l' Inde et je crois qu'il est limite au Nord-ouest et au centre de la
peninsula.
~. Differe du M. viaticus, i. sp., par sa taille un peu plus svelt.e,ses
patt.es plus longues (les pattes posterieures sont de 1 a 3 millimetres
plus longues a grandeur egale du corps) et surtout par le caractere
sruvant : les pattes sont oouvertes sur toutes leurs faces _de sofos
oouchees, epaisses, courtes, d'un noir brunatre ; la face .intemed?!!tibias

•
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n'a que des piquan:t,Sobliques et les soies de leurs autres faces sont
aussi longues et aussi epaisses que ces piquants.
Chez tons les
M. viaticus, i. sp., de la faune mediterraneenne, de meme que chez les
M. altisquamis, M. niger et M. rnegalocola, les pattes n'ont qu'une
pube scence adjacente ordinaire, roussatre, peu epaisse, non setiforme,
tout a fait distincte des piquants roussatres de la face interne des
tibias. Ces derniers sont dresses.
La couleur du M. setipes est la meme que celle des exemplaires du
M. viaticus i. sp. que j'ai recoltes dans les oasis a Gabes (Tunisie), et
que ceux qu'on re9oit en general de la region du desert saharien. Un
exemplaire que j'ai rec;u d'Abyssinie (Harar) par M. Ilg est aussi le
viaticus, i. sp., et non le M. setipes. Les exemplaires toutr-a-fait typiques
d'Espagne, de Hongrie, de Bulgarie, de Grece, etc., sont d'un rouge
plus vif et ont le noeud souvent plus court et plus eleve. Leurs pattes
sont plus court.es que celles de la variete rouge tres fonce du desert
qu'on pourrait appeler M. desertorum, n. v. Ils sont par contra d'un
rouge bien moins vif que la race M. megalocola, sont bien plus grands
qu'elle et ont !'abdomen mat.
5mo

Genre FORMICA, L.

Tout.esles especesde Formicade l'Inde appartiennent a la faune palearctique de !'Himalaya, du Nord-ouest et du centre.
Tabwu Ilesou'IJ'f'WTes
Ilesespeces
de la faune lie l'Empire lieslnrles.
1. Bord anterieur de l'epistome echancre au milieu. D'un rouge de sang,
un peu fonce. Front et vertex brunatres. Abdomen noiratre.
Pilosite tres eparse. L: 6 a 9 Mill .... , .... co.F,S.ANGUINEA(Latr).
Bord anterieur de l'epistome entier .......................................
2
2. Taille robuste ; L. 4 a 9 mill. Aire frontale lisse et luisante. Tout
de corps, les pattes et les scapes converts d'une pilosite roussatre,
courte, abondante, obtuse et dressee, Couleur de la F. sanguinea,
mais d'un rouge plus clair et plus vif ..................... F. RUFA, L.
r. TRUNCICOLA (Nyl).
Taille plus grele ; L. 4, 5 a 7 Mill...........................
F. FUSCA, L,
Airefrontale luisante. Tout le corps d'un noir tres luisant. Patt.es,
antenneset mandibulesd'un brun plus ou moins rougeatre ........... .
r. F. GA.GATES(Latr).
Aire frontale mate. Tout le corps beaucoup plus mat et finement

ptil>escent
.•. ,. . .. . .. . .. . ••••••...... •••.. . . . . . . . .••....•.... ... ••.•.•..••.•. 8
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Couleur de 1aF. gagates. Peu de poils dresses ... R. F. FUSCA. i, _sp,, L.
• D'un rouge jaunatre terne, avec l'abdomen, le front, le vertex, l'extremite des funicules et souveut le dos du thorax d'un brun plus ou
moins noiratre. Pilosite dressee un peu plus abondante .............. .
R. F. RUFIBARBIS (Fab).
Variete intermediaire entre les F. fusca et F. rvfibarbis................ ..
v. FUSOO-RUFIB.ARBIS (Forel).

Liste rl,esF(Yfmu-,a,
rJ,el'Jnrl,e
; synonymieet geographie.
1. F. sanguinea(Latr.)
F. dominula(Nyl.)
Lahoul, frontiere du Thibet (Major Sage). ldentique aux individus
europeens. Ravit les nymphes de la Formicafusca pour en faire des
esclaves.
2. F. rv/a, L., st. triencicola(Nyl.)

=F. simulata(Smith) ?
Lahoul, frontiere du Th ibet (Major Sage). ldentique aux individus
europeens. Une 9 de petite taille.

3. F.

FU SCA,

L.

Race F. gagates(Latr.)
= F. pi,cea(Nyl.)
. F. glabra(W. White).
= F. candida(Smith).
Lahoul, frontiere du Thib et (Major Sage). Tbibet (par M.
Wroughton).
Identique aux individus europeens. Yarkand
(Smith). La F. candidaSmith est evidemment une F. gagates.
Race F. fusca, i. sp., L.
= F. glebaria,Nyl.
Mussorie Hills (M. ' Smythies). Pachmarbi pres de Jubulpore, Inde
centrale (M. Schurr). lndentique aux individus europeens.
Race F. ru:fibarbis
(Fab.)
= F. cunicularia(Latr.)
= F. obsoletct
(LaLr.)
= F. stenopt
rJm(Forst.)
= F. fraterna et /11• defensor(Smith?)
Dharmsala (Major Sage). Lahoul, frontiere du Thibet (M ajor Sage),
ldentique aux exemplaies europeens. La F. jraterna (Smith) est
evidemment la F. rufibarbis. La F. ri,efens(Yf
(Smith) est peut-etre la
vari t suivante.
10
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Var. CLARA, Forel. Lahoul, frontiere du Thibet (Major Sage). Se
· distinguepar sa couleurd'un rougejaunatre plus clair et plus. vif,
ainsi que par son thorax sans tache brune.
Var. Formica
fusco-ru
.fibarbis
, Fore!.
Himalaya (M. Smythies). Debra Dun (M. Smythies). Masuri,
6,000', N. 0. Himalaya (M. Wood-Mason). Forme int.ermediaire
entre les races F.fusca et F. rufibarbis.
6me

Genre LAsrue,Fab.

Memeremarqueque pour 1~genreFormica.

I. L,

NIGER, L.

Pas de longspollsepais, couches,ja1mes sur !'abdomen.
Race L. alirmus,Forst.

Himalaya,9,000' de hauteur (M, Smythies). ~ L. 2, 7 ~ 8, 2 mill.
Pas de sillonfrontal distinct. Brnnatre, avecle thorax Jesantennes
et les pattes plus clairs. Scapeset pattes sans poils dresses. Comme
les petits exemplairesclairs d'Europe.
Race L. urunneus(Latr.), var. himalayanus,nov. var.

Formicatimida(Foerst).
Himalaya(Smythies); 6,000' a 9,000',
~ :-L:
3, 6 a 4, 2 mill. Sillon frontal tres distinct. Beaucoupplus
large et plus robuste que le precedent. Plus robusteet plusgrand que la
formetypique d'Europe. Pubescenceun peu plus grossiere,comme chezle
L. alienus. D'un brun as.sezfonce, avecles joues,Jesmandibules,lesscapes,la
base des funicules,les tarses, une partie du dessousde la tete et les articulations
des pattes d'un jaunatre saleplus ou moins rougeatre on brunatre (chez le
L. urunneus,i. st., la couleurest d'un rougebrunatre avecl'abdomenbrun).

Var, Lasius alierw-"llruurwus
(Forel).
Himalaya(Smythies) ; 6,000' a.9,000'.
~ :-L, : 3 a 3, 5 mill. Sillonfrontal distinct. Statme de le L. alirmus,
D'un brun jaunatre pale, y compris!'abdomen ;· patteset antennasd'un jaune
A peine brunatre. Dans son catalogue, Dalla Torre identifiecette va1iete au
L. lasimdesEmery. Jene puis guereadmettre cette synonymie,car le type du
L. «JSUJi.des
que je possedea un sillon frontal bien moins distinct, une couleur
plus_fonceeet.unepilositeplnaforte.
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2. L. crinitus(Smith).
Cachmir(d'apres Smith).
9 :-Jaune d'ocre. L. 8 a 9 Mill. Ailes un peu enfumees. Abdomen
couvert de longspoils jaunes,couches,epais aleur base,pointus a l'extremite.
Pattes et.antennassanspoilsdresses,
La 9 seuleest connue.
7me

Genre PBEUDOLABIUS (Emery).•

I. P. jamiliaris (Smith).
Birmanie(d'apres Emery).
!;l Minor :-L. : 2, 6 Mill. ( 9 10 Mill.). Jaunatre; yeux.pluspetitaet
pubescenceplus abondanteque chezle P. brwwps.
gme GenrePRENOLEPIS (Mayr).
Les especesde ce genredifficile se distinguent surtout par les valvulesgenitalesdes t. Nous devronsdone y avoir egard autant que possible. Les !;l
sont souvent impossiblesa distinguer les unes des autres, ce qui m'obligea
laisserindetermineesun assezgrand nombrede ~ et de 9 resmessans les t
correspondants.
• Pseudolasius 1·isiin, sp, ~ L. 2, 4 a 3, 8 Mill. Mandibules finement et densement
striees, armees seulement de 4 dents; bord terminal tres-oblique. Tete echancree derriere
presque carree, a peine plus longue que large. Palpes labiaux dedeux articles; palpes maxillaires de deux articles tres courts. Yeux situ es vers le tiers anterieur de la t ete, tout a fait
plats, composes seulement de 8 a 10 facettes mal formc es. Epistome voute, court, presque
subcarene; son bord anterieur a une faible echancrure mediane et une petite dent later8ole
de chaque cote, pres de !'articulation mandibulaire. Scapes depassant un peu l'occiput;
funicules assez epais. Thorax mediocrement echancre derriere le mesonotum; face basale du
meta.notum courte, arrondie. Ecaille inclinee en avant, assez epaisse, a bord superieur
tranch ant. Pattes assez courtes.
Assez luisante, en partie subopaque. Tree faiblement reticulee, en partie lisse, Une tres
fine ponctuation piligere, surtout sur la tete . Face declive du mctanotum tres lisse et trcs
luisante,
Abondamment couverte d'une pilosite dressee, fine, pointue, d'un jaune pule, aussi sur lee
tibiae et lee scapee, Pubescence adjacente, jaunatre, assez abondante sur la tcte, plus eparse
ailleurs.
D'un jaune !.'ale. Tarses et mandibules d'un jaune brunatre. Les grands individus sont
d'un jaune plus fonce et ont !'abdomen jaune brunutre,
Gesier 11.sepales courtes et evasees.
9 :-L : 5, 6 mill, Comme l'ouvri ere. Les mandibules ont aussi 4 dents, Tete plue·large
que longue, presque aussi large 'que le thorax. Ponctuation beaucoup plus forte et plus
abondante que chez l'ouvri ere, ainsi que la pubescence qui forme un duvet jaunatre. Les
polls couches forment des series par convergence des polls qui s'appliquent les une aux
autree a leur extremite. D'un jaune plus ou moins roussatre on brunatre. Dessus de !'abdomen (sauf le bord des segments), vertex et quelques taches sur le thorax brunatres.
Victoria Pie, Hong Kong (Dr. Bis). Cette curieuse esp~ce,bien ·distinct du P./amiliaris,
se trouvera ·frobableµient en lnde plus tard,
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Tableaur1esouvrieres.
1. Corps allonge. Mesotborax avec un retrecmse
ment median presque
cylindrique,commecbezle genreAca,ntholepis
...... PR. EMMJE, n. sp.t
Corps etroit et allonge. Pattes et antennes tres longues. Mesothorax
sans retrecissementau milieu. Noire. Pattes, antenneset mand.ibules
brunatres.L. 2, 5 a 3 mill .................. PR. L0NGIC0RNIS
(Latr.)
Corps plutot court. Profil du thorax echancre. Mesotboraxsans retre.
cissementcylindrique. D'un brun plus ou moins fonce. Corps,
pattes et scapes avec des soies dressees obtuses, plus ou moins
€:J>aiSSes
••••••••.•••.•....•••••• •••.••••, •••••, ••, ••••••••, , •, •••, •, , ••, ••,, ,2
2. L. 2, 5 a 3 mill. D'un brun fonceou noiratre. Pubescenceabondante•••3
t. 1, 8 a 2, .4 mill. D'un brun plus clair. Pubescence clair-semee.
Plus luisantes............................................
,. ................ 4
3. Tete large, aussilarge que longue,en carre a cotes arrond.is. Face basale
du metanotum longue comme la moitie tle la face declive. Poils
dresses des pattes et des scapes assez fins. Les scapes n'en out
qu'une ou deux rangees devant.. Corps trapu, d'un brun fonce.
Mesonotl,llll,pattes, mandibules et antennesd'un bran rougeatre...
PR. YERBURYI,
n. sp.
Tete ovale,beaucoupplus longueque large. Face basaledu me~otum a
peine plus courte que la face declive. Poils dressesdes pattes et des
scapes grossiers, obtus, d'un bmn fonce. Les scapes en out au
~10ins deux rangees. Corps moins trapu, d'un brun noiriltre.
Mandibules d'un bnm rougeatre; pattes et antennes d'un brun
fonce .................. PR. B0URB0NIOA
(Fore!) r. BENGALENSIS,
n. st.

t Pr. emmae, n. sp ~. L. 3 lt 3,.8 mill. MandibuleBetroites, lisses, luisantes, armees
de 8 dents, lt peine ponctuees. Tete ovale, un peu plus longue que large . Epistome echancr
au milieu de eon bord anterieur . Scaps depassant, l'occiput de la moitie de leur longueur.
Troia ocelles extremement petits . . Le mesothorax est etroit, allonge, et a au milieu un
etranglement colliforme court, mais tres distinct, plus court et moins fort que chez
l' Acantholepis frauenf eldi, mais bien plus fort que chez l'A. capensis. Les deux stigmates
post mesonotaui sont tout a fait dorsaux et tres rapproches. Les cotes du metastemum
atteignent le dos du thorax. P,rofil dorsal du mesonotum presque rectligne, sauf les
stigmates qui proeminent. Metanot um tres eleve en bosse de chameau courte et abrupte,
Ecaille epaisse, obtuse et arrondie au sommet. Pattee !lssezlongues.
Lisee et luisante. Epistome, pattes et scapes un peu subopaques, tree finement reticules:
)(esothorax et cotes du front tres finement stries en long; metanotu m tres finement et circulairement .strle. Les parties striees sont moins luisantes. Une pilosite dressee, jaunfitre,
en fine, peu pointne, mediocrement abondante sur le corps, les pattes et les scapes. Pubescence tres epsrse, plus abondante sur Jes tibias et Jes scapes.
D'un jaune rougefitre assez vif. Tete d'un jaune brunatre. Abdomen, antennes et pattes
'un jaune testace. Une bande transversale brune, assez etroite, sur chaque segment
,abdominal.
Victoria

Plc.

Hon~ Kon~ (Dr. ltis).

Se trouvera peut-etre plus tard en Inde.
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a 2, 4 mill. Face basale du metanotum seulement un peu plus
courte que la face declive. Pubescenceencoreassezrepandue sur la
tete et sur !'abdomen. T.eteovale,rectangulaire•••PR. INDICA,
n. sp.
L. 1, 8 a 2 mill. · Face basale du metanotum tres courte et peu convexe,
beaucoupplus courte que Ja face declive (de moitie environ). Pubescencedilueepartout .................................
PR. TAYLOR!,
n. sp,

L. 2

· Tableaudes males.
Valvules genitales exterieures arrondies, sans appendice particulier.
Prolongement externe des valvulesmoyennesplus court que l'interne.
PR. LONGICORNIS
(Ltr .)
Valvules genitales exterieuresmunies d'un appendice a leur extremite
superieure. Prolongement externe des valvules moyennesau moins
aussi long que l'interne ...................................................
2
2. Valvules genitales exterieures (a !'exclusion de l'appendiceet des ecailles)
plus larges que longues ...............................................
.... 3
Valvules genitales exterieures(a l' exclusion de I'appendice et des ecailles)
plus longues que larges ................... ........................
....... . 4
3. Valvules genitales exterieurestres courtes, tres larges, tronquees, noires,
fortement chitinisees. Appendiceen crochetcourt et epais, a peine
plus long que la largeur de sa base. Pas de protuberancemarquee a
leur autre extremite. Ecailles fort grandes (fig. 3). Valvules
moyennestres larges, courtes,epaisses, obtuses, fmtement chitinisees
el.couvertesde fortes dents noiratres a leur extremite (voir Fore],
Fourmis de Madagascar,dans Granclidier,Pl. 3, Fig. 2a) .......... ..
PR. BOURBONICA
(Fore!.) r. BENGALENSIS,
n. st.
Valvules genitales exterieuresbien plus etroites, jaunatres, bien plus faiblement chitinisees,termineesen haut par un appenclice courbe,tres long
et tres etroit, pointu a l'extrernite, en bas par une longue protuberance en triangle equilateral. Entre l'appendice et la protuberance,
une encochelongue et profonde (fig. 2). Les deux prolongements
des grandes valvulesmoyennesassez etroits, assez pointus a l'extremite, avecun bord terminal tres oblique, convert de denticulations
noiratres assezfortes. L'externeplus long que l'interne (Fig. 2) ..•.•
PR. TAYLOR!,
n. sp.
4. Valvules gcnitales extcrieures tres longues, noires, fortement cbit.inisees
(presque deux fois plus Jonguesque larges, sans l'appendice), terminees en haut par un appendicetres long (aussi long que la valvule),
tr&s etroit, a peine courbe, et arroudi a l'extremitequi est plus large
1.

..
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que sa base. En bas elles sont terminees par une protuberance en
triangle equilateral. Entre Ia protuberance et l'appendice,une encoche
un pen moins profonde que chez la Pr. iaylori. Valvules moyenn~
petites, d'un brun noiratre, droites, sans bords terminaux, denteles,
avec de fines denticulations sur la moitie periferique de Ieurs bordlil
opposes. Prolongement interne rectangulaire, allonge, tronque ii,
angle droit a l'extremite, de meme lo~gueur que l'interne .qui se
termine en courbe aigue ou en pointe arrondie. Les deux prolongements sont etroits (Fig. 1 et la) ............... PR.YERBURYI, n. sp.
Valvules genitales exterieures (sans l'appendice) moins de deux fois plmi
longues que larges, jaunatres ou d'un jaune brunatre, faiblement

chitinisees ...................•.................................•••..•.
, , .... 5
5. Valvules genitales petites, pales. Les exterieures retrecies al'extremite
qui se termine en haut par un appendice etroit, droit et !lS80Z long,
en bas
mi angle a peine protuberant. Prolongements des
valvules moyennes tres longs et tr es etroits, . equilongs, pointus,
l'interne assez fortement denticule, l'externe n'ayant que quelquei!
denticules pres de l'extremite. Valvules interieures triangulaires
(Fig. 5,.5a, 5b) ............ .....................
PR. SMYTHIESII, n. sp.
Valvules genitales grandes. Les exterieures comme chez la Pr. smy·
thiesii, mais encore plus retrecies a l'extremite qui n'a en bas qu'un
petit angle en dessousde l'appendice. Ce dernier a de petites verrues
microscopiquesvers son extremite. Valvules moyennes tres grandes ;
leur prolongement externe tr es long et tres pointu, l'interne beaucoup
plus court et obliquement tronque a l'extremite. Tons deux ont
de fortes dents rioires sur la moitie periferique de Ieurs bords
opposes et sont droits et etroits (Fig. 4, 4a). Valvules interieures
ovales (Fig. 4b) ............................
........... PR, INDIOA, Ii. sp.

par

des especes
du GenrePRENOLEPIS.
1. Pr. lrmgicornis
(Latr).
- FCffmwa
vagans(Jerdon).
- Tapinorria
graci,lescens
(Nylander).
Paratrechina
currens(Motschulsky).

L!STE

Tres commune dans l'Inde entiere, de !'Himalaya (Debra Dun) a Bombay,
a Calcutta et a Ceylan d'ou on la r~oit a chaque envoi. Espece
cosmopolite, transpo1tee par les vaisseaux.
•2. Pr. bourbonica
(Forel), r. bengalensis,
n. st.
Calcutta (R~thn ey) ; Birmanie (Bingham); Myingyan, Birmanie supe~
rieure (Watson).
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~

Differe de la forme typique de l'ile de la Reunion par sa tete ovale
rectangulaire, plus etroite et plus allongee, tres distinctement plus
longue que large (presque aussi large que longue et a bord posterieur
large et plus net chez le type). L'epistome est plus fortement
echancre chez la Pr. bourbonica
typique que chez la r. Pr. bmgal,ensis.
6' Les valvules genitales exterieures sont plus courtes et plus larges que
chez le type; leur extremite inferieure n'est pas avancee en triangle
(Fig. 8) ; elle est bien moins developpee.
A part ces petites differences, la forme indienne est sissemblable celle
de la Reunion que je ne puis en faire qu'une race.

a

3. Pr. y~buryi, nov. spec.
Ceylan (Yerbury) ; Coonoor (Daly).
~ Plus large, plus trapue que la precedente. Mesonotum aussi
large que long. Echancrure meso-metanotale plus profonde et plus etroite.
Pilosite d'un brun moins fonce. Les poils des pattes et des scapes sout surtout
beaucoup plus fins. Le pronotum et le mesonotum sont aussi plus convexes.
Voir du reste au tableau. Malgre tout, il n'est pasfacile de la distinguer de la

Pr. bourbonica.
9 L. 4, 2 a 4,"4 mill. Oaracteres cle l'ouvriere, en particulier la pilosite,
et de toutes !es 9 de Prrmolepisqui sont presque impossibles a distinguer Jes
unes des autres. Tout le corps d'un brun fonce. Ailes fortement enfumees de
brunatre.
L. 2, 5 mill. Noiratre, · assez luisant. Tai'Ses et anneaux femoraux
test.aces.Funicules et banches bruns. Patt.es, scapeset mandibules d'un brun
fonce, ainsi que les cotes du thorax. Tete large, bien plus large derriere que
devant. Face basale du metanotum confondue avec Ia face declive. Thorax
plus large que chez Ia Pr. bourbonica.Ailes enfumees. Voir du reste le
tableau. (Fig. 1, la, lb).
4.

Pr. indica,nov. spec.

Poona (Wroughton) ! South Konkan (Wroughton); Ceylan (Yerbury).
9 :-nte au moins aussi large devant que derriere. Tete ct abdomen d'Uii
brun marron assez clair. Thorax d'un brun roussatre. Pattes et antennes d'un
brun jaunatre. Pubescence assez variable. Ressemble beaucoup a la. Pr.
vividula, mais moins luisante et un pen plus pubescente que cette espece dont
elle ne dilI°eredu reste par aucun caractere saillant. V oir du rest.ele tableau.
~ :-L : 5, 5 Mill. D'un brun fonce. Mandibules, tarses, hanches, articulations et funicules rougeatres. Ailes faiblement enfumees de bmnatre. Plus
·grande que la Pr. y~buryi
les tibias et les scapes n'ont que quelques poils
Illl! et obliques.

t ;
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6": L.: 2, 2 a 2, 8 mill. Tete carree,aussi large devantque derriere. Face
basale du metanotum oblique, beaucoup plus longue que la face declive,
Abdomenbruuatre ; tete et dessus du mesonotum d'1mbrun jaunatre; tout le
reste d'un jaune testace un peu rougeatre. Ailes commechez la ~ • Voir du
reste le tableau (fig. 4, 4a, 4b).
Les valvules genitales exterieures retr6cies a l'extremite, le prolongement
interne tout different des valvules moyennes (voir Forel, dans Grandidiere
Fourmis de Madagascar,PI. II, fig. 9 et 9a), distinguent cette especede la Pr.
vividula,sa voisine. Ohezla Pr. vividula, 6', le metanotum a deux faces distinctes, la basalehorizontale,plus courte que la declive.
5. Pr. taylori, nov. spec.
Orissa (Taylor).
:-Un peu plus petite que le Pr. indica,mais du reste apeu pres identique.
Echancrure meso-metanotale tres faible. Soapes legerement plus longs.
Couleur identiqueou un peu plus pale. Pas de caractere nettement distinctif.
2 :-L.: 3, 5 a 4 mill. D'un brun fonce. Mandibules,antennes, patteset
ecaille d'un jaune rougeatre. Poils despattes et des scapesbrunatres, assez
dresses. Ecaille epaisse,tres inclinee.
6":-1, 8 a I, 9 mill. Tete ovale, un pen plus longue que large.
Face basale du metanotum assezhorizontale,un peu plus longue que la face
declive. Couleurcommechez le Pr. indica, 6'. Ailes comme chez la 2.
Valvulesgenitales exterieures tout a fait differentes de celles de le indica.
Voir tableau et Fig. 2, 2a et 2b.
Malgre la difference des valvules genitales, cette espece est tres voisine de
le Pr. indicaValigne (em-so.)
~

6,

Pr. smythiesi,i,
nov. spec.
Debra Dun (Smythies).

~

inconnue.

2 :- L. : 4 a 4, 8 mill. Assezallongee. Tete plus large derriere que devant,
avec un large bord posterieur. droit. Thorax un pen plus large que la tete,
moins deprime que chez les especes precedentes. Face basaledu metanotum
extremement courte, presque nulle, mais la face declive est distinctement
separee d'elle et tronquee en talus oblique, lisse et luisant (chez toutes Jes
especes precedentes, la face basale a une longueur fort appreciable ; chez la
Pr. wngirmniselle passe par une convexitea la facedeclive). Ecaille epaisse,
basseet tres inclinee. Abdomenetroit et allonge.
Subopaque. Pubescencefine et assezabondan~ (commechezla Pr. longirornis
).
QuelqueBpoilsdressesfins et assez obliquesaux soopeset aux tibias. Abdomen
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d'un brun fonce, sauf le bord roux jaunatre de ses segments. Pronotum,
dessus du mesonotum et dessus de la tete brunatres. Scut£llum, tout le reste
du corps, pattes et antennasd'un jaune testace a peine un peu roussi ou bruni.
Ailes subhyalines; nervuresd'un brun jaunatre.
t :-L.: 1, 8 mill. Tete rectangulairearrondie, plus longueque large. Le
metanotum ne forme qu'un talus sur lequel ou pent a peine distinguer une
face basalede la facedeclive. Couleurcommechez le Pr, indiw,et le Pr. tayl<Jri.
Ailes commecbez la 9. Le thorax est un peu plus large que la tete (plutot
plus etroit chez le Pr. indica). Le corpsest plus court et plus trapu que chez
le Pr: indwa (au contrairede la 9). Voir tableau et fig. 5, 5a et 5b.
Les.Prenolepisde l'lnd e, sauf la Pr. longicornis
qui est cosmopolite
, se rattachent toutes, ou le voit, par leurs valvules genitales, an type a appendice de la
Pr. vividul.a. Ce fait est interessant, car toutes les especesconnues de l' Amerique, de l'ile de Madagascar(exceptela Reunion !), ainsi que l'especeaustralienne
se rapportent au type Pr. obscur~longiwrnis(voir Fore!: Fourmis de Madagascar, dans Grandidier,Vol. XX, Part ·2, p. 80 a 95).
Je suis oblige de laisser indeterminees plusieurs Prtmolepis 9 et ~ de
Ceylan et de diversesparties de l'In de, parce que le c' n'a pas etc pris et que
je ne puis suflisammentjuger de leur valeur specifique.
La .Fm-mica
assimilisde J erdon parait etre une Prtmolepis,mais il est alsolument impossible de savoir laquelle. 11 en est de meme de la Paratrechina
vagabundade Motschulsky.
9me Genre Ac.A.N'rHOLEPIS(Mayr).

Tableaudes ouvrieres.

Le mesothorax est retreci au milieu en forme de col cylindrique, allong~
et etroit. Le prothorax et le metathorax formant chacun un fort
renflementaux deuxextremites de ce col ............ A. FRAUENFELDI
(Mayr 1.)
Le mesothoraxest echancreet plus OU moins retreci au milieu, mais sans
former de col allonge ni cylindrique. Les scapesne depassent pas
le bord posterieurde la tete de la moitie de leur longueur ............ 2
la. A. fr auenfeldi;varietes: a: Les scapesdepassentle bord posterieurdE':
la tkte des 3/5 de leur longueur. Metanotumavec deux dentsou epines,
Ecaille inerme. 'Tete plutot ovale. En partie luisante, en partie
subopaque (reticulee). Noire, avec les mandibules, les tarses, une
partie des antenneset des tibias d'un jaune plus ou moins brunatre,
L. 3 a 3, 2 mill ................. .... ......... var. A. INTEGRA, n. var.
11

•
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Comme la preccdente, mais l'ecaille est bidentce OU biepineuse ; la tcte et
le thorax sont tant6t rougeatres, tantot en tout ou en partie noirs.
Tew plutot comme chez la var. .A. sericea
, elargie en arriere et un pen
deprimee. L. 2, 7 a 3, 3 mill.. .. ..... ...... var. A. BIP.A.RTIT.A.(Sm.)
b. Les scapes ne depassent le bard posteriem de la tete que de la moitie
de leur longueur. Ecaille bidentec, commele metanotum ............ c.
c. L. 2, 5 a 2, 8 mill. Tres luisantc, presque lisse. Thorax en general
rouge jaunfttre. T ete, antennes et pattes plus on moins bruns ou
jaunatres. Abdomen d'un brun noir. Tete ovale-rectangu]aire, a
peine elargie derriere ............... V• .A.FR.A.UENFELDI, i. l!p. (Mayr.)
L. 3 a 3, 5 mill. Tete plus dcprimee, plus large, elargie derriere.
Enti erement subopaque, tres densement et tr es finement reticulee,
en partie ridee, avec un eclat soyeux. D'un brun fonce ; thorax
ordinairement rougeatre ; pattes et antennes d'un brun jaunatre ......
v. A. SERICE.A.(Forel).
2. Luisante, noire. Taille robuste, large. Tete ovale, large, elargie
derriere. Pronotum faiblement convexe. Mctanotum subopaque,
·sculpte, avec deux prolongements lateraux larges, triangulaires et
obtus. E caille assez mince, avec deux comtes cpines. . Pedicule
nullement prolong<:\derriere l'ecaille. Abdomen grand, aesezallonge.
Pilosite dressee, blancMtre, abondante sur le corps, nulle sur les
tibias et les scapes. Mandibules rouges. .Articulations des pattes,
scapes et tarses testaces. L. 2, 8 a 3, 2 mill ... .A.CA.PENSIS (Mayr.)
Comme Ia A. capensis, mais plus grele; mesonotum plus rctreci; metauotum
simplemeut elargi et anguleux derriere. Ecaille faiblement e.chancree, sans dents. Tres luisante partout, presque lisse et presque
glabre ......... ... ,.. . ... .. ........ , ..................
.A, SIMPLEX (For el.)
Comme la.A. captmsis
, mais plus grele ; mesonotum plus retreci. Tete
etroite, ovale, bien plus longue que large. Yeux situes au milieu des
cotes. Metanotum avec deux fortes dents tr es obtuses. Ecaille
epaisse, bispineuse, avec deux angles lateraux en dessous des epines.
Pilosite du corps plus longue, plus abondante, tres fine et tres pointue.
Thora~ et ecaille d'un rou'ge jaunfttre avec des taches brunatres sur
le dos. Peutetre une race de la A . captmsis,L. 2, 8 mill .... , ...... .
A..MODEST.A.,nov. sp.
Entierement mate, densement reticulee-poncLuee, sauf !'abdomen qui est
luisant. D'un roux fem1gineux. Abdomen noir ou d'un . roux brun.
Tail!P.plM grele que chez la precedente. Soapes depassant a _peine
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d'un tiers de leur longueurle bord posterieurde la tete. -Tete presque camie, a cotes un peu convexes. Yeux situes au milieu des
cotes de la tete(en arriere chez presque toutes les autres especes).
Mandibulesetroites. Epistome tres convexe au milieu, subcarene.
Ocellesfort petits, mais distincts ; sillon frontal faible. Dos du pronotum presqueplat, subborde et subepaule a ses angles anterieurs.
Suture pro-mesonotalefortement imprimee, luisante. Metanotum
court ; ses cotes en.tiersforment deux fortes protuberances laterales
allongees,en forme de grandes dents triangulaires,relevees, pointues,
avec la pointe un peu courbeeen arriere. Mesonotumetroit. Ecaille
plus epaisse que chez I'A. capensis,surmontee de deux longues
epines etroites, droiteset pointues. Pilosite dressee courte, eparse,
obtuse, jaunatre, nulle sur les pattes et les antennas. Pubescence
~reseparse. Pediculeavec un prolongement cylindrique assez long
derriere I' ecaille. . Abdomencourt. L. 2, 2 mill...A. OP.A.CA
(Fore_l).
Formc et caracteres generaux de la race typique, mais le mesonotun
est un peu moins etrangle et le pronotum moins elargi devant, sans
epaulesdistinctes. Tete un peu moins courte. Abdomenplus mou ;
portion posterieuredu pediculeun peu moins allongee. La longueur
est la meme, !'abdomen etant un peu plus grand et le reste plus
petit. L•abdomen est subopaque, fortement reticule. D'un bmn
noiratre ; une grande tache mediane sur le !er segmentde !'abdomen,
l'extremite des dents ou protuberances metanotales,les tarses et Jes
articulationsdes pattes d'un jaune pale ; antennes et mandibules
d'un jaune testace. Pilosite dressee, d'un jaune pale, plus
abondanteque chez la race typique, surtout sur !'abdomen ...... :.....
A. OP.A.CA,
r. PULCHELLA.
(Fore)),

'
LISTE DES ESPECES
DU GENREAcANTHOLEPIS.
1. A.frau enfeldi (Mayr).
var. A. Frauenfeldi,i. sp. (Mayr).
Ban-ackpore( Rothney) ; Cotes de la Mediterraneeet Afrique Orientale.
var. A. sericea(Fore!).
Poona (Wroughton) ; Mussoorie(Rothney); Oudh (Simpson), etc. O'est
evidement, avec la A. Upartita, la f01me la plus repandue, dans l'Inde
occidentaleau moins.
var. A. integra, nov. var.
Dharmsala, Himalaya (Sage) ; Mussoorie (Rothney); Pachm~rhi1 In.de
centrale(Schurr). Voir du reste le tableau.

I
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var. A. bipartita(Sm).
. Dharmsala, Himalaya (Fulton); Calcutta (Rothney) ; Mt. Abu, Rajpootana
(Gleadow); Him alaya (Smythies); Syrie et Afrique du nord.
Cette variete passe par diverses iormes aux trois precedentes. Je l'avais
d'abord confondue eD partie avec l'A. frawmfeldi, i. sp. (Wroughton : Our
.Ants) qui parait rare en Ind e.
Les varietcs A. bipartitaet A. integra ont les antennes et les pattes plus
longues que l' A. Jrauenfeldi typique, ce qui les rapproche un peu de l'A.
graciliwmis, Forel, d'Ad en.
2. A . capensis(Mayr).
Poona (Wroughton ); Mussoorie (Rothn ey) ; Himalaya (Smythies) ; Pachmarhi, Inde centrale (Schurr); Ceylan ( Simon); Afrique orientale et meridionale.
Cette especevarie surtout par sa pilosite qui est parfois plus raide, plus grossiere
et plus blanchatre, parfois plus fine, plus pointue et plus jaunatre. Les dents du
metanotum s'elargissent aussi parfois, de fa9on a comprendre les cotes entiers de
l'organe, comme chez l' A. opaca; dans ce cas, le metanotum est plus court.

8. A. simplex(Fore!).
Orissa (Taylor).

Id entique aux types d'Afrique, des Somalis.
4. A. modesta,nov. spec.
Mussoorie (Rothney). Voir Tableau.
5. A. opaca(Fore!).
r. A. opaca(i. sp).
Kanara, Goa (Aitken). Voir Tableau.
r. A. pulchella(F orel).
P oona (Wroughton ). Voir tableau.
Les formes du genre Acantholepisparaissent la plupart etre communes
l'Ind e et a l' Afrique orientale, fait assez interessant.
1ome Genre P LA.GIO
LEPIS (Mayr).

a

Tableaudes ouvrieres
.
1 . Thorax grele et allonge.

Pattes et antennes tres longues et greles. Ecaille
elevee, verticale, plus epaisse que large. Couleur jaunfttre, en partie
jaune brunatre. L. 3, 5 a,4 mill...••.•••••••• PL. L0NGIPES(Jerdon).
Thorax robuste. P attes et antermes assez courtes. Ecaille plus large
qu' epaisse, assez basso, inclinee en avant ....... . ... .. ............ .... . 2
2. L. 2, 4 a 4, 6 mill. Segment intermediaire enfonce, long comme a peine
le tiers du mesonotum. Thorax fortement etrangle au milieu. Metanotum presque aussi large que 1~pronotum. Noire ........... . .... ..
PL. R0THNEY
I, nov. spec.
L. l, 1 a l, 6 mill. Segment intermediaire fort developpe, a peine plu
court que le mesonotnm. Thorax a peine etmngle au milieu......... 3
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3.

Noire ; trapue. Metanotum presque aussi large que le pronotum. L. 4,
1, 3 a 1, 6 mill. Aire frontale distincte ......................
_........ 4
Jaunatre ou d'un jaune un peu rougeatre, varie de brunatre sur la tete et
!'abdomen. Moins trapue. Mernotumbeaucoup plus etroit que le
pronotum. L. 1, 1 a 1, 3 mill............... PL. EXIGUA, nov. spec.
4. Lisse, luisante, presque sans sculpture. Ponctuation piligere a peine
marquee. Epistome tres convexe, sans carene. Le segment intermediaire plus court pue le mesonotum. Pubescence presque nu!lee,
Pilosite dressee jaune pale, courte, pointue, assez abondante sur tout
le corps, Jes pattes et Jes antennes ......... PL. JERDONII nov. spec.
Devant de la tete ( surtout le front et le vertex) tres finement strie . en
long et subopaque. Le reste du corps, Jes pattes et les scapes lisses,
luisants, avec une ponctuation piligere espacee assez fort et
irreguliere. Epistome peu conveze, mais asses distinctement carene.
Segment intermediaire aussi long que le mesonotum. Pilosite
dressee presque nulle ; seulement quelques poils brunatres, surtout
sur !'abdomen. Pu1:-escenceespacee, mais assez longue et tres
distincte, surtout sur !'abdomen, la tete, Jes scapes et Jes pattes ......
PL. ROGER! nov.spec.
LISTE

DES 'ESPECES DU GENRE PLAGIOLEPIS.

1. Pl. longipes(Jerdon) .
. Formir,agradlvpes(Smith).
=Plagiol,episgradlipes(Mayr).
=Formir,atrifasdaia (Smith).

Tres commune dans l'Inde entiere, a Ceylan et en Birmanie, a I'exce~
tion, semble-t-il, du Nord-est de l'lnde, d'ou je ne l'ai pas re9ue. C'est
une espece de la faune indo-malaise.
2.

Pl. lothneyi,nov. spec.

Barrackpore (Rothney) ; Belgaum (Wroughton) ; Orissa (Taylor).
MaJor(voir tableau). Mandibnles lisses, luisantes, ponctuees armees de
5 dents. Epistome sans carene distincte, convexe. Aire frontale, sillon frontal
et ocellesdistincts. Tete au moins au.~silarge que longue, acotes convexes,assez
retrecie devant. Les deux stigmates post--mesonotaux proeminent doralemsent
au fond de la large et profonde echancrure neso-metanotale. Metanotum
fortement elargi d'avant en arriere. Sa face basale, plutot plus longue que la
face declive, passe a cette derniere par une ligne transversale droite; c'est la
que le metanotum est le plus large. D'avant en arriere, les deux faces du
metanotum passent de l'une a l'antre par une courbe tres arrondie~ Ecaille
~
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epaisse,amincieet attenuee au sommet. Les scapes depassent sensiblement
l'occiput.
T~te et pronotum abondamment pon.ctues, mediocrementluisants. Mesonotum, metanotum et ecaillelisseset t1es luisants, surtoutle metanotum. Abdomen faiblementchagrine, plus ou moinsluisant.
Pilosite dressee bruniltre, courte, assezgrossiere, eparse sur le corps, un peu
plus abondantcsur !'abdomen,nulleou presquenulle sur les scapeset Jes tibias.
Pubescence jaunatre, assez abondante sur !'abdomen, Jes scapes et les tibias
o(t elle forme un leger duvet qui cache en partie la sculpture, mediocre
snr la tete, eparse ailleurs, nulle au milieu du metanotnm.
P 'un noir un peu bnmatre. Mandibules, scapes, base des funicules et
tarses rougeiltres. Le reste des pattes et des funicules, les hanches,le metasternum d'nn brun ·plus ou moins rougeatre ou noirfttre.
~ minor.. Tete ovale, un peu plus longue que large, presque aussi etroite
derriere que devant. Ocelles, sillon frontal et aire front.alepeu distinct.;,
Sculpture et pubescencebeaucoup plus faibles que chez la ~ major; tres
luisante ; pubescence tres eparse ; tete ,apeine ponctuee. Les parties rougeatres chezla ~ major sont jauna.tres ou d'un jaune rougea.trechez la minor,
Du rest.ecommela ~ major, mais plus grele.
r. P l. watsonii(nov. st.).
Birmanie(Watson); Bangkok (Sigg).
Je n'ai pas mis cette race sur le tableau, pour ne pas le compliquer inutilement. Elle se distingue de l'espece typique par sa pilositeabondante sur le
corps, les tibias et les scapes, par !'absenced'ocelleset de sillon frontal, meme
chezla~ major, par son epistome,en partie du moins,assezdistinct.ementcareno
par son epistome, en partie du moins, assezdistinctementcarene,par sa pubescence,
sa sculptureet son echancrure meso-metanotalequi sont plus faibles. Du
reste identique.
3. Pl.j erdunii,nov. spec.
Poona (Wroughton).
~ (Voir tableau). Tres semblable 1i la Pl. pygmcea,mais les yeux sont plus
grands et la couleur est plus foncee. T ete u.peu pres carree, un peuplus etroite
devant que derriere. Funicules un peu plus greles que chezla Pl. pygmrea. Le
thorax est plus court et plus robusteque chez l'especesuivante, plus fortement
etrangle que chez la Pl. pygmrea. ·Le metanotumest rapidement elargi d•avant
en arriere ; il ne forme guere qu'une seule Bt1rfacedorsale faiblement convexe,
dont le point le plus large est aux deux stigmatesqui forment commeses
anglessuperieurs,lateraux et posterieurs. A partir des stigmates, le metanotum
ne s'elargit plus et a une conrtedeclivite un peu plus forte qu'avant.
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D'un noir brunatre ou d'un brun noiratre. Scapes, premier article des
funicules, tarses, tibias, anneaux femoraux et mandibules jaunatres ; le reste
des funicules et des pattes plus ou moins brun~tre ou brun jaunatre. Les
autres caracteres sont indiques dans le tabli'u·
4. Pl. rogeri,nov. spec.
Kanara (Wroughton et Aitken). Confondue encore avec la Pl. jerdonii
dans le travail de M. Wroughton (Our Ants).
(Voir le, tableau). Un peu plus grele que la precedente ; metanotum un
peu moins elargi, avec un peu plus de distinction entre une face basale et une .
face declive, du reste de meme forme. T ete un peu plus longue que large,
aussi large devant que derriere. Yeux situes un pen plus en evant que chez la
Pl. jerdonii, au tiers anterieur des cotes de la tete. Front legerement
deprime OU imprime derriere:
D'un noir plus fonce que la Pl. jerdonii; les parties jaunatr es sont les memes,
mais plus contrastantei;, Funicul es seulementun peu plus fonces vers l' extremite.
La Plagio!,upis
1rw.decassa,
Forel, de Madagascar, ressemblebeaucoup aux deux
precedentes, surtout a la Pl. rogeri,mais son metanotum n'est pas elargi et a
la forme de celui de la Pl. pygmcea; sa tete est luisante et nullement striee,
5.

Pl. pissina (Roger).

Ceylan (d'apr es Roger).
Ne connaisl;ant pas cette espece insuffisamment decrite, je n'ai pu la mettre
· dans la tableau. · Est-ce une variete d'une des deux . precedentes ? Dans
ce cas, de laquelle? D'apr es Roger, l'aire frontale est indistincte, l'abdomen
sans sculpture ni pubeacence, l'epistome imprime transversalement' devant. Je
possede une ~ de Poona (M. Wroughton) qui correspondrait assez a la description de Roger, mais l'aire frontale est distincte, l'abdomen pubescent et
ponctue ; c'est une variete de la Pl.jerdoniiavec la pubescence et la pilosite
de la Pl. rogeri. Dans le doute, je prefere donner deux noms nouveaux.
6. Pl. exigua,nov. spec.
Poona (Wroughton). Kanara (Aitken).
Cette espece, le liliputien du genre, se trouve aussi a Madagascar.
~ (Voir tableau). T ete ovale, a cotes convexes, presque aussi large devtmt
que derriere ; yeux situes au tiers anterieur des cotes. Les scapes atteignent
l'occiput sans le depasser, tandis qu'ils le depassent chez les especes precedenteS;
Occiput faiblement et largement echancre, Thorax tr es court. Une legere
echancrure entre le mesonotum et le segment intermediaire. Aucune
echancrure entre ce dernier et le metanotum. Le segment intermediaire est
aussi grand que le mesonotum. Metanotum convexe ; sa face basale courte,
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sa face dcdlivebien plus longue. Le metanotum n'est pas ou est apeine elargi
d'avant en arriere, Abdomengrand. Epistome entier.,convexe,sans carene.
Articles 2 a 5 du funicule des antennes plus epais que longs. Pattes courtes.
Lisse et luisante, eparsement panctuee, surtout sur la tete et !'abdomen.
Pilosite dresseejaunatre, extremementcourte et tres eparse sur le corps, nulle
surles scapeset les tibias. Pubescencejaunatre tres fine, regulierement espacee,
surtout sur la tete, !'abdomen,les ecapeset les pattes, sans former aucun duvet.
· Thorax, pattes, scapes, premier article des funicules, mandibules et pedicule
d'un jaune assezclair. Tete e reste des funiculesd'un jaune brunatre. Abdomen
d'un brun jaunatre, avec une bande longitudinale,mediane, jaunatre, nuageuse,
plus ou moins distincte, qui interrompt au milieu le brun de chaque segment.
~ :-L.:
2, 7 a 3 mill. Tres etroite. Abdomentreslong. Oaracteresde
l'ouvriere, mais la pubescenceest plus forte et plus abondante. La tete et le
thorax sont d'un jaune brunatre OU rougeatre. Abdomenentierement bmnatre
ou d'un bmn jaunatre. Le thorax est fortement deprime en dessus; l'ecaille
est tres basse et tres inclinee ; les ailes manquent.
nme

Genre ACR0PY
~.A.(Hoger).

A. acutiventris(Roger).
= A. flava, Mayr.
Poona (Wroughton) ; . Oeylan(Yerbury) ; Birmanie ( Fea) ; Milu,Nicobares
(d'apres Mayr).
n m'est impossiblede trouver une differenceappreciable entre l'A. flava,·
Mayret l'A. amdiventris,
Roger. II ne s'agit evidemmentque d'une synonymie.
Les ailes du 6' et de la ~ sont legerement enfumeesde brun noiratre;
Var. A. rubescens,n. var. D'un jaune rougeatre. Tete et abdomen d'un
jaune bmnatre chez l'ouvriere ; tout le cor:w d'un jaune brunatre chez la ~,
Chez le J, la tete et le thorax sont d'un bmn jaunatre, !'abdomen1aunatre. Les
ailes sont plus fortement .enfumeesde brun noiratre que chez le type dont le
corps est entierement jaune. La taille de la var. A. rubescensest aussi un peu
plus grande ; son ecaille est un peu plus elevee,plus minceet plus tranchante au
sommet ; la pilosite est encoreun pen plus abondante.
Cette variete a ete recoltee a Belgaumpar M. Wroughton, dans le Kanara
pat M. Bell, et a Ceylan par M. Yerbury. Si Roger n'ecrivait pas que la ~
et la Q de son A. amdiveritris
sont jaunes, je croirais que cette -Y-arieteest le
type de Roger, dont l' A. flava, Mayr, serait alors une variete.
Genre Myrmoteras,nov. gen.
~ Vessie a vettln a coussinet. Aiguillon transforme. Orifice du doaqtie
apical, fortement cilie, circulaire. Oalicedu gesier tres raccourci, Les quatre
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sepales divergent tres fortement et sont fortement chitinisees des leur base,
partir des ,alvules. Elles sont tres . courtes et fortement recourbees a leur
extremite. Ce gesier est different de toutes les formes connues jusqu'ici et fait
probablement transition a celui des Doticlwderides
.

Antennes de 12 a1ticles.. Palpes maxillaires de 6, labiaux de 4 articles.
Mandibules inserees tres pres l'une de l'autre, lineaires, droiteE.,plus longues
que la tete, semblables a celles des Odontoma,chus
ou plutot des Strumigrmysdu
groupes salirmset dentees de meme. Pas d'aretes frontales. Antennes inserees
tres en arriere du bord posterieur de l'epistome, dans une fossette articulaire
isolee. Aire frontale et sillon fro!ltal distincts. Yeux enormes, allonges et
tres proeminents, comme ceux d'un
'l'rois gros ocelles. L'occiput a un
gros bourrelet en forme de v renvrrse qui le separe de 1articulation du pronotum, et dont le sommet est en haut. Ce bourrelet est separe du reste de \a tete
par une fente profonde. La tete est plus ou moins triangulaire (base du
triangle derriere, sommet devant). Le.mesothorax a un fort etranglement
cylindrique, colliforme, sur lequel les deux st,igmatesproeminent derriere comme
deux dents. Pedicule avec une ecaille elevee et epaisse.

t.

~

et

t

incounus.

M. binghamit,nov. spec.
~ :.-L. : 4, 7 mill. sans les mandibules, 6, O mill. avec les mandibules.
Toutes les ~ de meme grandeur. Oaracteres du genre; entierement lisse et
lui sante ; thorax eparsement ponctue. Devant de la tete strie-ponctue en long.
D'un rouge brunatre ; abdomen d 'un brun rougeatre. Pattes et antennes greles,
d'un jaune rougeatre ; mandibules jaunatres. Pilosite dressee eparse, tres fine,
plus abondante sur let! pattes et les antennes. Pubescence presque nulle.
Metanotum arrondi. T ete presque aussi large qne longue.
Les mandibules sont courbees a l'extremite qui est terminee par deux longues
dents qui ne renferment deux petites dans lenr intervalle. Le bord interne
(oonfondu avec le bord terminal) a de plus 6 ou 7 dents etroites et pointnes, de
plus en plus court.es,amesure qu'ou s'approche de la base, et separees les unes des
autres par de longs intervalles reguliers. Epistome grand, arrondi, a peine plus
large que long, assez plat, avec une convexite · mediane et le bord anterieur
concave. Portion articulaire des mandibules large et haute. Aire frontale
etroite, assez tongue, pointue derriere. Billon frontal fortement imprime,
prolonge jusqu'a l'ocelle anterieur. Articulation des antennes situee tout pres
de l'reil, presqne aussi distante de l'epistome que la longueur entiere de ce
dernier. . L'articulation a en dedans un petit bord releve, et derriere elle se trouve
une foible impression qui repr~sente la fossette antennaire1 . Pas sle fossette

12
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clypeale. Les yeux occupentplus de la moitie des cotes de la tete. La tete est
elargieet tronqueederriere. A la base de la troncature,autour de l'articulation
avec le prothoraxproeminele gros bourreletqui est plus epais de cote qu'au
sommetet ne se prolonge pas sous la tete. Le pronotuma un assez long cou
devant. Sans le cou, il est plus large que long (subitementrenfle derriere le
cou). Le mesothoraxentier est colliforme, deux fois plus long que large.
Metanotumpeu eleve,convexe; face basale deux fois plus longueque la face
declive. Pediculeallonge, surmonteau milieu d'une ecaillehaute, epaisse verticale,arrondieau sommet,tronqueedevant,plusarrondie(subtronquee)derriere.
Antennes tres greles; pattes longues; tibias plus epais que les cuisses.
Occiput,pronotumet metanotumfinementet eparsementponctues. Devant de
la tete strie-ponctue, Quelquesridessur le mesonotum. Ilu restelisseet luisant.
Thaungyin valley, en Birmanie, recolte par M. le Major Binghamet re<;
m
par M. Wroughton.
·
Cette fourmi est une des formesles plus singulieres de l'arbre myrmecologique deja si riche en phenomenesm~rpho-biologiques.Au premier abord on
dirait un Anochetustres aberrant. Mais un examen attentif et l'anatomie
demontrent bientot qu'il s'agit d'un Camponotidetout-a-faitabemmt. Les
yeux enormessemblentindiquer une vie sur les arbres.
Le genre Myrmoterasn'etant pas dans notre tableau des genre3,il faut
l'intercalerau chiffre1 commesuit :
Pas d'aretesfrontales. Antennesinsereestres en arriere de l'epistome.
Mandibulesarticuleestout pres l'une de l'autre, lineaires,paraileles
dentees,plus longuesque la tete, Yeux enormes..... , ......... GENRE
MYRMOTERA.S,nov. gen,
Fig. 1
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NOTES ON SOME OF THE BUTTERFLIES

OF

MATHE RAN.
BY

J. A.

BETHAllf.

(Read before the Bombay Natural History Society on l3tli Nov. 1893.)

The accompanying lists are published in the hope that others will add
to the number of butterflies mentioned therein. It would be desirable
if a complete list with the correct names of all the butterflies occurring
on Matheran could be got together for the help of future lepidopterists.
Many of the names given in Dr. J. Y. Smith's book on'' Matheran Hilb
its People, Plants, and Animals," have of necessity undergone change,
since further investigation of species has been made, and they now
stand, as far as is known, corrected up to date. Some of the names I
have been unable to trace with the •limited means at my disposal.
I spent a month at Matheran during April and May, 1892.
This was of course about the worst time of the year for observing
Natural History, but I was able to collect 34 species of butterflies and
observe 10 more. I collected chiefly in the woods about Charlotte Lake,
and, being a new-comer to the Hill (although I used to be taken up as a
child some 30 odd years ago), I was not aware of the best spots for
collecting. I was told, just as I was leaving, that probably the best place
was in the depression between Hart and Panorama Points, but I was
unable to visit this place. There is, I think, a tank there, and a nala
which generally holds water. It is in places like this that one can
expect to make the best captures. Most of the specimens I caught were
worn, and though I captured several Kallima horsfieldii, none were in fit
condition to keep, and so I let them go. The chief thing that struck me
about the butterflies in Matheran was the quantity of Resperiidce to be ·
found almost everywhere resting on the ground in shady spots or tmder
leaves. You kick them up individually in· scores, but the number of
species was very few. I made an excursion to the '' Rambagh,'' and
another to the " Mar-rai " or P alm grove, but was disappointed. The
only capture worth mentionin g was a Bibas is sena in the '' Mar-rai."
The two places just mentioned are belts of forest below the cap of the
Hill. Another noticeable fact was the predilection that Celamorrhinus
ambareesa had for coming into the verandas of the houses and settling
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on the walls, especially if the walls were dark. I was not very successful in getting any butterflies to come to baits ; but I did capture a
very fine male Cliamxe s imna in that manner. The captures made by
me have added 18 species to those mentioned in Dr. Smith's book.
Some more are probably mentioned in the article on Matheran Hill
in the Bomb ay Gazetteer ; but, not being able to lay my hands on
a copy of this work, I am unable to give their names. Some one
on the Bombay side may possibly be able to add this information
through the medium of our Society's Journal. At present only 78
species are noted in these lists ; but there must be numerous other
species obtainable on the Hill, and it is hoped that some of the " ducks"
of Bombay will add to them.
List of Butterflies mentioned in J)r, J . Y. Smith's " Matheran Hill :
its People, Plant s, and Animals," 1881, pp. 118-125 & 176-180.
1. D anais aglea.
2. Danais limniace.
3. Da nais chrysippus .
4. Danais genutia.
5. Danai s ca,·eta. (?)
6. Mycalesis mineus,
7. Ypthima singala .
8. Ypthima philomela.
9. M elanitis leda.
10. Melanitis ismene,
11. Ergol is ariadne .
12. B ybli a ilit hyia.
13. .Atella phalanta,
14. Precis iphita .
15. Junonia lemonias.
·16. Junonia renone.
17. Junonia o,·itl,yia.
18. Neptis varmona.
19. B ypolimnas bolina.
20. fl.'fpolimnas misippus,
21. .Athyma periu s.
22. Pyram eis indica.
23. Cyn stis.
24. Kallima hon efieldi.
25. Oha,·axes athamas.
26. P ~ritia?
27. L ampides relianus.
28. Catochrysop s cnt/jus.
29. Tarucus theophrastus,
30. Tarucus plin ius.

31. Castalius rosimon,
32. Castalius roxus ,
. 33. J,·aota mrecenas•
34. Ap hnreus lohita, .
35. Z eltus etolus.
36. Catopsil ia hilaria,
37. Oatopsilia phillipina,
38. Catophaga paulina.
39. Eronia 11ale1·ia.
40. Hebomia glaucippe .
41. Huph ina albina.
42. Huphina phryne.
43. B elenois mesentina.
44. T edas hecabe.
45. Papilio polymnestor.
46. Papil io pam mon.
47. P apili o polyt es.
48. Pap ilio agamemnon.
49. Papilio epius.
50. Papilio sarp edon,
51. Papilio hector.
52. Papilio deiophobus.
53. Papilio p anop e.
54. Pap ilio iswam.
55. Papi lio dissimilis.
56. M atapa a,·ia.
57. 1 Chapra agna.
58. Sarangesa pu,·end,·a.
59. Udasp es folits.
60. H esperia galb a.

•
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List of Butterflies caug~t at Matheran in April and May, 1892, by
J, A. Betham.
Danais melanoides.
Danais limniace.
Danais genutia.
Euplma c01·e.
Mycalesi s perseus.
Lethe nilgheriensis.
Ypthima philomela.
Melaniti, ismene.
Ergo/i s ariadne .
.Atella phalantha .
Junoni,1 almana, v. aste,ie .
Neptis varmona, v. eu,·ymene.
N eptis ophiana.
Neptis }um bah.
.Athyma perius.
Ohara:,:esimna.
.Abisara suffusa.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12,
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

Catochrysops cru/jus,
Cyaniris puspa,
Castalius rosimon,
Tarucus plinius.
22. D eudori:,: epijarbas.
23. T erias msiope.
24. · Huphina phryne .
25. Delias eucha1·is.
26. Catopsilia catilla.
27, Leptosia xiphia.
28, Papilio polymnestor .
29. Badamia exclamationis.
30. Bibasis sena.
31. Parata chromus.
32. Sarangesa purendra.
33. Jsoteinon nilgheriensis.
34. Celmnorrhinus ambareesa.

18.
19.
20,
21.

List of Butterflies seen at Matheran in April and May, 1892.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39,

Danais chrysippus.
Junonia lemonias .
Junonia mnone.
Junonia orithyia .
Pypolimnas bolina.

40. Hypolimnas misippus.
41. Kallima horefieldii.
42. Papilio polytes.
43.
44.

Chapra mathias.
Udaspe,folus.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.
No. I.-"

0 PAO DA COBRA" OR SERPENT'S
THE PORTUGUESE,

WOOD Q:f

'' 0 Pao da Cobra'' or Serpent's Wood was in great request among Europeans
in India in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Everybody in those days
seems to have provided himself with an antidote to snake-bites. The impression of the number and extent of poisonous snakes in India then created has
not yet died away. Many in Europe even now believe that a Europe .an in
India is never safe from a cobra-bite. But, as a matter of fact, I do not think
there are among Europeans more deaths due to snake-bites than to polo-playing
or to steeple-chases. The impression is no doubt kept up by the immense
number of deaths, upwards of 21,000 per year or 1 in about 10,166,of the
population, that take place , due to this cause, among the natives, owing to
their habit of going about barefooted and of sleeping on ground-floors. In
this paper I wish to describe chiefly the three kinds of Serpent's Wood men.
tioned in the "Colloquios da India" by Dr. Gar<'ia d'Orta , a work first
published in Goa in 1563, and soon afterwards translated into Latin and
various European languages. To judge from the descriptions given by the
author, it is really astonishing to see the immense knowledge he had gained of
the drugs not only of India, but even those of PerRia and China. The three
kinds of Serpent's Wood described by him are as follows :(1). "The first one known as Rannetul in Ceylon is a shrub growing to the
height of two or three feet ; it throws out few branches, that is four or five,
which are very thin. The root, which is the use~ul part, is thin like the
thinnest twig of a vine, and it is knotted, and always some portion of the root
is exposed, and if it is eaten away or torn in any part, it throws out fresh
roots. The fruit of this shrub is like that of the elder tree, but is red and
harder ; it grows in round clusters like those of the woodbine ; . . . .
the flowers are very red, and they grow in a round terminal cluster ; the leaf
is like that of a peach-tree, but a little darker in colour. The colour of the
root is between white and grey , and it is smooth to the touch although not
soft, and it is very bitter. This plant is to be found in many parts, also in
the tableland of Goa." From this description many writers have identified
the plant with Ophiorrhiza Mungas, Linn., N. O. Rubiacem, but it has to be
noted that its flowers are not very red, nor is it to be found in Goa or in the
South Konkan.
The description, although not exact in every particular,
appears to me to refer more to Ranwolfia serpentina, Beuth., N. 0. Apocynacem, a species common both to Ceylon and to Goa. The pedicles and
calyces of the flowers of this plant are of a bright red colour, and the root is
very bitter, while that of the Ophiorrhiza is said to have a taste like gentian.
The properties of Ranwolfia serpentina have not yet been thoroughly
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investigated. There is a strong popular belief in the South Konkan
regarding its value as an antidote in cobra poison, and it is much used
in dyspepsia, colic, cholera and fevers.
Its present popular uses agree
quite closely with those given 330 years ago by C:arcia d'Orta, who says," this
root is bruised and given by the natives in snake-bite in water, and we give it
in wine or some cordial water and it soon produces its effects ; it is also beaten
up with sandalwood and applied to the bitten part.
. The people of
this country use it in intestinal worms, in small-pox and measles, and in
cholera. It is also said to be very useful in chronic fevers." The native name
of this plant in the South Konkan is Atlci.t> It is very common in the South
Konkan ; it flowers at the commencement of the rains and produces fruit in
.A.ugust and September.
(2) " There is in Ceylon another plant, which, when it grows alone, attains
the height of a pomegranate tree, but when it grows near a tree or in the
forest it becomes a creeper like the gourd plant and climbs over the highest
trees. . . . Its leaves are yellowish, very beautiful ; the bark is covered with
blunt spines, and it is white and thick. • • . . 'l'his tree is said to grow in the
Island of Goa, but I have not seen it.'' There is hardly any doubt that this
description refers to Strychnos colubrina,t Linn., N. O. Loganiacem. It grows in
this Presidency on. Chorla Ghats to the east of Goa, and it is also a native of
Ceylon. Garcia d'Orta says that the wood, the bark and the root are the
parts used in snake-bites, but that the root is preferable. He had also some
cups made of the wood, similar most likely to the quassia cups of the
present day, and they were given to patients who were supposed to suffer
from chronic poisoning ; no doubt it was one of the ways of admi~istering
small doses of strychnine. '1 he wood of this plant i~ generally identilied with
the true Lignum colubrinum. Even now it is held in high esteem by the
Portuguese.
Walking-sticks made of it are supposed to drive away all
serpents I That this :-,erpent's Wood or its alkaloid strychnine is a valuable
medicine in the bites of some poisonous snakes has been clearly proved by some
.A.ustralian doctors , and evidence is forthcoming that it may be useful, if
properly administered, in some cases of cobra-bites. Bombay obtains its
1
.supply of this wood from the Malabar Coast.
Strychnos Beddomei, Clarke (S. cal., WI.), resembles closely the previous
species except in its corolla tube, which is larger . It is a native of Ceylon
and Travancore, This plant probably furnishes a portion of the true Lignum
colubrinum.
Van Rheede in his "Hortus Indicus Malabaricus, " Vol. VIII, p. 47, t. 8,
describes under the name of Modira carinam " Pao de Cobra" or" Pao de
Solor" of the Portuguese, a species of strychnos which has been named
* Atki is the common na.tive name, at Mahableshwar, of M11$sa
indica.-Ed.
t There is any amount of it on Matheran below the cliffs, near "Birdwood Walk/'
leading from Ohauk Plateau to Little Chauk -Point.-Ed,
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S. Rh eedii (S. Colubrina, Blume) by Clarke, who says: "It is only known from
Rheede 's figure, which may be incorrect as to flowers." The species was
figured in 1688, and as yet has not been verified by any subsequ ent
observer. Its distinctive characters are : peduncles of flowers lat eral ;
buds subglobose ; corolla tubes very .short, Its full description , as given
by Rheede, is as follows : " Modira carinam Lusitania Pao de Cobra vel
Pao de Solor cum carinam (Strychnos nux vomica) in prima parti descripta in
omnibus pene convenit, sed hrec arbor illa herba (shrub) cujus fructus corticre
dura viridi fusco, et pulpa interiori albicante ad maturi spadiceo ingrescentes
cum illi carinam miniate rubescant. Modira (hooks or tentacles) dicitur ob
similitudinem mystacum, modira enim mystax est. Natale solum est circa
Mangotti, Paroe et alia loca, semper f ere vel florens vel frugens. " And in the
" Flora of British India " it is described thus : " Tendrils present ; branches
stout ; leaves elliptic acute 3-nerved, 3~ by l ¾in., base obtuse or rounded ;
petiole ht in ; peduncles ~ in. axillary ; lax 3-4 flowered; corolla short-tubed
5-merous ; pedicels k to ¼ in.; berry 2½ in. diam,, globose ; seeds many, ¾in.
diam., circular discoid." I may mention that Roxburgh, writing in the early
part of this century , and prob ably having in view this plant, says : "I am
inclined to think there is a species different from the third or scandent species
~alled colubrina (S . colubrina, Roxb.) as well as from the nux vomica tr ee, which
yields the real, or at least another sort of the Lignum colubrinum. The wood
of the root of this sort is esteemed by the Telinga Physicians an infallible
remedy for the bite of the naya (cobra) as well as that of every other
venomous -snake. It is applied externally as well as given internally," I~
is worthy of note that Rheede, although he names his plant "Pao de Cobra,''
still doe's not mention that it is used in snake-bite. Probably he takes it for
granted that it is used in this way.
Mr. C. B. Clarke thinks that the previous species may be really Strychnos
cinnamomifolia, Thwaites, S. colubrina, Wight, Ic. t, 434, Roxb., Fl. Ind., I, 578.
This plant grows in Ceylon, but not, as far as it has been verified, on the
Malabar Coast. Its fruits resemble those of the previous species, Roxburgh
cites Modira carinam of Rheede as a synonym of his S. colubrina, but the
flowers of his species are terminal, while those of Rheede's, as already noticed,
al e lateral or axillary. It is said that this plant also may yield a kind of
Lignum colubrinum.
The authors of the " Pharmacographia Indica " state that a portion of Ser•
pent's Wood may also be probably derived from S. laurina, Wall., a. native
of Cachar, Pegu and Tenasserim .
Strychnos Nux Vomica,-Linn., has also been styled S. colubriM by Wallich
and Wight, but it is the general opinion that the wood of this tree, which is
extremely common in the South Konkan, is not the true Serpent 's Wood,
although often substituted for it. It has been found by analysis that the bark
and wood of this tree do not show any traces of strychnine, while those of
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S. colubrina contain it in large quantities. It would be interesting
to examine
chemically the woods of all the species of Strychnos, and to see which of them
do contain strychnine, and those which contain it may be styled the true
Lignum colubrinum, because the value of the wood depends entirely, as far
as it is known, upon the presence of this alkaloid. There are about 60
species of Strychnos in the tropics , out of which 4 are natives of Bombay,
namely , S. Colubrina, Linn; S. Dal zellii, Clarke ; S . Nux Vomica, Linn. ; and
S . Potat orum, Linn.
(3J "When the Viceroy D. Constatino went to Jafnapatam ; which is an
Island near Ceylon, they brought him a present of some bundles of a wood
with its roots as a much-valued antidote in poisons. This root , is aro matic
and it is thin, hard, and dark in colour. These roots are said to be very
common in the plains of Goa." This root is, no doubt, that of the Indian
Birthwort, Aristolochia Iridica, Linn. , N. 0. Aristolochiucew, a plant very
common in Goa, but not in other parts of the South Konkan. This root was
known in the 15th century as the" Raiz da obra '' or snake-root. It is curious
that the name snake-root or serpentary was given in about 1636 t,o the root
of another species of the same genus, namely , A. S , rpentina, Linn., a native
of Virginia. lt was highly praised as a rem edy for the bite of the rattle-snake
and of rabid dogs. The reputed properties of this plant are now qu it e disregarded. The properties of the Indian Birthwort (sapus, K onlc ; sapsn nd,
Mar.) are described by Rheede as -follows : '' Uococtum hujus plant ,,e cum oleo
pro linimento adhibitus venenatum serpentum sanat morsum. " The root still
enjoys a reputat10n in snake-bite among the country -fo lks in the South Konkan, but its chief use is in the bowel complaints of children.
Before concluding I would make a historical note which may be of some
interest to the inhabitants of Bomb ay . Garcia d'Orta , in describing the Areca
or Supari Palm, says: "A melhor (areca) ea de Momba im, terra e ilha de que
El-Rei nosso senhor me fez mer ce, aforada em fatiota ,'' or that'' the best
aupari is that of Mombaim, land and island which H. M . the King granted to
me by emphyteusis. " From this extract it is evident, first, that Bombay or
Bombaim was sometimes known as Mombaim (the first letter being M and
not B) in 1563 ; secondly, that Bombay was famous in those days for its
areca; and thirdly, that the Island, with some of the adjoi ning land , was th e
sole property of Dr. Garcia d'Orta long before it was given in dowry to the
Infanta Catharina.
D. G. DA.LG.A.DO, M.D.
SAVANTVADI, 2nd August, 1893.

No. 11.-THE

NES'l' OF STEWART'S

WREN-WARBLER.

I send herewith two nests, made one after the other by the same identical
pair of birds (Prinia stewarti). 'fhe materials are the same in both, but the
construction is different. In No. 1 the birds, having chosen a small narrow·
13
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leaved plant to build in, simply laid the nest loosely between the twigs, without any attempt at sewing . In No. 2, having selected a thick-leaved plant,
they have made a regular tailor-bird 's nest, using cotton freely to stitc h the
nest to its supports and to make one of the leav es serve as a covering for it.
The birds deserted the first nest after two eggs had been laid. In nest No. 2
three eggs were laid and hatched out. Note also in No. 2 how the thick leaf
has begun to sprout from the punctures made for the stitches.

G. W. VID.AL, I.C.S.
PooNA, 4th Septembe1·,1893.

No. III.-THE

GENUS PSILOTUM,

Sw., IN INDIA.

A note in this .Journal (vol. VII, p. 544) by Dr. Dalgado records the occurrence
of this genus in Savantvadi. This is by no means the first record for India,
even if it be the first for Bombay. The earliest publication of Indian
localities is in the Cat. of Plants dist., by the Hon'ble the E. I. Coy. ( 1828),
where it is recorded from Nepal, S. India, Ava and Penang. Specimens from
all these places were distributed from the Company 's Herbarium in that
year.
There are two species of the genus, and as the note rE)ferred to may induce
members to look for the one there described, it seems worth while to state
wherein the two differ, as in the search for one it is not impossible that both
may be discovere d.
Both Psilota are plants with short wiry root-stocks emitting stems that are
simple below but copiously dichotomously branched upwards and that have
minute leaves laxly disposed throughout thei~ length. In the axils of rudi·
mentary leaves (bracts), rather smaller than the leaves proper, are placed , all
along the branches, single, free, top-shaped spore-cases slightly hollowed
( umbilicate) at the apex. These spore-cases (sporangia) are three-lobed and
three-celled ; they split vertically down the centre of each lobe to permit the
escape of the oblong, somewhat curved, one-ribbed spores .
Seventeen different forms of Psilotum have be en named and described, but
these arrange themselves into two groups and, within each group , pass into
one another by all sorts of intermediate forms. One of these groups has
thr~e-cornered, the other has two-edged, branchlets ; the branchlets in this
second group are flattened out and have a distinct rib down the middle. In
the first group the spore -cases and the leaves are in three rows corresponding
to the angles, in the second group they are in two rows corresponding to the
edges, of the branchlets,
Some members of the first group have the angles so indistinctly marked
that the branches are practically round ; some members of the second group
have the branches so narrow that their two edges with the strong midrib,
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already mentioned, render them practically three-cornered. But no mistake is
possible in either case as to the species to which the plant belongs, since one
has three , the other only two . rows of leaves and spore-cases. The following
brief diagnosis will enable their easy determination :Plant erect or suberect; branches triquetrous , many times}
.
strictly branched : leaves'" R rows; ultimate branch es Psilotwn t,·iquetnun , Sw.
thr , e·cor 11ered1 sometimes almost round , about ~ " iu dia.

-

Plant pendulous : bra · ches flatten ed, less frequently a 0 d}
mhorefllatxtly-bdrancdher)t;bleav
~st.in t2 ~od"'.sb;
ubltimta;~,tbra;1~ Psil otu,n complanatum, Sw.
c es a ene an w1 a c11s inc mi n , a on IT o TI£ 1
across .

The erect fastigiate habit of the first, the hanging spreading habit of the
second generally sufficiently distinguish the two. P. triquetrum is usually
7-8 in. high, but dwarf specimens occur (1:½-3in. being the greatest height of
specimens obtained by th e writer on Barren Island); on the other hand, it is
often 2-2! feet high.
The general distribution of P. triquetrum is wider than Dr. Dal (fado's note
would indicate. It is found in South America, Central America, M exico, West
Indies, Florida, Africa, 11:adagascar, Seychelles, India, Indo-China, l,accadive
Islands, Ceylon . Andamaus, .[V!a
laya, North Australia, Polynesia, from Fiji
to Sandwich Islands. P. complanatum is equaly widely distributed ,hough it is
the least common of the two except in Malaya and apparently the Seychelles.
The Indo-Malayan distribution, as testified by specimens in the Calcutta
Herbarium, is given in full below:1. PSILOTUMTRIQUETRUM
Sw.
1
INDIA : Bengal ; Dacca, Clarke ! Barisal, Clrirlce! Central India ; Pachmari,
Mrs. Morris ! Duthie ! Ceyl,on ; centre of island, Thu:aites !
Wallcer ! Thomson! Watson! Laccadives; Minikoi, Alcock!
HI MALAYA:Kumaon, Thomso;t ! Nepal, Wallich !
INDO-CHINA: Assam; Sibsagar, Masters! Ehasia Hills, Simons! Burma ;
Taong •Doung Mts ., Wallich ! Barren Island , Frain! Siam,
Finlayson!
MALAYA:Peninsula; Penang, Wallick! Malacca, Griffith! Maingay ! Perak,
Kunstler ! Wray! Archipelago; Java, King! Forbes!
2, PSILOTUMCOMPLANATUM,
Sw.
MALAYA: Peninsula ; Penang, Wallich ! Perak, Kunstler ! Archipelago ;
Borneo, Lobb !
The plant referred to by Dr. Dalgado is therefore not very rare, but as it
happens to be mentioned, the writer wishes to invite members who may be
interested in the matter to look not only for P. ti-iqur,trum, but for the other
species as well. Both are found in the Mascarene Islands to the west, and
both also occur in Malaya and Polynesia to the east of India ; there is therefore no good reason why both should not be found, if carefully looked for,
in the Indian Peninsula as well.
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The following notes taken from tickets attached to specimens in the
Calcutt a Herbarium will throw some light on the habitat of the plants :PsrLOTUMTRJQUETRUM, Sw.-" Gateway of old Fort , Malacca," Maingay ;
" interior of crater, Bar ren Island," Prain ; ·' growing on stone
near the crater of Gunong Boddas Preanger, Java," H. 0. Forbes;
"g rowing on templ es, Sibsagar, Assam," Masters ; "growing in a
hollow tree where some soil bad accumulated , Perak," Kunstler ;
"ad saxa rupesque, Mauritius" /no collector's ,,ame),
PsILOTUMC0MPLANATUM,
Rw.-" Growing under a fern on a tree, Cbanderiang river, Perak," Kunstler; "growing from seams of roc]f,
Cbil-hua-bua , Mexico," Pringle.
The lar gest of the living plants of P. triquetrum in the Royal Botanic
Garden were brought about 15 years ago by Dr. Eing, F.R.s., C.I.E,, from
Java , where be found them growing among the adventitious roots of a coconut tree-e xactly the situation in which Dr. Dalgado found bis. But this does
not necessarily imply, as Dr. Dalgado suggests, that the plant is ' parasitic':
its habit of growing at the tops of volcanoes-where
there certainly is
nothing living to which it could attach itself- on ruined temple s ·and
forts , and in seams of rock, shows not only that is it not 'parasitic,'
but that it is not even necessarily ' saprophytic.' That it prefers a
situation where it can get plenty of decaying vegeta ble matter in which to
bury its roots is no doubt true, for the specimens from rocks anrl ruins are
stunted and dwarf , as compared with those from hollow trees. But this is only
in accordance with tb f' general rule that plants grown in a' humus', rich in
decaying vegetable matter , thrive bettE1r than those grown in thin, bare,
rocky soil.
The treatment of the plants in cultivation is simple ; they thrive well when
grown as maiden-hair ferns are grown.

D. PRAIN.
HERBARIUM,CALCUTTA,7th June, 1893.
No. IV.-THE

ASIATIC WILD ASS.

In the F ield of April 22, under the beading of " The Asiatic Wild
Ass,'' was published an account of the onager, or wild donkey of Kutch.
This article contains some statements which have, since the publication · of
Captain Nutt's article in the " Oriental Sporting Magazine," entitled" Donkey
Huntin g on the Runn of Kutch ," been disproved.
Mr. Blanford , in bis "Fauna of British India," states that there is no
instance on record of wild assPs being run down by a single horseman, and
Mr. Teg etmeier also remarks th at it is doubtful whether any onager has ever
been ridden down except in cases of mares heavy in foal , and also states that
eyen the young have only been captured by employing relays of horses.
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The above has been conclusively disproved by H. H. the Thakor of Morv~
whose State, which is in Kathiawar, is situated close to the Runn of Kutoh,
as the onager has been ridden down and secured on several occasions during a
period of three years, when riding them down was one of His Highness's
favourite amusements, undertaken chiefly to disprove the exaggerated opinion
commonly held as regards their speed and endurance.
On one occasion a band of eight wild donkeys were ridden down and secured
on the east side of the Runn by a party of five riders, or, to be more exact, by
a party of three, as the riding was really done by H. H. the Thakor Sahib and
two of his riding boys. The riders averaged about 9 stones in weight, rode
the same horses from start to finish, and kept together throughout the whole
of the chase.
As the above may not be considered a case of running them down by a
single horseman, perhaps the following instance may suffice, viz., that on
another occasion the Thakor Sahib and his two riding boys separated ; the
former succeeded in riding an onager down single-handed, and without change
of mount, while the two boys secured another.
The horses used in these rideR were Walers, Arabs and country-breds, and
in one ride where a wild donkey was secured , a 13·3 Arab pony was used. The
fact may perhaps interest people that the country -breds used were ordinary
Kathiawar cobs about 14·1, and in the case of the Walers and Arabs used, no
special selection was made of mounts, neither were the animals in special condition for the rides. The above-mentioned facts will somewhat tend to discount
the exaggerated ideas held concerning the speed and endurance of the onager.
The rides which ended in captures usually lasted about three hours ; speed
varied from a walk to a spurting gallop ; the going was execrably bad, being
chiefly ground covered at high tide by the sea, and consisted for the most part
of mud. in which the horses sank fetlock deep, necessitating the greater portion of the chase being done at a walk. The distances covered in the different
runs varied from twenty to twenty-five miles ; no horse ever died during a
chase or from the after effects .
.Although the onager's speed is greater than that of a tame donkey, an ordinary 14·2 Arab can gallop them to a standstill, and the fact of the runs being
so long was due more to the going than to any special endurance on the part
of the wild asses. Practically, as regards endurance, they are as enduring as a
horse in non-galloping condition, though the asses, when caught, could hardly
be called in galloping condition either.
One of the most striking points in connection with these rides is the endurance shown by the hor ses used in capturing the wild asses ; in fact, more
wonderful than the endurance of the asses who were on the ground they live
on, whereas neither food not water could be obtained for tlie horses, riders
even having to carry their own drinking water. On one occasion horses were
out without food or water from 7 a.m. one morning to 4 a.m. the next.
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Some twenty wild asses, big and small, were captured in these rides. When
captured, the wild asses were extreme ly vicious, bit and kicked, and it was
found necessary to rope them before they could be led away . The statement
that no varieties of the Asiatic wild ass have ever been domesticated would be
deprived of some of its effect, could your readers see the wild asses in the
paddocks at Morvi.
Though some of the captures remained excessively vicious, others became
quite tame , and were ridden and driven just like_a tame donkey. The young
ones are as tame as dogs, and extreme ly fond of being fondled and played with.
Those in the paddock at Morvi were exceedingly inqui sitive and hRd to be
kept back while a photograph was taken, as noth ing would satisfy them until
they could sniff round the camera and see what the seeming ly diabolical instrument was.
A photograph, the only one of a batch of four taken, which turned out
passably (though the gentleman in the solah tope is meant to be a European),
is herewith sent in proof of what may be done with them . and in it may be
observed the inquisitiveness of th e animals, a youngster, in his eagerness to
find out what was going on, having come up behind and caused the syce on
the right to move his band. The treatment undergone by the donkey, on
whose back a syce is seated, ought to be proof enough of her tameness, as her
tail was held, not to keep her quiet, but to show what could be done to her.
This particular donkey was ten months old when caught and frightfully wild;
she is now about two and a half years old.
The engraving in the Field of April 22 is good with the exception of the
legs and feet which are made to look much too coarse, the legs and feet of the
wild ass being particularly clean, neat and well formed.
The same horses which were used to ride down the wild asses in the Runn
have been used to ride down wolves and black buck (A ntelope bezoartica),
and if wished for, some particulars of these runs can be sent.
The information regarding the riding down of the wild asses on the Runn
of Kutch was given to the writer by a well-known Kathiawar sportsman, whose
riding weight, however, prevented him from being with the leaders in the r-qns
when the onagers were captured.
J. L. H~RRINGTON, LIEUT.,
A. P. A., Kathiawar.
(The above appeared in the Field of 29th July, -1893.)

No . V.-SYMPTOMS

OF ElNAKE-1 :H TE, THE RESULT OF FRIGHT.

Stories of recovery from apparent ly serious cases of snake-bite are reported
from time to time, which at first sight can only be explained by believing,
either that . very little poison entered the wound, or that : an antidote h;i.11
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really been discovered at last. Such a case occurred here a few weeks ago.
A boy, cutting grass close to my bungalow, was bitten on the instep by a snake
which was identified by myself and others as beyond doubt a krait. H e continued his wor k for a time , but finding the pain increase, left the field and went
to the stables where his relation s live. On hearing what had occurred, they held
a candle before his eyes and found that he saw five flames instead of one,
which natives take to be a sure sign of the giddiness which results from snakepoison. Accordingly, they carried him off to a well-known" Mantri," or worker
of incantations, who lives close by, but before they arrived the boy was perfectly unconscious, and his teeth so firmly clenched that no medicine could be
poured down his throat. This was about an hour after the bite. Those present
thought the case hop ~less, but after a time the " Mantri" brought him round,
and he went away little the worse. This was a curious instance, for there was
no doubt that the boy was bitten ancl his foot swollen, and further it was quite
certain that the snake which bit him was a deadly one, the krait, so that it was
natural to attribute the giddim,ss and collapse to the action of some portion
of venom, however minute.
Another case, however, which happened here a few days ago, suggest a
different explanation and makes it very probable that all the symptoms were
simply the result of fright. In this instance I was told that a boy of about 18,
while lying down, had been bitten on the head, and going at once to the spot I
found him vomiting and in a stupetied condition. A ' ' Mantri " had been sum•
maned, and after giving the patient some pounded root, wa_s working away,
flitting him :vith his '' dhotar ,. and repea.ting the incantation.
I had sent for the dead snake, and seeing that it was fortunately of a harm less kind ( Mr . Phipson, to whom it was forwarded, identified it as a young
" lJhaman," Zam enis mucosus), made the people assure the boy that he was in no
danger, but he was too dazed to understand, and soon, after vomiting again 1
went off into a dead faint which laoted for more than twenty minutes. This
time he was perfectly unconscious, his hands and feet became cold , and had I
not known that the snake was a harmless one, I should certainly have thought
him in great danger. Of course, later on he recovered his senses, and was as
well as ever. bow, had it not happened fortunately that the snake was proved
to be of a non-venomous kind, :his would have been a very pretty case of
apparent cure, and for an explanation we should have been kept to the choice,
according to our credulity, between believing in the powdered root, the incantation, or that the amount of poison was very small. Such extreme effects
from fright, so closely simulating genuine symptoms, are probably rare, but
the possibility of their occurrence puts a fresh di fficulty in the way of believing in the successful antidotes occasionally reported.

S. M. FRASER, I.C.S.
KoLHAPORE,

9th September, 1893,
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SNAKE-BIRD.

(Plotus melanogaster.)
'l'his bird is what we in India call a " Sna ke-bird, " because, when it swims
with the whole body under water, the long writhing neck and head remind one
of a snake. But another species in the warm regions of America has long
been called the " Darter " ; and this name is commonly used for the genus,
which is represented also in Africa and Australia. lt was probably given on
account of the bird 's habit of sitting on trees over the water, and "taking
a header" when disturbed, or attracted by the sight of fish moving
below.
But there has long been an idea that the bird uses its .long pointed beak as a
" dart " or spear, and this is best illustrated by the following quotation from
Nature republished in the " Indian Annals and Magazine of Natural
Science" from which I have extracted it. I have not been able to compare it
with the original which seems to have been in the January number of Nature
for 1883.
"The IJarter in its normal position sits erect upon a branch or stump overlooking the water, When proceedmg to 1,sh, it aives head foremost into the
stream, and swimming entirely under water, trans rixes its tinny prey with the
rapidity of lightning. !<.merging from the water " ith the bsh speared upon
its long slender beak, the Uarter chucl,s the nsh into the air, and catching it
head foremost with unerring aim, swallows it whole. This peculiar and
interesting mode of fish-catching may be witnessed every day whei+ the Liarters
in the Zoological Uardens are fed with their usual meal of small fishes.''
" The .IJarters usually exhibited in the ::iociety's Gardens are of the South
American species (Plotus anhinga), which, it seems, is the most easily obtained
alive. But in 1878 an example of the African form, Le Vaillant 's Darter
(Plotus levaillanti), was received, and lived for some time in the Gardens,
where it exhibited the characteristic mode of feeding previously observed in
its American brother, In April last an example of a third species of this
genus-the Indian Darter (Plot us melanogasterI was obtained in exchange from
the Zoological Gardens of Calcutta. After living for many months in excellent health this bird died suddenly on the 21st of December last , apparently
from a sudden shock produced by feeding too rapidly.''
Any one reading it as reprinted would think that the bird speared the fish on
its closed bea k, as a regular thing. I have always doubted this ; because the
beak is serrated inside on both jaws, like those of several other birds that seize
living fish, and I have observed that wild snake -birds seldom catch tish as big
even as herrings. 'l'he head and neck, indeed, are too small for the bird to
swallow large tish,though the gape is wider in life than it can be shown in this
dry and rigid specimen on our table, and the gullet is very elastic, so I watched
many wild birds, but never could see the spearing.
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At last, when we had a snake-bird at the "Zoo" in London, I consulted the
Superintendent, and took a wet day to watch the ereature fed . The fish were
very small, minnows if I remember rightly. These were thrown into the tank
alive, and the bird "darted '' after them from its perch on a " duck's ladder "
over the water, open-mouthed. In the same way it pursued them under water,
trying to seize them between its jaws and actually so seizing about 7 in 10, it
returned to the surface,with the fish held across the beak between the jaws, jerked it round in the usual way of fishing birds, and swallowed it head foremost.
But it sometimes happened that the bird, though failing to catch the fish
between its jaws, did actually impale it on one or other of them, about 2 in
10 on the upper jaw, and 1 in 10 on the lower. This was evidently almost a
failure, as, when a trapped pigeon is killed with the second barrel within the
line, it counts ; but the performance is not triumphant. The jerking round
of these transfixed fish into the proper position for swallowing was a longer
and m9re awkward job th an with those properly seized, and was accompa•
nied by the most absurd expressive gesture s of impatience and disgust. One
could feel that the bird wanted to swear.
It may be worth while to add that the tank was a good sized aquarium ad•
justed in the usual way, so that I, only a few feet from the bird, could see
him in an excellent light. There was no one present but one keeper and
myself; so the observation was taken under most favourable circumstances.
There is much else to be said about the snake bird ; but the most of it
has bee'n said by Jerdon .(Birds of India, vol. II, p. 865) ,and others, and I
myself have written something about it in our journal.
One odd thing not yet said is that the wing bones sometimes contain what
looks and feels very like marrow-a rare thing in birds. It is to be wished
that some good authority could pronounce on this after dissection, and if we
could send home a few entir a specimens in spirit it would be a good thing. I
have been trying to get one ; but the bird is not very common on the Tanna
rivers, though abundant in Kolaba and in Gujarat. It has probably been
more persecuted in the former district.

W. F. SINCLAIR, I.C.S.
~ANNA,

No. -VII.-THE

BREEDING OF THE GOUR.A.MI,

Some ten years ago I undertook to superintend the operations for procuring
a supply of fish for the Ana Sagar Tank, a sheet of water covering about a
squar e mile, and situated in Rajputana. Previous to the operations the tank
contained only Chilwa, Singee, and a small species of Murrel ; I did not
mind the first two, but the existence of the Murrel, small though they were,
made it rather risky to introduce small fry ,
14
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, .After reading up Mr. Thomas ' notes on stocking ponds, it was decided to
send down to him in Madras for a number of Gourami, and when these duly
arrived at the end of their long jouruey the first difficulty arose as to where to
put them •
.An ornamental tank in the gardens was cleaned out and precautions taken
to keep out the Mnrrel , and the majority of the Gourami were put into this,
but as I was unwilling to lose sight of them altogether, I had an aquarium
made to hold about 15 gallons, and into this I put about a dozen fish.
Being new to aquarium management I made the usual mistakes, the result of
which was quickly apparent by the other small fish, which I had put in with
the Gourami, coming to the top and trying to prolong their lives .by breathing
the uppermost layer of water.
.
I then noticed that the Gourami did not seem troubled much whether the
water was in good order or not ; when it was all right th ey remained amongst
the weeds and never came to the top except in pursuit of a mosquito, and
when it was foul they came up regularly at intervals for a mouthful of fresh
air, but never stayed there sucking at the upper layer. This discovery was a
great relief to my mind, as the aquarium would practically be left to take
care of itself during my frequent absence in camp.
I must here note that the existence of the Murrel was not the sole reason
of my starting the aquarium ; I had read in Mr. Thomas' book that the
Gourami grows to 20lbs., and that he is capable of "being cultivated in
earthen pots for t_he table." Consequently I had visions of half-a-dozen
chatties ranged round my office each containing a four or five-pound fish
destined to grace a future dinner party. Consequently again I anxiously
noted th e growth of th e fish and tried to see a decided increase in their bulk
after each absence in camp.
When they first arrived they were about an inch long, and had the large
head and 'eyes and thin body of all young fish. When I had had them about
two months they were perfectly formed and very handsome , but, alas, they
were only two inches long at the outside, and when [ had had them four
months it was disappointingly evident that they were not going to get beyond
this two inches. I had arranged a little ornamental rock-work at the bottom
of the aquarium and the centre-piece consisted of a curved stone resting on
two others and forming a kind of bridge.
One morning when I came as usual to look at my fish I noticed that some
• thing unusual had happened ; all the fish but one had hidden themselves
amongst the weeds and the only visible fish was a truly terrifying spectacle.
He had . turned a jet black and his red eyes, by contrast, shone like live
coals ; his fins were all erect, and he was making furious charges at any of the
other fish which ventured to show their noses. Presently I espied another
black-looking fish quite motionless underneath the rock-work bridge, and
then I understood what was taking place. .After chasing away all intruders
the male came down to the female under the bridge.
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Immediately after they separated the female emitted a stream of 15 or 20
eggs, and to my disgust the pair immediately set to work (apparently) to
gobble them up. One or two eggs which were caught in the eddies and carried
down amongst the rocks were immediately snapped up by the other fish which
were hanging around for this purpose. This took place several times and at
last I noticed that the pair paid frequent mysterious visits to the undersides of
the hollow stone, but there was nothing there that I could see.
The next morning these visits were explained and I then noticed the female
frequently rising to the surface and bringing down with her a mouthful of air
which she let go against the underside of the bridge until there was a large
silvery globule accumulated, The eggs had, it appeared, been plastered to the
underside of the rock and she was now supplying them with air.
Every now and then the globule would overflow and a large bubble would
rise to the top ; she however kept on bringing down more air with the idea,
I suppose, of keeping the supply fresh.
I have· already mentioned that these fish seem capable of actually breathing
atmospheric air, but what the _eggs should want with air, and compressed air
at that, I leave others better versed ' in fishlore to explain. The eggs could
hardly Iiave been less safe had the parents put them on the top of a floating
leaf, as.one or other had to remain constantly on guard to keep away the
other fish.
.Another point struck me, which was the great self-denial exhibited by the
pair, and more especially by the male ; these eggs seemed to be regarded by the
other fish as great delicacies, and I could quite imagine a bad husband (and
I suppose there are such things amongst fish as amongst other animals)
bolting his mouthful of eggs and explaining the · contretemps and excusing
himself on the grounds of a sudden inclination to cough.
I was very much disappointed when I received the impression that the pair
were destroying their own eggs, as it seemed to me that the Gourami, which
attains to a weight of 20lbs., showed a most wonderful adaptability to circumstances in coming to maturity at three or four pennyweights, and I was
naturally anxious to prove that they were really mature in every sense of the
word. I had then to go into camp and leave the female still watching and
aerating her eggs. When I returned after a short absence the globule was
gone and all the fish were of the ordinary hue, and I searched in vain for any
fry. Very soon after another pair, or it might have been the same, took up ,
their quarters under the rock and went through the same process,
I am unable to remember how many times this happened, but one day I noticed several tiny pairs of eyes looking at me through the glass ; behind these
eyes was a gelatinous tail and what appeared to be a pendulous sac or stomach,
These were evidently very young Gourami, but I could only see them when
they came close to the glass as the .Aquarium was very dark. Mr. Thoma.s

,
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had warned me that they could not stand much cold, and for this reason they
were kept permanently in my office as being .rather warmer at night than the
verandah. These young fish did not appear to thrive, and as the cold season
approached they gradually disappeared until one only was visible, This on!)
eventually grew to about ¾" in length, but was always very shadowy in appear•
ance and difficult to see at any distance from the glass. All the others got
sluggish and a few died, and as I was transferred during the cold weather, I
returned the surviving ones into the lake.
The pond into w~ich I had put the majority was emptied, but only a solitary
Murrel was found and no trace whatever of the Gourami. I have no doubt
that those put directly into the large lake also perished, but any way it dried
up completely a year or so ago, so there can be none there now. I reported
the results of my observations at the time to Mr. Thomas, and he started
a larger aquarium in order to check them, which I believe he was able to do
with satisfaction to himself.

CHARLES F. GILBERT, M.I,C.E,

No. VIII.-THE KOL-BHALU.
I have spelt the above name as it is pronounced, and as I have before seen
it spelt, but I am not at all sure that it is correct. I have never succeeded in
finding out what the name is derived from, and am ignorant as to what language
it is. I have heard it in Guzerat, the Konkan, and Kanara, and pronounced, as
far as I could judge, exactly the same in all three Provinces.
The Kol-Bhalu is, I think, generally described by natives in the Bombay
Presidency as a jackal, either old and toothless, mad, or in attendance on a
tiger or some other large animal. I have also heard it positively asserted by
some villagers that His an old and toothless jackal which has developed horns.
The idea that the animal is an old and toothless jackal has, in my experience,
the widest credence, and on examination of two Kol-Bhalus which I killed at
different periods, whilst in the very act of uttering their peculiar weird-like
cry, may perhaps be worth recording as bearing out this theory. Both were
female jackals and bo:ce the appearance of being extremely old, with short and
almost hairless tails. The elder of the two had only a little short hair in
patches on her body , and but one tooth in her head, a canine in the lower jaw
worn down level with the gum. The other had more hair, but it was very
short and of a dirty appe11:rance
, and in her mouth were five or six teeth much
broken and worn. I found nothing to indicate that either of them was mad,
nor did I kill them in places where there would be any likelihood of finding
any other animal more formidable than an hyrena.
It seems possible that the peculiar cry which earns for th e jackal the name
of Kol-Bhalu, mar be CILUSed
hrthe ab11enc1;3
pf teeth, a11dto this cause I have
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frequently heard it attributed by villagers. I have never observed the Kol•
Bhalu's cry and the ordinary jackal's cry uttered by the same animal.
On one occasion, in the evening whilst returning to my camp, I saw a jackal
at a short distance off, and having dogs with me I set them after- him; but to
my astonishment the jackal made no great efforts to escape, but ran into a
small bush a few yards away, and as soon as the dogs came up, the Kol-Bhalu
cry was uttered ; the dogs stopped and after 'sniffing round the bush for a short
time came back to me. I never saw these dogs behave in th!s manner
before ; they had always been very keen in attacking jackals and had killed
many, I can form no reason why this jackal which, from the cry uttered,
must be called a Kol-Bhalu, was left in peace. Being pressed for time, I was
unable to go up to the bush and make investigations.
F . .A..HILL,
BOMBAY, 30th September, 1893.
No, IX.-THE

OF GRAMMATOPHYLLUM
BROMHEADII.

FLOWERING

I am sending you a photograph of an enormous orchid, Grammatophyllum
bromheadii, which flowered during these rains in Rangoon, and as this is, I
believe, the .first instance of its flowering in captivity to perfection, I think the
circumstance is worth recording. It has, I believe, flowered twice at ~ew, but
on neither occasion was it successful. The habitat is Mergui and the plant
looks not unlike a sugar-cane. The owner of this plant, Mr. E. S. Symes,
Secretary to the Chief Commissioner, has had it for three years, and it has
never shown any symptoms of flowering before. No special care was taken
with the plant this season. Mr. Symes describes the spike as 7 feet in length,
with from 60 to 70 flowers.
F. E. DEMPSTER.
RANGOON, October, 1893.
No. X.-NOTE

ON THE THAMIN.

I have just come across Capt. St. John Richa,rdson's interesting note on this
animal, published in No. 2, Vol. VII of the Society's Journal, and as his observations and conclusions regarding the Thamin in Lower Burma differ so essentially from mine, made on the Chindwin, I should like to add a modest contribution to what is known of this animal.
I do not quite understand how the "points " on a Thamin heaq. are to be
counted ; the horn is one continuous sweep from the point of the brow-.antler
to the highest point of the horn, and this part is slightly palmated.
Small excrescences occur on all parts of the horn, very often two or three
on the brow antler itself, but there only appears to be one regular tine growing out of the main horn.
'
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If these excrescences are to be counted as points, it will be very difficult to
distinguish where they end and the natural corrugations begin ; I have just
measured a horn which has certainly 11 and possibly 12 points on the left,
and 7 on the right, and I daresay, a very careful scrutiny might give a total
of 20 points for the pair.
For this reason and on account of the peculiar formation noticed above I
would suggest that all measurements be made right round outside the curve
from the tip of the brow antler to the extreme end of the main horn, that
points be ~ot considered; and that this dimension together with the extreme
span be regarded as all that is necessary.
I give below the measurements of three heads taken in this manner:MEASUREMENT

OF LOWER

Right Horn tip to tip .. ,
Left Horn,
do.
Greatest width across .••
Circumference above skull

OHINDWIN

...

TH.AMIN HORNS.

... 52"
53"

50"
5111

29½" 33''
6½'' 5"

49"
49''
29"

5½"

As regards the varying colour I do not feel at all sure that age only is the
cause of this, though it would be quite natural to expect to find very old stags
with darker coats than comparatively young ones.
In this district we have full-grown stags and does .of a bright yellowishbrown, much the same colour as the barking deer, and we have also the
Sambur-coloured stags and does.
All the villagers that I have ever consulted agree that there are certainly
two kinds, Thamin Wan (yellow), and Thamin Wet (pig), the latter term being
referable to the brown Thamin, and there seem to be three possible solutions
of the puzzle of the varying colour(1). Age only; in which ~ase the herds would be mixed, all large stags
would be brown, and the cause of the change would be so evident that
villagers would scarcely fail to notice it.
I have seen some hundreds of yellow Thamin in herds, but on no single
occasion have I found a brown one with them. I have also shot a yellow stag
with a much better head than that of a brown one shot a short time
previously.
(2). Actual difference of species : this will be the only remaining solution
if (l) and (3) are erroneous.
(3). That the darker coat is only the winter coat.
I am led to believe that this may turn out to be the true explanation owing
to my. failing to find brown Thamin during the hot season.
I have shot brown fawns, but only in the winter, and in a place where I was
unable to find a single brown deer during the hot season.
Captain Richard~on mentions that " the young are often spotted, but this
soon disappears " ; in this district all the yellow deer are spotted very dis-
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tinctly, and I have never shot one which was not. Further, the villagers declare
there is a third species, the Thamin Pyouktan (spotted) which is larger than
any of the others.
I never heard of Thamin in this district going into the hills, or even into
thick jungle ; in the cold season they live amongst the long grass-spear grass
for choice-and thin jungle, and later they may be seen quite in the open
much the same as black buck. Just now they lie in the growing crops.
As regards the shedding of horns I saw many good heads up to August 15,
but could find none on the 25th, though I heard of some being seen much
later.
The span of head No. 1 given by Captain Richardson (39f) seems to ·me
unusually wide considering the length of the horn itself, and this is even more
marked in No. 7 where the two horns totalling about 54" diverge no less than
36". The heads obtainable here are not nearly so flat as these.
There must be several members of .the Society who have shot, or otherwise
come into the possession of, heads, and some more measurements of such
would prove of interest.
CHARLES F. GILBERT,

M.I.C,E.

MoNYWA,28th October,1893.

P. S.-Since writing the above I have got a couple of so-called Thamin Wet,
one with the primary (or it may be secondary) scimitar-shaped horn, and one
with ten points.
·
Both had decided brown coats very different to the yellow of the Thamin
Wan, but neither of them approched blackne ss in the least degree.
Natives, here as well as in India, have a habit of saying what they believe
you wish them to say, and it took a great deal of cross-examination before I
could obtain the admission that in the cold weather Thamin Wan were not
exactly plentiful, and in fact they could not say for certain that they had ever
seen them during that season, but I have now not the smallest doubt that the
Thamin Wet of the cold season develops into the Thaman Wan of the hot
weather, and further that the blackness has little to do with age, being merely
due to the full development of the winter coat.
I have noted .the differences between the Wet and Wan as thicker horns and
longer hair for the former, and the former difference is at once explained by
the fact that before he sheds his winter coat, he has begun to ru}? the
corrugations off his horns.
I have one head with smooth horns which must have become so by constant
rilbbing, as the corrugations are ducts through which the upper por£ions are
developed after the lower is formed.
_On this subject the remark made by Captain Richardson that " the horns are
perfect in March '' is not quite clear ; I got a head last March, and though the
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horns were good, they were rubbed to a certain extent, and it seems certain
that the horns are at their best directly the velvet comes off ; this date 1
should fix at the end of December or early in January.
I do not know if the stag " bells " or makes any other sound during the
rutting season. I have never heard one, but the other morning I came on some
Thamin before daylight, and they made a sharp clucking noise not unlike
a pea-hen.
CHARLES F. GILBERT, M.I.c.E.
1st December, 1893.
No. XI.-A

BRAVE WOMAN AND A COWARDLY TIGER.

The following account of a woman's encounter with a tiger may interest
some readers of the Journal. The scene of the adventure was a jungle at
Deusu, a village at the foot of the .Amboli Ghat. At about 5 P.M. on the
7th July last, a young Mahrata woman named Parvatti was tending some
cattle, when suddenly a tiger made his appearance with the intention of making his supper off one of the bullocks, as he had done more than once before
under similar circumstances. The woman, however, not wishing to lose one
of her precious cattle, very pluckily placed herself between it and the tiger ;
upon which the animal, resenting such interferen ce, walked slowly forward
and seized the poor woman by the left shoulder, and crunched the upper part
of the arm bone into bits. Notwithstanding this, the brave woman gave the
animal several blows on the head with a bamboo she had in her right hand
which had the effect of making him let go ; he then retired into the jungle
to seek his supper elsewhere, leaving the herd unmolested. The poor woman
was removed the next day to the nearest hospital, where she had to undergo
an amputation at the shoulder joint. She suffered a great deal from blood·
poisoning, but was quite well after two months. As a reward for her great
pluck, and in consideration of her long and painful suffering, the State
authorities gave her a pr esent of Rs. 50. The story, as related by the poor
and unsophisticated woman, bears every evidence of truth.

D. G. DA.LG.ADO,
M.D,
SAVANTtADI,4th December,1893.

No. XII,-ODD

NOTES.

iIAS any one noticed how late the spotted-bill duck breeds? No doubt it is
recorded somewhere. I have now more than once shot their flappers as late
as the e~d of December; in the N.-W. P. and in Mysore I have come across
them several times in November.
Quite recently, when on the march, I saw a harrier (I failed to identify him)
stoop on a quail who had just settled in a tussock of long grass. He missed
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his mark, and the quail-a grey one-ro11e, and a pretty bit of aerial coursing
ensued. But to my surprise the quail had six to four the best of it and got
away by sheer speed. It upset all one's th eor ies of make and shape to see a
heavy-bodied, short, round -winged bird like this easily distan ce the lithe, longpointed, winged harrier in a fair run. One could only say "the y run in all
shapes."
I have several times, during the last few years, seen snipe on the ground.
On one occasion I found two on the edge of a dirty village pond, between 9
and 10 A.M., running about and pecking in the mud with sand-pipers, pond
herons, and other low company. I shot them both, and on exam ination they
proved to be fantails. Is this not rather against Hume 's account of their
habits ?
The snipe up here have contracted a perfectly pestiferous habit
of lying out in the middle of jhils on the rushes and weeds and coming
in to feed on the cut rice stubble, etc. , af ter du sk, when you cannot
see to shoot them. The other day I walked up a likely bit of ground
on the edge of a jhil :and put up three birds only. Returning to camp
Just before six, I crossed the same bit of ric e field , and the birds got up
all round me in sixes and sevens. 'l'h ere were at least twenty couple of
them.
I had an opportunity lately of seeing some wild cattle, or more properly
speaking, cattle whose prog enitors ra n wild. They inh abit ed a swampy
jungle, from the fastn esses of which they sallied for th morning and evening
to harry the adjacent fields. In colour the bulk of the herd wer e white or
grey, and far superior in size to anything one sees in the vill ages of the
N. W. P. I rode up to within 40 yards of a solita ry bull and inspected him.
He was a remarkably fine animal, and would have passed for an unus ually
good specimen of the wand ering bull turn ed loose as a calf by some pious
Hindu but for one peculiarity. H is genera l colou r was grey, but over the
hump , shoulders, posterior portion of the neck, runni rrg down almost to the
edge of the dewlap, he had a j et black mantle , giving him a pecu liar, not to
say weird, appearance. The same morning I came across a second bachelor,
a well-known budmash, who charged any one who appro ached him. He
was a really magnificent beast , and wore the same sombre mantle as the first.
I did not see the bull who led th e herd , but the villagers rep orted him as
"burra jungi " and said he also had th e same black mar king. I should like to
know if others have notic ed th is curious black mantle in catt le that have
run wild. It is certain ly unlike anything I have ever seen in domesticate d
bovines.

l have several tim es, in the last fe w years, coursed and killed the desert
fox in the Meernt district. Speaking from memory , Jerdon notes its occurrence
in Hissar and near Amballa, but I have seen no record of any being found in
15

\,111
.• -~·:
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Meerut.o He is far and away a gamer, speedier animal than his relative, the
ordinary fox, He may be readily distinguished by the white tip to his tail.
I put up a couple of Houbaras (tilur) some time ago about 25 miles from
Meerut, Surely this is far out of their usual range.·
G. F. RA.YMENT,
CAMP FATEHGARH,

No. XIII.-THE

VET.

MAJ,, C. V. D.

6th December 1893.

EH.A.KHA PLANT

(INDIGOFER.A

CORDIFOLIA)

AND ITS EFFECTS ON CATTLE.
At the recommendation of the Hon'ble Mr. Justice (now Councillor) H. M.
Birdwood and Mr. Chester Macnaghten, Principal of Rajkumar College,Rajkote,
I was appointed in the year 1886 Curator of Gardens and Forests in Porbandar
State, when Mr. F. S. P. Lely of the .Indian Civil Service was A.dministrator.
A.ccordingly, in conjunction with the Revenue Mamlatdar, I had to attend to
the grazing of cattle. I had thus an opportunity of observing what kind of
grazing was available in particular places in the different seasons of the year,
and what effect it had on cattle throughout the State.
The grazing land of the State is divisible into three parts-namely, (a) the
land along and near the sea-coast, (b) the hilly tract, (c) the plateaux and
cultivated areas lying between the coast and the hills.
These three areas afford different kinds of grazing, On the first area there
is very little grass if any, but there are various annual herbaceous plants .
cropping up at different times. On the hills there are to be found many
species of the larger grasses, and on the intervening area, which is very largely
cultivated by the agricultural classes, there are different kinds of smaller
grasses which afford excellent fodder,
.
Before the introduction of the British administration into the State, the
Rabaries (professional graziers) used to feed their cattle at all times of the
year in any place they chose, The result of this practice was that the cattle
found their way into the cultivated areas of the villagers and spoilt the crops;
There were no restrictions as to public grazing grounds, nor any control over
the depredations thus caused on private cultivated grounds. The British Ad·
ministrator, having heard several complaints with regard to the losses thus
caused to private cultivators, issued orders setting aside the coastal area for the
express use .of the Rabarie s, where alone sheep and goats were to graze ; on the
hilly area cows and buffaloes were allowed to graze ; and the intervening area
was reserved for the cultivators and their own private cattle.
In the year 1888 it so happened that 20 or 25 days after the first fall of rain
several sheep grazing on the coastal area died suddenly of diarrhcea. The
• Blanford states that the lndert'Desert Fox, Vulpes leucopus, inhabits the dry a.nd semi•
delel"tregions of Western India., Sind, Cutch, Ra.jputana.1 the Punjab, and the North-Western
Prolincee aa far east as Fatigarh.-ED

-
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graziers therefore applied for permission to remove their sheep to the hilly aind
cultivated areas for tw.o months. The permission was gpanted.
But the question with me was, why there were so many sudden deaths from
diarrhma among the sheep grazing on the coastal area. On inquiry the
Rabaries informed me of what they thought to be the cause of such sudden
mortality. They appeared to think that the diarrlzma was due to the sheep
having eaten immature grass, and that the jiujvo-grass [(Gujrati c,'..-<11)
Ischcemum pilosurn, Daiz., Bomb. Flo., page 305] growing around the cultivated areas and on the hilly tracts was harmles s. If at all the sheep suffered
(but as a matter of reality they do not suffer from diarrhma after eating
jinjvo-grass), that diarrh ma was amenable to treatment.
This explanation of theirs for a time satisfied me, but at the same time I
was carrying on inquiri es as to the real cause of the mortality. I discovered that
itlthough several cows and buffaloes which happen ed to be grazing at that time
on the same coastal area had not suffered from diarrhma, the sheep had.
I thought therefore that there was some special reason why the sheep should
suffer, and that there was some special herb which caused the diarrhma among
the sheep. I therefore made out a list t• of all the plants growing on the coastal
area.· c Among thes e plants I found that the Bhalcha plant [(Gujrati @!lutl)
Jndigofera cordifol ia, Heyne, Hooker's Flo. Br. Ind., Vol. II, page 93]
was_the most predominant. I suspected th at feeding on it was the cause of
fl,iarrhma among the sheep. But as the rainy season was then over, I was
unable to make any further investig at ions in the matter. One fact, however,
was noticeable at this time-namely,
that although the sheep and goats had
:returned to the coastal _area for grazing, they did not suffer from diarrhma •
.A few days after, I heard of the sudden death of two healthy bullocks in a
village. I was told that they had fed freely on Bhalcha. .After three or four
days more a cow and a bullock belonging to a villager died after feeding on
Bhalcha. It appear ed that thes e two animals had wandered from their ~aster's
yard and fed freely on Bhalcha d~ring the whole night and in consequence died
jn the early morning after a copious drink of water with their abdomens tumid.
It is commonly believed by graziers and villagers that excessive feeding on the
Bhalcha plant is productive of death among horned cattle. They are therefore
not allowed to feed for any length of time on ~round where the Bhalcha plant
grows wild.
Having noticed that these deaths had occurred among the horned cattle after
the rains, I ordered that they should not be allowed to graze after the rains on
the coastal area wherever Bhalcha grew. Ther eupon several buffalo-graziers
and , the men in char ge of the State camels represented that the coastal
area was a proper feeding ground for their anima ls and that the Bhalcha plant
did them no harm. On such representation I countermanded my orders and
allowed buffaloes and camels to graze on the coastal area. I could observe
no injurious effects following such grazing.

* This

Ust I propose to place before the Society on some future occasion with my notes,
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In the rainy season of 1889, when the first rain fell, I found that the B hakha
plant had again shown predominanc e over other newly-grown plants on the
coastal area. Being then quit e yotmg and .not much raised above the ground,
the Bhakha plant could not be got at by the horned cattle, as it was beyond the
reach of th eir large mouth s and thick lips . But it was within easy :r;eachof the
smaller and thinn er lips of sheep and goats; they therefore fed largely on it and
suffered in consequ ence. I th erefore decided that it was th e B hakha plant
alone that caused th e diai·rhceaamong sheep.
I give below a description of the plant :Indig o/ em conl ifolia (Heyn e), Hooker's Flo . Br. Ind., Vol. II., p. 93 ;
W . and A. Pro. Flo. Ind., Vol. I. , p. 199; Daiz. and Gibs. Bomb. Flo., p. 58,
Gujr ati-Bh :lliha, Daria (@llUil,~l'l.1;:i.1).
(Natural Or~er Legurninosce
).

D escription.-A diffuse annual plant covered all over with soft white hair
except corolla and seeds.
R oot.-Long and tap ering, sometimes slight ly branched at the base and
giving off here and there a few minute fibres ; it is 3 to 8 inches long and as
thick as a crow-quill ; of a pale brown colour, and longitudin ally fissured ; on
section it has a dull white resinous appearance.
Stems.-Suppress ed. Br anches radiating from a point immediately above
roots, which grow to the length of from six to eighteen inches, giving off
branchl ets which are generally disposed of in secund. Th ese branchlets give
off still smaller branchlets in secund, but in the opposite directions.
L eaves.-Simple , alternate, thickish, very short ly petioled, slight ly cord ate,
ovate, with a strong mucro, from½ to ¾ inches long ; soaked in water if dry,
they are dotted with pellucid glands ; the mid-ribs are only perceptible on the
und er surfaces.
Stipules .-Minute and setaceous.
Fl owers.-R acemes capituliform, sessile, flowers 4 to 8 ; calyx segments
setaceou s and longer than the bright red corolla.
P ods.- ¼inch long, slightly curved and pointed with the remains of the
style, distinctly one to two seeded ; the valves are adorned inside with browni shred specks.
Seeds.-Small, ovate, of a brownish-red colqur, pitted and minutely tubercled.
R emarks.- I present with these notes two dried specimens of Bhakha I hav e
· in my collection . I attempt ed to collect a fresh specimen of it near the Wode hou se bridge in Bombay, but I only found a dried plant as this is not the season
for collecting green samples of th e plant. The plant grows in the rains and dries
up after the rains. The plant has been described in Hooker' s Flora of British
Indi a, Wight and Arnott 's Prodromus Florre Indire, and in Dalzell and Gibson' s
Bombay Flor a. Dalzell and Gibson's merely copies the description of Wight
and Arnott. Hook er's description is short, but gives the measurements of the
!}ifferent par ts of the plant fairly well. I have supplemented the descriptions
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of these well-known botanists by a few observations of my own, and it is to
be hoped th at they will be of some help in the identification of this plant.
My thanks are due to Surgeon-Major K. R. Kirtikar for his having helped
me in putting my original Gujr ati notes into the English form,

JAIKRISHN.A INDRAJI,
Porebandar, Kathiawar.
No. XIV.-ME ASUREMENT OF TIGER SKULLS.

It would be very interesting if such of our members as have in their possession tigers' skulls of considerable size would send the measurements of the
same to the Secretary of this Society, as I notice that in Rowland Ward's
book on the Gr eat Game of the World he places at the top of the list a
tiger's skull, in his own collection , which measures 14½'' X 10". These ar~
the exact measurements of the best specimen in our Society's rooms,
Mr. C. R. Cleveland, I.C.S., recently wrote to the Secretary of our Society
stating that he had carefully measured a la rge tiger's skull in the possession of
Col. T. W. Hogg, Deputy Commissioner at Saugor, C. P., which was exactly
14f' X lOf', and that he himself had one which was 14¾" x 9¾".
Sterndale speaks of [an enormous skull (Mammalia of India, page 165,)
which measured 15¾'' x 10½" and which he says was presented to the Calcutta
Museum by Mr. J. Shillingford of Purneah, but according to the Catalogue
of the .iJ1ammalia in the Indian ;Museum, by Sclater, the largest specimen now in
the Museum measures 15" x 10·3" and is stated to have been presented by
Mr. Shillingford. This is no doubt the same skull which Sterndale wrote of
in 1884, but it appears to have shrunk som'ewhat with age.
I need hardly say that the measurements should be taken between uprights.

W. S. MILLARD.
BOMBAY,

December,1893.
No. XV.-FOOD

OF THE WILD BOAR.

As very little has been written on the subject of the food of the Indian
Wild .Boar (Sus ci·istatus), it is, I think, worth recording that, when I visited
Matheran Rill in August last duri ng the south-west monsoon , I was told by the
jungle people (Thakors) that a large number of wild pigs came up on to the
hill every year during the rains in order to feed on the snails which are very
plentiful there at that time of the year. I verified this statement by carefully
examining all the pigs' droppings I came across and found that they consisted almost entirely of snail shells.
J, M. MA8ON,
Custod ian, Bo. Nat. Hist, Soc. Museum.
BOMBAY,

November, 1893.

•
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE MEE TING HELD ON

6TH

SEPTEMBER, 1893.

The usual monthly meetin g of th e members of th e Society was held on
Wednesday, th e 6th September, 1893, Mr. J. Wallace , C.E., presiding.
NEW ME MBER S.

Th e following gentlemen were elected members of the Society :Mr. C. H.F. Binsteed (Secunderabad), Mr. P. Berry (Madras), Mr. J, E.
Berkley (Secunderabad), Lieutenant T. E. Madden (Agra), Captain A. Fraser
(Secunderabad), Mr. H. S. Elworthy (Bombay), Mr. Dayabhoy Jaduram
~Bombay), and Mr. Framjee R. Vikajee (Bombay).
CONTRIBUTIONS.

Mr. H. M. Phipson acknowledged the following contributions which had
been received since the previous meeting :Contribution.

Description.

1 Kingfi sher .....................
Alcedo bengalen sis ... ... ......
A Collection of Birds' Eggs ..
.........
2 Phoorsas ........................
Echis carinat a ..................
2 Rain Quail (aliv e) ......... Coturnix coromandelica ......
2 Rock Bush Quail (alive) ... Perd icula argonda h ...... ..... .

1 Short-t oed Eagle ............
l Photo grap h of a Rampur
Hound .. ................ ......
1 Snake ........... : ...............
50 Species of Bird s' Eggs ...

Circactus gallicu s...............

From Jhansi ........... ... ...... .
Coluber helena ..................
New to the Society's collection ................. ,- ..........
1 Sambharborn ............... Cervus unicolor ...............
1 Large Centipede (alive ) ... Scolopendr a gigantea .. .......
1 Dhaman ........................
Ptyas mucosus ..................

Mr. W. F, Sinclair, I.C.S,
Mr. C, Crommelin.
Col. Mac Ra e.
Mr. D. Bennett.
Do.
Major L. F enton.
Mr. W. H. Tr aill.
Mr. W. E. Major.

Echis carinata ..................
Trimeresure, anim alensis ...
Bung aru s arcu at us ............
Lycodon aulicus .. ...... .......
Tropidonotus stolatu s ...... ..
Onycocephalus acutus .........
Coluber hel ena ............ ... ...
Scorpio swammerd ami ......
Cynoglossus quinquelineatu s
Osmotreron Sp... '.......... ... ...

Mr. E. C. S. Baker.
Mr. J. F. Snuggs.
Capt. Thorburn.
Mr. D.
MacLaughla.n
Slater.
Capt. Stewart (s.s, Ocea.
na),
Mr, J. A. Betham.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Mr. N. S. Symons.
Purchased,

Prinia stewarti .................

Mr. G. Vidal, I.C.S.

l Wooden Caterpillar ......... H epialu s virescen s ............
1 Pho orsa .......... .. ............
2 Snakes .... °'" .................
1 Krait ...........................
2 Snakes ............... .........
1 Do.
.. .... ..................
2 Do.
.. .......... ... ..... . ...
2 Do.
.. ... .. ...... .... ......
3 Large Scorpions ............
1 Large Sole ... ..................
1 Green Pig eon (alive ) ......
2 Nests of Stewart's Wren
Warbler .....................

Contributor.

Minor contributions from Mrs. Godfrey and Miss A. Prentice.
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. .
Les Form1c1des de Madagascar, par M. Forel ...

,..

{ Presented by
the author.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. II, Part I. In exchange.
North American Fauna, No. 7 ...
In exchange.
Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute , Vol. XXV
In exchange.
Proceedings of the Linn rean Society of New South Wales,
Vol. VIII, Part I.
In exchange.
Index and Appendix to the Pharmacographica Indica (Dymock.)
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 2, 1893
In exchange.
The Destructive Insects of Victoria, Part II ...
In exchange.
Manual of the New Zealand Coleoptera
In exchange.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. IV, Part 2. In exchange.
PAPERS READ.

Mr. A. Abercrombie read extracts from a paper he had written for the
Society's Journal on the Common Marine Shells of the Bombay Coast, and
illustrated his remarks with specimens from a collection made ;by him in the
immediate vicinity of Bombay. This local collection consists of 320 distinct
species, all of which had been identified by Mr. Abercrombie with the assistance of the authorities at the Briti sh Museum.
The following miscellaneous notes were also read :-

(a) Notes on Indian Dogs, F. E. ·Dempster ; (b) Shooting Notes, Major
E. F. Becher ; (c) Birds observed breeding in Kharagora, H. Bulkley; (d)
The habHs of the Coppersmith, E. H. Aitken; (e) Where do Swallows sleep?
E. H • .Aitken.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE MEETING HELD ON 13TH NOVEMBER, 1893.
A meeting of the members took place on Monday the 13th November,
at the Society's room, Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Maconachie
presiding.
NEW MEMBERS,

'rhe following gentlemen were duly elected members of the Society :-The
Honorary Secretary, Government Museum and Public Gardens (Trivandrum),
Mr. C. C. Philpott (Rangoon) , Mr. C. D. Twopenny (Cashmere), Mr. E. C.
Ryland (Calcutta), Mr. E. Bryden ( Cachar), the Honor ary Secretary, Tenasserim .Agri-Horticultural Society (MoulmeinJ, Br. C. C. Caleb (Lahore), Lieutenant B. Buchanan, R . .A. (Bombay) , Surgeon-Major Henry J. Barnes (Ahmednagar), Mr. S. L. Batrhelor, I.C.S. (Bijapur), Mr. C. P. Fox, C. E. (Bellary),
Mr. C. Greatheed (Tanna), Mr. R. Giles, M . .A. (Sukkur) , Mr . .A. Lancaster
(Betul), Captain W. D. Gunn, .A,V, D. (Dum Dum), Mr, G. C. Sturrock; R: .A,
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(Quetta),Surgeon-M ajorE.P . Frenchman(Bassein,
Burma ), Mr . W. F. LoftusTottenham (Pegu), Mr. Char les W . A. Bruce ( Upper B urma), Surgeon-Lieutenant Colonel H.J. W. Barro w (.A.hmednugger ), Capt ain R. M. P oore ( Mhow),
Mr. Naranjee Dw arkadas (Bombay), Mr. A . J. A . Jardine ( Bassein, B urma).
The Honorary

Secr et ary drew

attention

to the fac t that ac cording to Rule

IV the first annual subs cription of members electe d during the months of
October, November, and December shall b e cons ide red to ex tend to the 31st of
December in the following year.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MUSEUM .
Mr. H. Phipson, th e Honor ary Secretary, acknowledged
following contributions since the last meeting :-

Contribution .

1 Albino Dove ..................

Desr.rlptl on_

having -received the

Contr ibutor,

/Turtur surat ensis ............ . .. H . H . the Mahara ja of
· Kolhapore.
2 Cobras (ali ve) ............. .. Naga tripudian s ...... .. .. .... . The Princ ipal of th e Grant
Medical College.
1 Malabar Civet Cat (alive) Viverra civettina ..... ... ...... . Mr . Wasey .
1 Snake -· ........................
Tropidonotus pisca tor ........ . Surg.-Capt. M. Knaggs.
1 Daboiu ...... ..................
Daboia ru ssellii ... ......... ... .. . Surg .. Major H. Martin.
Specimens of Gold Quartz ... From Mysore .................. .. . Mr. E. C. 'l'ooth.
1 Cobra ...........................
Naga tripudian s ...... ........ . Col. D. Robertson.
Nest and Eggs of th e Tailor
Bird ...........................
Orthot omu s sutorius ...... ... Mr, H . Hep worth .
Photographs of ...... ..... ....... Scin di Hounds ............... ... H, H. t he Rao Sahib of
Cutch.
Do.
•......... ........ Rampur Hound s ...... .. ..... .. Mr. W. H. Traill.
Do.
•.................
Shan Dog ...... ............. ... .. .Mr. F . E. Dempster.
1 Indian Pipi str ell e ............ Vesperngo abramus ........... . Mr. W. F . Sin clair , C. S.
1 Snake (alive) ......... ... ... Tropidonotus punctula tus .. . Miss. A. Pr entic e.
2 Chameleons ( ali ve) ......... Chameleo calcar atus ...... ... Mr. James Kenyon,
1 Scylla ................... .. ...... From Aden ....................
. Capt . E . Shoplan d.
1 Cobra ......... .... ...... ... ..... Naga tri pudians ............ . . Capt . F. T. C. Hugh es.
1 Yellow-breasted g r o und
Thru sh ... ...... ............. .. Pitt a brachyura ...... ... ... .. . .. Mr. F. A. -Little.
A Number of Scorpions , Lizards , &c... ..... .. .. ............. lfrom Aden ... ................... .. Capt . E. Sh opland 1 R. I.M.
1 Snake ...........................
'ryphl ops brahmin us ... ..... . Major H. C. Harford.
1 Sea Snake ............... ...... Hydro phi s nigrocinc tus
Miss S. Baird .
2 Snakes ...... ...... ............ Tropiclonotus stolatus ..... .. .. Dr.H . E. Drak e-Brockma n.
1 Snake ......... .................. Zam in us mucosus ............. ..
Do.
do.
3 Tortois es' E ggs ... ... ......... Testuclo elegans ............. ..
Do.
do.
1 Spotted Crake ............... Peyzana maruetta .... .. ... ... .. . Hon. W. T. O'B1·ien.
1 Red-headed Poch ard ..... . Fnligula ferina ...... ...... .... . .
Do.
clo.
1 Large Blue Heron ............ Arclea ciuer ea .... ............ ..
Do.
do.
1 Snake .......................
. Gongylophis conicus ........ . Mr . E. H. Aitke n.
2 Snakes ......... ......... ...... Tropidonot us plum bi color .. .
Do,
l Snake ...... ............... ... Crysopelea ornata .. , ........ .
Do.
1 Kingfisher .......... .. ........ Alcedo bengalensi s ... ..... ... . Miss A. Waller.
A Collection of Birds ' Eggs ... l<
'rom Aden .. . ................ .. Capt . .B'inny, R. I. llL
1 Cobra (alive ) ......... .. , ...... Naga tri pudia ns .. . ........... . Mr. A. Leslie.
,12 Birds ' Eggs ..................
From Rutnagher ry ......... .. . Mr. J. H. Dickinson,
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1 Persian Gazelle (alive) ••• Gazella subgutturosa
1 Yellow-breasted Ground Pitta brachyura ...............
Tnrush (alive).
1 Snake ..•.........•••........•••• Simotes russellii •••............
l Do. .. .........................
Tropidonotus piscator ........ .
2 Snakes ..................•.•.•. Chersyurus granulatus •••...
I Snake ....••...•.•..... ..... ••... Tropidonotus stolatus ........ .
I Emu's Egg .................. Dromoous irroratus •.......•.••
1 Osprey •••.••.................. Pandion hanretus .............. .
1 Golden - backed
Wood- Brachypternts aurantius .....•
pecker.
1 Crested Cuckoo ............... Coccystes jacobinus .. ... .... .. .
1 Shikra .... ............ ; •..•... Astur badius .....................
l Marsh Harrier •.•.•......•.•. Circus reruginosus ••.....•...•
I Indian Night-Jar ...... ;••... Caprimulgus asiaticus .........
1 Snake ...........................
Lycodon striatus ...............
I Flying Fox (alive) •.•..•..• Pteropµs medius ..•.••..•....••
1 White-breasted Water Hen Erythra phoonicura ............
(alive).
I Albino Jack Snipe ......... Gallinage gallinu la ............
A Number of Sea Sh ells ....• From Karachi ........... . ......
A Collection of Sea Shells ... From Madras ...........•.•...•
2 Daboias (alive) ..•... ... ...... Daboia elegans ..................
I SQ.ake(alive) .•••••...•••..•.•. Si!ybura macrelepis ............

Contributor.

Capt. Gimblett .
Mr. Douglas Bennett .
Mr. A. C. Walk er.
Surg.-Capt. Knaggs.
Mr. H. W. Barrow.
Do.
Mr. P. Churchward.
Mr. H. Bulkley.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Mrs. Pearson.
Mr. W. H. Traill.
Mr. E. Jam es.
Mr. P. E. Myer.
Mr. C. H. D. Forbes.
Mr. G. Elton.
Mr. P. Berry.
Mr. P. R. Mehta .
Mr. E. W. Scott.

MINOR CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
Miss Ida Prager, Mr. Aston, Mr. Brandenburg, Mr. W. Jackson, Mr. J. Stiven,
Mr. G. de Bildt, Major W. P. Kennedy, Mr. V. Cabral, Mr . .A..L. Pilleau,
and Mr. F. Chard.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LIBRARY.
Fi~!dh(ti?t~~~;n.~~.~:.~

.. ~.~ ..:~~ .•~.-:~: .. ~.".. ~~~ }From

Mr . .A..P. Young.

Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London,} From Mr. W. F. Sinclair,
Parts II and III .... ..... ..... ........ ..... ......... ...
C.S.
The ,Prairie Ground Squirrels ... .. ............... .......
From Mr. Vernon Bayley.

Ttv~tt~)~?.~~
..~.~~~~.~~~..~~;~~~-~:~..~.~-.~~~~} From Government.
PAPERS READ.
The following papers were then read :1, Notes on Sambar and Sambar Shooting, by J. D. Inverarity.
2,
Notes on some of the Butterflies of Matheran, by J. A. Betham. 3, Miscellaneous Notes-(a)
0 Pao da Cobra, or "Serpent's
Wood," by Dr. D. G.
Dalgado ; (b) The Nest of Stewart's Wren Warbler, by G. W. Vidal, I.C .S. .
(c) The Kol Bhalu, by F. J. A. Hill; (d), Sympto ms of Snake-bite, the result
of fright, by Mr. S. M. Fraser, I.C .S. ; (e) 'l'he Breeding of the Gourami, by
Charles F. Gilbert, M.I.C.E.; (f) The flowering of" Grammatophyllum bromheadii,'' by F, E. Dempster.
·
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